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Printed Circuit F.M. Tuner

The circuit is based on the 912 Tuner and may be used to feed any amplifier.

The T.C.C. Printed Circuit F.M. Tuner is now offered to the home constructor and enables an outstanding performance to be obtained, both in sensitivity and quality. The F.M. Tuner has already achieved a well-deserved reputation for its extremely high sensitivity, and its excellent performance. By using a printed circuit these features are assured, the I.F. and R.F. amplifiers being extremely stable at maximum gain and results being consistent on all tuners.

The printed circuit is produced on a high-grade laminate board on which are also printed the aerial coil and the R.F. coupling coil. These coils do not require tuning and further simplify the assembly and alignment. The sensitivity of the average F.M. Tuner is of the order of 10μv. for an output of 2v. at the ratio discriminator. All components are mounted on the top of the printed panel with the exception of the oscillator coil and its associated condensers which are mounted beneath the panel. This has been done to maintain a high order of stability for the oscillator and thereby prevent drift.

The power supply for the tuner is intended to be on a separate chassis and is connected to the tuner by means of flexible leads. For all technical details of the F.M. Tuner, reference should be made to the 912 F.M. booklet.

Printed Circuit and complete set of Condensers £4.4.7

The Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd
SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION: NORTH ACTON - LONDON - W.3 - Telephone: ACorne 0061

High Fidelity at Realistic Cost!

See and hear these and all other W.B. lines at our London Office (109 Kingsway, W.C.2) any Saturday between 9 a.m. and 12 noon.

Ready to assemble Cabinets from £5. 10.0
TV and Record Storage Cabinets £9. 14. 3 & £10. 4. 9

H.F. 1012. 10" Hi-Fi Unit £4. 19. 9
H.F. 1214. Full Range 12" Unit 14,000 gauss £9. 15. 6
T.816. Special 8" Mid-Range and High Frequency Unit. 16,000 gauss magnet. £6. 10. 0
The New W.E.12 High Fidelity Amplifier Price £25

Tweeter Units £4. 4. 0 & £12. 12. 0

Details of all the outstanding W.B. products on request

Whiteley Electrical Radio Co. Ltd - Mansfield - Notts
'AVO' Precision ELECTRICAL TESTING INSTRUMENTS

A dependably accurate instrument for testing and fault location is indispensable to the amateur who builds or services his own set.

The UNIVERSAL AVO MINOR
(as illustrated) is a highly accurate moving-coil instrument, conveniently compact, for measuring A.C. and D.C. voltage, D.C. current, and also resistance; 22 ranges of readings on a 5-inch scale.

Size: 4½ ins. x 3½ ins. x 1½ ins. Complete with leads, interchangeable prongs and crocodile clips, and instruction book.

List Price: £12.00

The D.C. AVO MINOR
is a 2½-inch moving-coil meter providing 14 ranges of readings of D.C. voltage, current and resistance, up to 600 volts, 130 milliamps, and 3 megohms respectively. Total resistance 100,000 ohms.

Size: 4½ ins. x 2½ ins. x 1½ ins. Complete as above.
Nett weight: 12 ozs. List Price: £5.50

CONCORD ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.W.D.) 69, PRESTON STREET, BRIGHTON, 1


Write for a free copy of the latest Comprehensive Guide to "AVO" Instruments.
THE SKYSEARCHER
An all mains set for 1956

This is a 2-valve plug-in receiver set useful as an educational set for beginners also makes a fine second set for the teenager, workroom etc. All parts, box, cabinet, chassis and speaker, £9.6. Post & ins. 28. THERE ARE WITH PARTS OR AVAILABLE SEPARATELY.

MINIATURE MOTOR
Size only 2 ins. long by 1 ins. diameter. American made--incorporated coils and a motor--instructed for 28 volt D.C. but O.K. on lower voltages and A.C., mains through step-down transformers. Price 10/, Post, etc., 2/. Multi-meter Kit Parts suitable for making a multi-meter are easily available. This contains all the essentials including moving coil meter, resistors, range selector, calibrated scale, etc., etc. in only 15/-, plus 1/- post and packing.

INSERT MICROPHONE
Per No. Micro 225 b, a really beautifully made magnetic mike of little over 1 in. in diameter. Price 3/6, post free.

THERMOSTATS
Useful for the control of temperature in a variety of purposes such as central heating, radiators, vulcanisers, hot plates, etc. Adjustable to operate over the temperature range 20°-50° deg. F., 11 amp, 3/6; 5 amp. 8/6; 2 amp. 1/6. 15 amp. 2/6.

SERVICE DATA
100 service sheets, covering British receivers which have been sold in bulk quantities and which every service engineer is ultimately bound to meet. The following makers are included: Caledony, Alba, Bush, Crossley, Ecko, Ever-Ready, Ferguson, Ferrari, G.E.C, H.M.V., Kodak Brandes, Urban, McIntire, Marconi, Mullard, Murphy, Philco, Philips, Pye, Ultra. Undoubtedly a mine of information invaluable to all who earn their living by radio servicing. Price £1 for the complete folder.

PRODUCTION INCREASED—CIRCUIT IMPROVED—PRICE REDUCED

To-day's best value in Band III Converters suitable for your T.V. or mains-reel. Complete ready to operate, £9.6 non mains, £8.6 mains, post and insurance, 6/6.

RECORD PLAYER 24/10/0

3-speed Gramophone Motor
Latest slim 3-speed motor with metal turntable and rubber mat. Small mod. makes speed easily variable for special effects and dance work.

Hi-Fi Pick-up
Usual famous Coon-Record III-G turn-over, crystal, separate sapphire for each channel. Bent bakelite case with pressure adjustment, Special offer till this month. The two units for £4.10/-, plus 5/- post and insurance, or made up on board are illustrated £5.10/-, plus 5/- post.

3 & 4 Speed Gramophone Auto-Changer
Latest types by all famous makers are invariably in stock at competitive prices. B.S.R., Mora-rob, Garrard, etc., latest models from £7.15/- up. Plus 5/- carriage and insurance.

South London Branch.—For the benefit of callers south of London we have opened a branch at 266, London Road, Finsbury.

The "CRISPION" Portable Radio

A 4-valve truly portable battery set which will play very many good records. Features as follows: Perrett red gradation, low consumption valves, superhet circuit with A.C. reg. built-in, aligned chassis, faultless performance, two tone cabinet covered with C.I. fittings and Teflon. Guaranteed results on long and medium waves anywhere. All parts, including speaker and cabinet, are available separately or if all ordered together the price is £7.15/- complete, post and ins. 3d., ready-to-play chassis 30/- extra. Instruction booklet free with parts or available separately price 1/. No. 266.

OFFICE INTERCOM

This is a 2-station "master" unit comprising an A.G. main operated push-pull amplifier with built-in P.M. speaker which acts as microphone or loudspeaker depending on whether switch is set to "talk" or "listen." Complete in polished cabinet ready to work. Price, complete with one sub and 100 ft. twin wire, £8.19.6. Plus 5/- carriage and insurance. Sub-stations 15/- each.

ELECTRIC BLANKET WIRE

Waterproof P.V.C. covered, so blanked washable. 100 cm. per foot 1/-6 per yard. 14 yards, ideal for average blanket, 41 post free.

HUGE MINISTRY PURCHASE

R.115—Yours for £2 down
Frequency 75 Kc/s to 30 mets. 10 valves—metal case—robust receiver and c.v. cover over £60 to make. £1.1. in 3 years of service. Very little used. Price £10 or 5 payments of £2. 5/- carry & transit used 15—er.

ENGINEER'S 1 MICRO-METER
Brand new and perfect—incorporated in constructors, apprentices, model makers, etc., etc., etc., etc. Only 10/- post free.

S-VALVE SUPERMETER,

YOURS FOR ONLY £1 DOWN
Charcoal size 2½ ins. x 1½ ins. Three classes components—A.C. mains operation. Three waves—medium and two shortwave. Complete with five valves, ready to work. Upright price £5.10/- or 5 payments of £1 each. ins., post free.

MINI-MAINSL

Uses high-efficiency coils, covers long and medium wavebands and fits into the neat bakelite or brown bakelite cabinets—limited quantity only. All the parts, including cabinet, valves, in fact, everything, £4/10/-, plus 5/- post.

W.D. CIRCUIT DETAILS

Diagrams and other information extracted from official manuals. All 1/6 per copy. 12 for 1/-.

American Service
Sheets B.100
A.124 78 receiver
B.348 78 receiver
B.C.312 K.2/ARC
B.C.310 R.10A
B.C.362 RA.18
M.18 R.576
R.996 ANAPA-1
R.155 78
R.124A 78
R.1125A R.1418
R.1263 CAY-S.AM.
R.1264 RADAK
R.1262 A
R.1055
R.995 Indicator 62
H.C.100-1B
B.425A (or 1B)
B.425A (or 1B)
R.425 indicator K
R.F. unit 26
Transmitter T154
Two-way walkie talkie
Frequency meter Wirelessset No. 15
R.C.150 100 D.t."i""bler valves
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PUSH PULL OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
Potted Midget type standard matching. Ref. No. 888. Size 1in. x 1in. x 21½in. Price £1 15s. post free.
PUSH PULL INPUT TRANSFORMER
Potted Midget type Ref. No. 2391. Size 1in. x 1in. x 1½in. Price 66d. post free.

**THE UNI—T.V.**

Undoubtedly the most up-to-date television for the home constructor. You can build all or only part and the set when finished will be equal to factory-made equivalent. What other constructor i.e. t.v. has all these features?
- Made up units if required.
- All miniature valves.
- Metal rectifiers.
- No expensive transformer.
- 13-channel circuitry.
- Multi-vibrator time base.
- Ferrox cube, E.H.T. and -can coil.
- 34-37 Mc's i.f.
- Suitable for any modern 12, 14 or 17in. tube.
- Modern contemporary cabinet if required.

The building cost (less tubes) is only £31.10.0.
- 10½: carriage and insurance. All parts guaranteed 12 months. Full information and data free with parts or available separately price 3½.

**THE STATESMAN**

This is an offer at approximate half cost to make.
An impressive, really working cabinet originally designed for T.V. kits. Simple modification makes the cabinet suitable for radio-gram amplifier, tape recorder, or reflex speaker-size 28in. wide, 22in. deep and 51½in. high. Limited quantity at £8 16s. each, carriage 12½.

South London Branch.—For the benefit of callers south of London we have opened a branch at 286, London Road, Frobisher.

**THE CLEVELAND ORGANTONE**

5-valve superhet covering Long, Medium and Short waves. Miniature valve type. Low loss coils—permeability tuned, i.e.—full A.V.C.—variable negative feedback—gram, position—4 watts output—particularly find tone. Price £11 10s. carriage and insurance, 6½.

We are offering these at much under market price. We are convinced that the price we charge is only a fraction of the cost of the chassis you would contain. We are offering these at much under market price. We are convinced that the price we charge is only a fraction of the cost of the chassis you would contain.

**ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.**

Post orders should be addressed to E.P.E., LTD., Dept. 5, 123, Terminus Road, Eastbourne.
Post enquiries to Eastbourne with stamped envelope, please.

Phone: HU12678 Phone: HU12678
Half day: Thursdays.
Half day: Thursdays.

CHASSIS ASSEMBLY

Three-colour 3-waveband scale covering standard, Long, Medium, and Short wavebands, wide gap. Pye, chassis, punched for standard 5-valve superhet polished driving head, springs. Price £10 10s. complete. Scale size 14in. x 3in. Chassis size 8½ x 5in. x 2½in. deep. Price £8 10s. post free. Note.—This is the one that fits our 47-inch table cabinet.

**HIGH VOLTAGE TESTER**

An instrument that will measure voltages up to 10,000V, which draws no power out of the mains. This makes it a valuable addition to your workshop equipment. It can be made entirely from odds and ends, 3-½p giving full instructions, plans, etc. 2/6 post free.

**SNIPESCOPE**

"Cct's eye" used for seeing in the dark. Will work burglar alarms, counting circuits, smoke detectors and the hundred and one other devices as will the simpler type of photo cell. Price 5½p, each. Post and ins. 1d. Data will be supplied with cells if requested.

**DON'T BE CAUGHT LIKE THIS**

CAR STARTER CHARGER KIT
All parts to build 6- and 12-volt charger which can be connected to a flat battery and will enable the car to be started instantly. Kit comprising the following:
- Mains transformer
- 5-amp. rectifier
- Resistor Stab Switch
- Resistance Wire
- Ignition Switch
- Moving Circle (G.M.) Constructional Data
- Data bought all together price £1 10s. 6d., 2½p post and packing.

**FLUORESCENT LIGHTS**
These are a complete fluorescent lighting fitting. Built-in ballast and starters—stove enamelled white and ready to work. Ideal for the kitchen, over the work-bench, and in similar locations.
- Single 4ft. 35w. long, uses a 26-watt standard tube. Price 30s. complete with tubes, carriage and ins. 5d.
- Twin 20, uses two 26-watt standard tubes. Price 29s. l.e.c. tubes. Carriage and ins. 4½.

MULLARD AMPLIFIER "510"
A Quality Amplifier designed by Mullard. Power output exceeds 10 watts. Frequency response almost flat from 10 to 20,000 C.P.S. For use with the Acoos "Hi G" and other good pick-ups. Made up and ready to work is £12 10s. plus 10½c. carriage and insurance.

**CONNECTING WIRE**
P.V.C. covered in 100ft. coils.—2½ a. coil or four coils different colours. 10s. post free.
- 12in. T.V. CABINET—15s.

"Chimelite" 19c.

It is a hall light as well as a double chime and you can make it in a couple of evenings for the total cost of only 19½ including instructions, post, etc.—2½ available separately price 2½.

"CHIMELITE"

1515: 2 in. Price Ref. 1122. Size 1in. x 1in. x 1½in. Price 66d. post free.
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For a regular smooth response curve
You need a PHILIPS dual-cone loudspeaker
Made in Holland

The Philips dual-cone loudspeaker comes in two sizes: 8" and 12", price £6 6s. (tax paid) and 10s. respectively. There is also a single-cone loudspeaker, available in the same two sizes: price £6 2s. 6d. (tax paid) and £10 0s. 0d. respectively.

A special dual-cone design distinguishes Philips high fidelity speakers, resulting in energy transmissions almost independent of frequency. This ensures that, in an ordinary room, sound pressure within an angle of 90 degrees varies by not more than six decibels; while the excellent spatial distribution of acoustic energy — even at the highest frequencies — is obtained by Philips choice of coupling factor between high-range and low-range cones.

The small cone acts as a high note radiator for frequencies above 10,000 cycles and as a diffuser for frequencies below 40,000 cycles from the large cone. The large cone itself acts as a low note radiator below 10,000 cycles, and as a reflector for the high notes above this frequency. The distribution of sound over the entire frequency range is thus much wider than on a normal loudspeaker. These loudspeakers have a very smooth response curve combined with a low resonance frequency.

N.B. Any of these speakers may be used on their own or with another suitable loudspeaker using a crossover unit.

For full details write to:
PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LTD
Musical Equipment Dept. - Century House
Shaftesbury Avenue: London: WC2

THE SUPERIOR BUREAU
PRICE 16½ Gns. Plus 25/- carriage

Very elegant in highly figured walnut veneer with internal panels in sycamore. Sloping radio panel size 16in. long x 10½in. high. Uncut motorboard size 15½in. long x 13in. back to front. Lid panelled in beige leatherette. Two large storage cupboards.

S.R. 3-4 WATT AMPLIFIER
PRICE £5.15.0 Plus 3/6 postage and packing.

A wall-designed cabinets veneered in highly figured walnut. Outside dimensions 29in. long, 16in. deep and 32in. high. Sloping control panel on right hand side approximately 13½in. x (10)in. Removable base board size 13½in. x 13in. on left-hand side. Large storage compartment located in side cabinet above boardcard.

BAKELITE CABINET
PRICE 15/6

Ideal for midnet construction. Available in Walnut or Green. Size 12in. long, 7in. high, 5½in. deep. Complete with handles, back, dial and two knobs.

THE SUPEREX "55" BATTERY PORTABLE

Four valve superhet covering L and P. waves. Attractive two-colour attachment case size 10½in. x 8½in. x 4½in. Large elliptical speaker.

PRICE £7-15-0 Plus 4/- postage and packing. BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS.

PERSONAL SHOPPERS' WELCOME

OPENS: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday to Saturday; 1 p.m. Thursday.
TERMS: Cash with order or C.O.D. (U.K. and N. Ireland only)

Superior radio supplies
37 HILLSIDE, (HARROW ROAD)
STONEBRIDGE, NW10-Elgar 3644
ARE YOU BUILDING THIS POPULAR KIT?

Modern Portable. A.C./D.C. Mains/ Battery Receiver. Four valves, DK66, DL96, etc. 2 Waveband Superhet. In an attractive Lizard Grey case, size 8½ in. x 8½ in. x 4½ in. Full Kit of Parts down to last nut and bolt.

£9.0.0

Or if you prefer you can build the battery version first for: £7/17.6 and add the mains components later. Post extra on Kit, 3/-.

PUBLICATIONS

No. 124—F.M. TUNER CONSTRUCTION by W. J. May
★ Easy to Build, Points-to-Point Wiring ★ High Fidelity Response ★ 132 Pages
★ All Components for this Circuit available ex stock...
No. 123—HOW TO MAKE AERIALS FOR TV (Band 1 and 3) and V.H.F. (Band 2)
Data for all channels. Ten different designs for local and fringe areas...
No. 122—ALL DRY BATTERY PORTABLE CONSTRUCTION. ★ Simple and cheap to build ★ Points-to-Point wiring ★ Dual Fidelity for high sensitivity...
No. 100—A COMPREHENSIVE VALVE GUIDE... Book No. 1, 121—A COMPREHENSIVE VALVE GUIDE, Book No. 2, Characteristics and Band Conversion...
No. 103—RADIOFOLDER
★ ‘A’ Size Master Colour Only Index
★ Comprehensive Valve Guide...
No. 102—RADIOFOLDER
★ ‘A’ Size Master Colour Only Index
★ Comprehensive Valve Guide...
No. 101—RADIOFOLDER
★ ‘A’ Size Master Colour Only Index
★ Comprehensive Valve Guide...

CROKES

500, 200 ohm, 60 M.A. Clamp construction, each... 6
100, 500 ohm, 60 M.A. Clamp construction, each... 9
200, 1000 ohm, 60 M.A. Clamp construction, each... 15
600, 2000 ohm, 60 M.A. Clamp construction, each... 5

TRANSFORMERS FOR BATTERY CHARGERS

220 v. Input, tapped 6½ v. 1 amp., each... 18
300 v. Input, tapped 6½ v. 2 amp., each... 18

WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIERS

Type 1145, 1155, 1165, 1185...

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

Midget for 240 volt, each... 5
Standard 240 volt, each... 8
Standard 10,000 volt, each... 6

CHARGER RECTIFIERS—All Full Wave

12 volt 1 amp., each... 5
12 volt 2 amp., each... 6
12 volt 3 amp., each... 8

75L FERROMAGNETIC AERIAL ROD

Length of Perfe Rot with full instructions for winding Medium or Long Wave Internal and 10 v., each...

SPECIAL OFFER

Antifreeze Aerial Type CD4 Indoor, with full instructions, etc., 25N each.

Our NEW 1956-57 Illustrated Catalogue is now ready. 44 pages of interesting reading. Send 1/- for your copy.

HEATER TRANSFORMERS—All 250 v. Input

5 volt 2 amp., each... 5
1 volt 3 amp., each... 6
1 volt 4 amp., each... 8

LOUD SPEAKERS

All PM types less Transformers

Each

2½ in. Square Type E.C. Speaker... 19.6
2½ in. Type by Blue, Lecson, Celestion, etc... 17.5
4½ in. Types by Goodmans, Robin, R. & A... 18.5
6 in. Types by Goodmans, Fisons, R. & A... 19.8
10 in. Types by R. & A, etc... 25.5
12 in. Fienow Light Weight... 35.0
Elliptical Speakers, Goodmans, 4½ in. Type... 19.0
Main Enclosed Tube 4½ in. & 6½ in. 19.6
Post rates 6/-

TERMS—Cash with order or C.O.D. Postage and handling charges extra, as follows: Orders value 10/- add 1/-; 20/- 2/-; 40/- 3/-; 50/- 4/-; 100/- 5/- unless otherwise stated. Minimum C.O.D. fee and postage 3/-.

MAIL ORDER ONLY
R.S.C. BATTERY CHARGING EQUIPMENT

ASSEMBLED CHARGERS

6 v. 6 amp. 1977
6 v. or 12 v. 100
6 v. 2 amps. 298
6 v. 4 amps. 398
6 v. or 12 v. 4 amps. 498

BATTERY CHARGERS

Consisting of: Mains Transformers, F.W. Bridge Rectifier, well ventilated steel case. Fuses, Push-button. Grommets, panels and circuit. Only 9 lbs. cwt. in

HEAVY DUTY KIT

12 v. 30 amp. Suitable for Garage or Workshop with a number of Mains inputs.

R.S.C. ELIMINATOR AND FULLY GUARANTEED

Complete consumption receivers approx. Completely replaces battery eliminator. R.S.C. All 350-0-350 v.

TOP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH

250-0-250 70 m.A. 6,3 v. 2 a. 5 v. 2 a. 109
300-0-300 70 m.A. 6,3 v. 2 a. 5 v. 2 a. 189
350-0-350 80 m.A. 6,3 v. 2 a. 5 v. 2 a. 189
400-0-400 100 m.A. 6,3 v. 2 a. 5 v. 2 a. 189
450-0-450 150 m.A. 6,3 v. 2 a. 5 v. 2 a. 189
500-0-500 250 m.A. 6,3 v. 2 a. 5 v. 2 a. 239
500-0-500 6,3 v. 2 a. C.T. 239
6-6 v. 2 a. 239
6-6 v. 3 a. 239
6-6 v. 3 a. C.T. 239
6-6 v. 5 a. 239
6-6 v. 6 a. 239
6-6 v. 8 a. 239

FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT

Midget type 21-3 in. 176
250-0-250 70 m.A. 6,3 v. 2 a. 5 v. 2 a. 189
300-0-300 70 m.A. 6,3 v. 2 a. 5 v. 2 a. 189
350-0-350 80 m.A. 6,3 v. 2 a. 5 v. 2 a. 189
400-0-400 100 m.A. 6,3 v. 2 a. 5 v. 2 a. 189
450-0-450 150 m.A. 6,3 v. 2 a. 5 v. 2 a. 189
500-0-500 250 m.A. 6,3 v. 2 a. 5 v. 2 a. 239
500-0-500 6,3 v. 2 a. C.T. 239
6-6 v. 2 a. 239
6-6 v. 3 a. 239
6-6 v. 5 a. 239
6-6 v. 6 a. 239
6-6 v. 8 a. 239

FITMENT CHARGERS

All with 250-0-250 50 c.A primaries 6,3 v.
12 v. C.T. 76; 0,4-6,3 v. 2 a. 29
12 v. 1,711 m.A. 3,3 v. 3 a. 11
12 v. C.T. 76; 12 v. or 50 c.A primaries 6,3 v.
176; 12 v. or 34 m.A primaries 15,7, 29

R.S.C. BATTERY TO MAINS CONVERSION UNITS

Type BMI. An all dry battery eliminating. Size 51 x 41 x 21n. approx. Completely replaces batteries supplying 1.4 v. and 90 v. when connected to mains. 200 50 c.A is available. Necessary voltage for all battery portable receiving requires receiving 1.4 v. and 90 v. This determines the low consumption types. Complete kit with diagrams. 399 or ready for use. 469.

H.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER KITS.

Input 250-0-250 120 v. A.C. Output 120 v. 40 mA. Fully smoothed and can directly supply to 2 or 4 accumulator prices with good heat case and circuit. 268. Or ready for use. 89 extra.

SPECIAL OFFERS 8-4 mfd. 450 v. 1977. Offers can be sent to the last six. 18 c. Small. 0,005 mfd. 2 Gangs. 49 c.


VOLUME CONTROLS (with long flange, dam) spindle, all variable case switch 2/6: with S.P. switch, 3/6; with D.P. switch, 4/6.

EXTENSION SPEAKERS. Ready for use in wooden veneer cabinet.

51 in. 2-ohm. 29. 6. 3-ohm. 39. Very limited number.

R.S.C. MAINS TRANSFORMERS

Interleaved and impregnated. Primaries 200-250-500 v. 50 c.P. Guaranteed 12 months.

ASSEMBLED CHARGERS

6 v. 6 amp. 1977
6 v. or 12 v. 100
6 v. 2 amps. 298
6 v. 4 amps. 398
6 v. or 12 v. 4 amps. 498

BATTERY CHARGERS


MANUFACTURERS' SUPPLIES MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
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- R.S.C. A8 ULTRA LINEAR 12 WATT AMPLIFIER

**NEW 1956 Model. High-fidelity Push-pull Full Amplifier with all coaxial cables. High efficiency, includes 3 valves (867 output). High quality at very low price. Formerly, specially designed for Ultra Hi-fi and Hi-fi Tape Recordings. Condemned of current manufacture.**

**INDIVIDUAL CONTROLS FOR BASS, TREBLE, LEVEL AND FREQUENCY RESPONSE.**

- 3 db. @ 30,000 c.p.s.
- 6 db. @ 3,000 c.p.s.
- 9 db. @ 300 c.p.s.

**SIX-FIVE SELECTION.**

- Only 71 db. down. ONLY 70 millivolts INPUT required for FULL OUTPUT. Built for use with all makes and types of pick-up and practical use with microphones. Comparative with the very best designs.

**FOR STANDARD or 10 WATT TAPES AND RECORDS.**

- £7 15-0

---

**SUPERFAB FEEDER UNIT**

Design of a high quality Radio Tuner Unit for use with any amplifiers. A Triple Grid-up F changer is used. Feeder and dual Sensitivity Second Detector. Delayed A.V.C. A.C. Grd. Coupling in by bottom end condenser. Crystal set FREQUENCY ALIGNMENT adjustment made when Ae. of varying lengths and quality are chosen. Both Frequency Changers and I.F. valves are A.V.C. controlled. The final stage is the very long tone double diode so arranged that high PERCENTAGE modulation of the final stage is possible with low diode. The feed for the delayed A.V.C. is produced by the A.V.C. discriminator. A.V.C. distortion is avoided. The Ch. Sw. incorporates a ground, preamplifier. Controls are Tuning, Watt., Vol., and the meter. Only 250 volts. 15 mA. H.T. and L.F. of 6.3 volt is required from amplifier. Size of unit approx. 5-6 in., high. Simple alignment procedure. Point-to-point wiring. Complete instructions and priced list part with illustration, 2/-.

Total building cost £15. - For descriptive leaflet send S.A.E.

---

**HARRIEM 3-SPEED M. J. AMPLIFIER**

Current Model. Brand new, cartonned. Provision for taking out turntable and pickup head with dual type pickup. Price for long-playing records. Very limited number at only 5/-17 6. Carr. 6 6. Or deposit 3/- and six months' instalments of 1/- each.

---

**B.R. MONARCH 3-SPEED MIXER AMPLIFIER**

For standard 3-speed recorders. 80 c.c.m.s. mains. Autochassis on all 3 speeds. Plays Ten mixed 14 in. 16 in. and 12 in. records. Separate sapphire crystal pickup. Point-to-point wiring. Low price. L.F. 7.8 in.

---

**H.R. TUB EMER SING ONE-CHANNEL RECORDING DECK.**

Supplied with high-fidelity crystal pickup. Price of pickup. Point-to-point wiring. For standard or long-playing records. Only 5/-13.6 plus 3/- carr.

---

**H.R. TUB EMER SING ONE-CHANNEL RECORDING DECK.**

Size only 6 x 5 x 6 in. High quality in every detail. Autochassis for all 3 speeds. Size only 6 x 5 x 6 in. High quality in every detail. Autochassis for all 3 speeds. Separate sapphire crystal pickup. Point-to-point wiring. Standard or long-playing records. Only 5/-13.6 plus 3/- carr.
UNDoubtedly the best value yet offered

**Sten's "fidelity" Tape Recorder**

*Assembled & ready for use*

£43

(Plus £1.10.0 Carr. and Insurance. £1 is refunded when packing case is returned to us. Terms £21.10.0 deposit and 12 monthly payments of £1.10.0 or £21.10.0 deposit and 9 months of £3.10.3. IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE TO MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS!! HOME CONSTRUCTORS!!

YOU CAN BUILD IT YOURSELF FOR £40

Model T/R/F Quality Amplifier

This amplifier has been expressly designed to meet the requirements of enthusiasts for fidelity reproduction, and in particular to **correctly** operate the above TRUVOX DECK. It is supplied complete with a matched Elliptical 3 ohm P.M. Speaker. It incorporates an efficient Tone Control arrangement and has a Magic Eye Level Indicator (Operative on Record). It can also be used as a general purpose Amplifier for high quality reproduction of gramophone records direct from a Gram Unit. Price £14.14.6.

SCOTSBY MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE

Supplied complete with a 1,200ft. reel of Scotsboy Tape. Price 35/-. MODEL MIC33/1 ACOS CRYSTAL MICROPHONE

A highly sensitive Mike which accurately matches the input arrangement of the Amplifier. Price £5.10.0.

WEYRAD

**"H" Type Coils**—For Manufacturers, Service Engineers and Individual Constructors

A low-priced, soundly-designed Range of Coils, providing continuous coverage from 12 to 2,000 metres in 6 Bands.

The coils are supplied in individual aerial, H.F. transformer and oscillator versions for each band. Iron dust cores are adjusted by means of a threaded brass stem with a screwdriver slot which permits fine adjustment of inductance without the danger of damage to cores. Circuit connections are made to 4 tags at the end of the former. Single 6 B.A. mounting.

"H" type coils are recommended for many popular circuits including the "Practical Wireless" AC/DC 3-valve Superhet and are widely used for servicing and conversion purposes.

**Retail Price** ........... 3/9 EACH.


WEYMOUTH RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

Crescent Street, Weymouth, Dorset
Build yourself a 75gns Radiogram for £54-7-6 only

CABINET CAT. NO. CAB/03
A magnificent Bureau-type Cabinet of the very highest quality in specially selected Walnut veneered exterior. Light Pyramide Interior with Rexine lining to match. Overall dimensions: length 34in., depth 17½in., height 32in. Sliding control panel on right-hand side approx. 16in. x 10½in. Removable baseboard on right side approx. 10½in. x 12½in. Packing and carriage 25c.

CASH 17.6.6
Or on Credit Terms.

CHASSIS CAT. NO. CR.AFM48.PP
9-valve Superhet with F.M./V.H.F. Band (4 wavebands). Push-pull output. Slow-motion tuning drive. Full provision of Automatic Volume Control, Speakers provided for Aerial, Earth, Gram, Pick-up and Extension speaker. Connections provided to Gram. Motor controlled by Chassis on/off switch. The tone-controls have been given an extra wide range to allow all types of recording. A.C. mains 250-250 volts 50 cycles only. Packing and carriage 15c.

CASH 27.6.0
Or on Credit Terms.

AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER CAT. NO. R.C.A. The latest multi-speed changer incorporating 16 r.p.m. for "talking-books" and arrangement for manual control. Fitted with high-fidelity Crystal Turnover Pick-up Head. A.C. mains 250-250 volts 50 cycles only. Packing and carriage 12½c. CASH 9.15.0

CABINET CAT. NO. CAB/02 ★
A well-designed Bureau-type Cabinet in a medium size. Veneered in a highly figured Walnut. Outside dimensions: length 29½in., depth 10½in., height 22½in. Sliding control panel on right-hand side approx. 10½in. x 7½in. Removable baseboard on right-hand side approx. 12½in. x 12½in. Large record compartment inside the cabinet, located at the top on left-hand side.

CASH ONLY 12 Gns.

PACKING AND CARRIAGE 20c.

OTHER CHASSIS CAT. NO. CR/A. 5-valve Superhet with wavebands. 12 Gns. Packing & carriage 12½c.

CAT. NO. CR.AFM7. 7-valve Superhet with F.M./V.H.F. Band (4 wavebands).

23½ Gns.
Or on Credit Terms.

PACKING AND CARRIAGE 25c.

★ F.M. TUNERS ★
CAT. NO. FM/T/1. Complete Unit in Cabinet with Magic-eye tuning. 16½ Gns.
Or on Credit Terms.

PACKING AND CARRIAGE 12½c.

CAT. NO. FM/T/2. Chassis only excluding magic-eye. Unboxed. 11½in. long x 5½in. overall depth x 4½in. high...

CASH 13.15.0
PACKING AND CARRIAGE 12½c.

★ LOUDSPEAKERS, GRAM., AMPLIFIERS, TAPE-RECORER equipment, etc. available at keenest prices. Send for large illustrated Catalogue.

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED. Generous extended credit terms on orders exceeding £15. Dealers supplied at full discounts.

Northern enquiries only (not Scotland & N. Ireland) to:

DOMESTIC

DIRECT SALES LTD.
91 JUDD ST., LONDON, W.C.1. TER. 9876

MAYLIT LTD

3 MARLBOROUGH RD., ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRE

Telephone enquiries: ALTRINCHAM 4045

www.americanradiohistory.com
About these ACOS Hi-g heads...

11 Carr Street,
Cougee,
Sydney,
Australia.

Dear Sirs,

"...will track with ease all present day records". So reads your ad. for the new Hi-g Heads. "We will soon see about that", I said. The first test for this new L.P. Head was Decca's Brahms Fourth - always very difficult to handle I found on the old head. The shock I received was enough to put me to bed for a month - where was all that distortion? Where was all that groove jumping? Having recovered my strength and secretly suspecting it was just a fluke, I tried the Swan Lake - also another jumper - and then in a determined effort to prove you wrong, on went the Symphonie Fantastique and Rite of Spring.

At this stage the neighbours and family were seriously alarmed at sundry cries issuing from my room - they need not have worried - they were cries of pure joy. I had seriously considered installing expensive magnetic Pick-ups - of which I knew very little - but this will obviously be quite pointless now.

"...will track with ease all present day records" to which I say, "blessed be the name of Acos Hi-g"

Yours with relief,
(Sgd) Cliff Davidson.

FREE The subject of Hi-g cannot be adequately explained in an advertisement, so we have produced an interesting booklet - "The ABC of Hi-g". May we send you a copy?

always well ahead

ACOS devices are protected by patents, patent applications and registered designs in Great Britain and abroad.

COSMOCORD LTD., Eleanor Cross Road, Waltham Cross, Herts.
Telephone: Waltham Cross 5206
Car Radio

The demand for car radio receivers continues to increase and the number of cars now fitted with them is 300,000.

Great interest was shown in the car radio receivers exhibited at the Radio Show. We still think, however, that there is considerable room for improvement, for in spite of careful suppression of electrical apparatus on the car itself, interference from trams, electrical railways and other public transport is still severe. Although the Government has made a move towards the compulsory suppression of domestic electrical apparatus causing interference, it has left the major causes of it alone.

V.H.F.

Since Wrotham opened in May, 1955, no fewer than 450,000 V.H.F. sets have been sold and the demand increases daily. There can be no doubt that this is the answer to interference-free reception of very high quality, and in the course of a few years the system must inevitably oust the older one.

Radio Film Show

We recently witnessed some excellent films dealing with transistors, valves, and cathode-ray tubes and their methods of manufacture. These films were so interesting that we made the suggestion to the producers that they should be shown to a wider audience, and, accordingly, the films are to be shown at the Caxton Hall (Great Hall Site) on Thursday, February 21st, 1957. Admission will be free, but by ticket. There will be an interval for refreshments. Readers wishing to attend this film show should send in requests for tickets immediately. Address your letters to “Film Show,” Practical Wireless, as on this page. The meeting will commence promptly at 8 o’clock in the evening.

There is bound to be a large demand for seats, and accommodation is limited. Please, therefore, apply early.

Blueprints—Price Increase

Owing to a rise in cost of producing blueprints, we are compelled, as from this issue, to increase the price of each by 6d. This is the first price increase since our Blueprint Service was inaugurated over 20 years ago. We have deferred increasing the price until rising costs left us with no alternative.

Binders for Vol. 31

On page 689 of this issue we give details of the new arrangements for binding this journal. We are supplying a loose-leafed binder in which readers can insert their copies month by month, without having to wait for the completion of the volume before they can have them bound in the ordinary way. When the volume is completed the index can, of course, be inserted. This method will prevent copies becoming mutilated or misplaced. The covers are in black cloth, lettered in gold, and are grease- and water-proof.

Volume 32 will be completed with our issue dated February, 1957, as owing to the printing strike we did not publish two issues. Indexes will, of course, be available at 1s. 3d.

Two New Handbooks

Two new handbooks have recently been published from the offices of this journal: “The Home Electrician” (206 pp., 147 illustrations) deals with the installation, overhaul and repair of all domestic electrical apparatus. It costs 12s. 6d., or 13s. 2d. by post. “The Elements of Mechanics and Mechanisms” (432 pp., 481 illustrations) deals with the natural forces, laws of motion, thermodynamics, hydraulics, etc., and gives hundreds of examples of particular mechanisms. It costs 30s., or 31s. 3d. by post.—F. J. C.
Broadcast Receiving Licences

THE following statement shows the approximate number of Broadcast Receiving Licences in force at the end of August, 1956, in respect of wireless receiving stations situated within the various Postal Regions of England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. The numbers include Licences issued to blind persons without payment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London Postal</td>
<td>1,291,963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Counties</td>
<td>1,288,706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midland</td>
<td>1,001,448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Eastern</td>
<td>1,303,831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Western</td>
<td>992,843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Western</td>
<td>819,041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales and Border Counties</td>
<td>514,358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total England and Wales</td>
<td>7,212,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>927,197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
<td>205,757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>8,345,144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New British Standards.

THE following new Standards are announced:

Thin vulcanised fibre sheets (including leatheroid), for electrical purposes (B.S. 2768 : 1956).

Basic characteristics of radio service selection and intercommunication systems for civil aircraft (B.S. R.2 : 1956).

Copies of these British Standards may be obtained from the Sales Branch, British Standards Institution, 2, Park Street, London, W.1, price 3s.

F. R. W. Strafford Resigns

F. R. W. STRAFFORD, M.I.E.E., has resigned from Belling and Lee, Ltd., where he has served for many years as technical manager, to become a consulting radio and electronic engineer on his own account.

Mr. Strafford, who is well known to the technical Press for his many contributions on aerials and interference suppression, has been intimately associated with the technical side of the industry for 33 years. His work has included domestic radio, telecommunications, radar and general applications of electronics.

He was the originator of G9AED, the first U.K. Band III pilot television transmitter.

Mr. B. H. Douthwaite, A.M.I.E.E., has joined Belling and Lee, Ltd., with effect from October

V.H.F. in the West

THE BBC's Very High Frequency sound broadcasting station at North Hessary Tor, South Devon, has now been brought into service and transmits the West of England Home Service on 92.5 Mc/s; the Light Programme on 88.1 Mc/s and the Third Programme on 90.3 Mc/s, each with an effective radiated power of 60 kW. The transmissions are horizontally polarised. This new station is on the same site as the BBC's North Hessary Tor Television Station.

The V.H.F. service will be further extended in the West Country when the installation of additional transmitters is completed later at the BBC's V.H.F. station at Wenvoe, near Cardiff. The Wenvoe station, which at present transmits the Welsh Home Service, will then transmit in addition the West of England Home Service and the Light Programme and will provide good reception in North Devon, Somerset, and parts of Dorset, Wiltshire and Gloucestershire.

R.N.V.R. (Wireless) Reserve

YOUNG men who join the Royal Naval Volunteer (Wireless) Reserve may, when qualified, be issued by the Admiralty with a complete radio transmitter and receiver, together with a G.P.O. Transmitting Licence. This equipment can be used in their own homes, on Naval wavelengths, to enable the volunteers to keep in practice by communicating with other naval units. One of the radio stations issued under this system was the main feature of an exhibition of hobbies recently held at Cheltenham Town Hall.

Radio Aids British Harvest

Radio is speeding an important part of Britain's 1956 harvest. In the fields of Yorkshire and Lincolnshire harvesters are speaking over two-way short-wave radio, keeping in touch with a central control point and calling in men, machines and transport as required.

This new development is being...
used by Batchelors Peas, Ltd., now at the peak of their garden pea harvesting season. The crops from many thousands of acres have to be brought in within six short weeks.

Lt.-Col. Maurice W. Batchelor, chairman of the company, said, "We have installed two-way radio in our agricultural representatives' cars and fitted it at our vining stations. A control office has been set up at headquarters in Sheffield.

"The peas are separated from the pods mechanically at the stations, and when a particular field is ready for cutting our fieldsman radios the station, warning it of the variety and quantity of the crop to expect."

Servicing Examination Results

The Radio Trades Examination Board and the City and Guilds of London Institute have now published the results of the Radio and Television Servicing Certificate Examinations for 1956.

Entries for both these examinations showed an increase over the figures for 1955, particularly in the Radio Servicing Certificate Examination, for which 822 entries were received, representing an increase of 55 per cent.

The number of successful candidates in the Radio Servicing Certificate Examination was 322.

In addition, 185 candidates were referred in the practical test. In the Television Servicing Certificate Examination, 60 candidates were successful and 51 were referred in the practical test.

The next Radio Servicing Certificate Examination will be held on 7th, 9th and 18th May.

The next Television Servicing Certificate Examination will be held on 13th and 15th May and 22nd June.

Scottish Radio Show

The Radio Industry Council has announced that the Scottish Radio and Television Exhibition will be held at Kelvin Hall, Glasgow, from May 22nd to June 1st, 1957.

The exhibition will be the first to be organised by the radio manufacturers since television began in Scotland and will precede by a few months the opening of the first Scottish commercial television station.

The only previous exhibitions held in Scotland by the radio manufacturers were at Kelvin Hall in 1933, 1934 and 1935. The Scottish Radio Retailers' Association, however, have organised two very successful exhibitions since the war at St. Andrew's Hall, Glasgow.

BBC Presents Scholarships

The BBC are presenting one or two research scholarships each year, valued at £385 per annum, to University graduates in electrical engineering or physics who obtain good honours degrees, giving them the opportunity to work for a higher degree at any University in the United Kingdom, not necessarily at the one where they graduated. The scholarships are for two years in the first instance with the possibility of extension in suitable cases, if necessary. The scholarships are limited to male British subjects normally resident in the United Kingdom. The only condition applying to the subject for research is that it must be in those fields of telecommunications or physics which have an application to sound or television broadcasting.

The Corporation has given one research scholarship only this year and that was to Mr. P. C. J. Hill, who graduated at Birmingham University with first class honours in electrical engineering. Mr. Hill will conduct his researches in the Department of Electrical Engineering at the Imperial College of Science and Technology, under the supervision of Dr. D. Gabor.

Weather by Phone

With reference to the illustration published on page 445 of our September issue, we are asked to point out that the number to dial for the weather reports is W.F.A.2211.

Ear Radio

It is reported from America that a transistor radio has been produced small enough to be worn in the car, and so cheap to produce that they can be discarded in three or four weeks when the battery is exhausted. Mr. Glen Schmidt, of the company making these radio sets, said they would cost just over

This Marconi engineer is standing on the site of a V.H.F. multichannel radio station at Kuh-i-Sefid, 16 miles from Arak in Iran. Not far away the temperature can exceed 120 deg. F. in the shade. In all, 84 Marconi multi-channel equipments Type HM.181 together with a considerable quantity of telephone carrier equipment are being installed along the National Iranian Oil Company's new 60-mile oil pipe-line from Abadan to Teheran. This picture was taken when the survey team traversed the route selecting suitable sites. Kuh-i-Sefid ("The White Mountain") is 10,000 ft. in height. The site shown (8,000 ft.) is immediately above a valley which is often rendered impassable by snow, and was chosen so as to enable the radio signals to be shot along and through the valley in one hop.

9s., and each would be tuned to a single station. They would be colour-coded to indicate to which station they were tuned.

BBC's New Norwich H.Q.

The BBC has acquired premises known as St. Catherine's Close, All Saints' Green, Norwich, for use as a sub-regional studio centre.
**A Versatile Valve Voltmeter**

**ANOTHER INTERESTING SERVICING AID AND ACCESSORY FOR THE EXPERIMENTER'S WORKSHOP**

By J. Hillman

This is a combination instrument which can measure ohms, D.C. volts or A.C. volts, and additionally is particularly useful for measuring grid voltage, high resistances, as well as insulation testing. Its input resistance on D.C. is 60 MΩ. The instrument is self-contained and can be used to measure from 0.05 ohms up to 750 megohms on its resistance range. On the voltage ranges from 0.1 volt up to 1,200 volts the meter is 20 MΩ per volt.

Provision is made for changing the polarity of the output leads without removing them from the testing points.

The scale of the meter may seem a little unusual, because it is marked 0-3 and 0-15, but the writer is of the opinion that these markings are more useful than the usual commercial ones of multiples of 10. The majority of voltages requiring to be measured in servicing sets occur in the ranges 1.5 to 2.5, 100 to 150, and 250 to 300, and with a meter scale of 3,150 and 300 the readings occur in that part of the scale where the meter is more accurate. With most commercial instruments these readings come either half way or right at the very end of the scale.

If the reader does not desire the above scales, but prefers the commercial type scale, no alteration is needed to the instrument as the scale can be 0-2 and multiples of this, i.e., 2, 10, 20, 100, 200, 400. The initial setting up is the same.

For those who wish to use the scale I recommend

---

Fig. 1.—Theoretical circuit of the Meter. R and C details are given and the remaining components are listed on page 664.
the following procedure should be adopted to modify
the 1 milliamp meter. First place the meter on a
clean sheet of paper out of all draughts and in a
dust-free room. Remove the three small countersunk
screws around the case of the meter, one of which
may be sealed but can easily be chipped off. Next,
carefully withdraw the movement and place face
upwards on the paper and measure the radius of the
existing scale. To remove the scale plate it will be
necessary to take out two or more countersunk
screws holding it to the magnet, taking care the
screwdriver does not slip and damage the pointer.
The scale can now be slid upwards under the pointer
arm and turned over, and the new scale drawn using
the same radius. Marking it in pencil first, then in
Indian ink. The scale should be divided up as in
Fig. 1(a), and numbered 0-15 on top part and 0-3
underneath. By reversing the procedure the instrument
can now be reassembled, taking care that the
zero pin of the setscrew in the case lines up with
the slot on the meter movement.

Construction.

First mark out the panel as in Fig. 2 and bend the
bottom edges at right angles and drill all holes as shown.
Fig. 7 shows the drilling template for the pre-set
potentiometers.

Now mark out the chassis as in Fig. 3 and bend at A and B first, then C, D, E, F, G and H in that
order. Keep the edges C and F inside the chassis,
and drill and bolt up to the back piece. Finally, bolt
up to the front panel after drilling holes to suit, and
the final chassis should look like Fig. 4.

Next mark out the top cover Fig. 5 and bend in
the following order A and B, C, D, and E, and bolt
up the back piece with the "L" ends inside the cover.
The bottom cover plate can be cut next as in Fig. 6.
Finally, the potentiometer bracket (Fig. 11) is
made as in Fig. 7, bending the lin. section at
right angles.

The various parts are now assembled on the panel
and chassis. The potentiometers are all mounted on
the bracket, Fig. 7, and wired up with different
coloured wires before fixing the bracket to the
chassis, as this makes wiring up much easier. It is
advisable to thoroughly clean all switches before
using, to ensure that there are no leakages due to
dirt and grease. In mounting the B7G valueholder on
the front panel keep the holder behind the panel as
this makes a neater job.

Wiring.

Resistances of S2A are made up from ±10 per
cent. midget type, and these have been found quite
stable in use, but precision resistors can be used here, of
course, if greater accuracy is required. The resistors can
be made up as follows using standard ±10 per cent. type:
R4 = 18 MΩ ± 15 MΩ + 15 MΩ making 48 MΩ;
R5 = 3.3 MΩ + 2.7 MΩ making 6 MΩ;
R6 = 3.3 MΩ + 15 MΩ making 4.8 MΩ;
R7 = 330 KΩ + 270 KΩ making 600 KΩ;
R8 and also R9 = 120 KΩ + 180 KΩ making 300 KΩ.
R10 is a piece of resistance wire which can be measured
off with a rule and by consulting the appropriate table
of resistance data one ohm can be cut fairly accurately.
R15, 110 MΩ, is made up of
five 22 MΩ resistors in series
and is mounted for con
venience on a tab strip below
the chassis. All the other
resistors connected with S2
are mounted on the contacts
of the switch itself.

R36 is found by trial and
error as it may vary according
to the resistance of meter.
The 3-volt battery is a twin cell, and connection is made to it by flexible leads and crocodile clips, whilst the 9 volt battery is a grid bias battery, using flexible leads and wander plugs to make connections to it.

The mains transformer is mounted on top of the chassis and the heater wiring run along the top of the chassis to a grommet at V1 valveholder. The insulated terminal of the stand-off bracket is made from an accumulator terminal with the brass stud cut off, and a hole drilled and tapped 2 B.A.

A.C. Probe
The A.C. probe is made from an old electrolytic condenser case. One end (the terminal end) is sawn off and the inside removed and a hole drilled in the remaining end to take a small grommet as in Fig. 8th. Into this a piece of 4 B.A. threaded rod is secured by means of nuts either side of it, and the end of the rod is filed to a point, a piece of insulated sleeving threaded over it so as to leave just the tip bare. A lead is soldered to the end of the rod and goes to C2. The valve, valveholder and R34, R35 and C2 are all wrapped in polythene strip and pushed inside the condenser case and flexible leads (four coloured ones) are brought out and twisted together for about 3 ft. and termin-

![Fig. 6.—Bottom cover plate.](image)

### MISCELLANEOUS COMPONENTS

- **Meter**: 0-1 mA, 2½ in.
- **2 Int. octal valveholders.**
- **1 B7G valveholder.**
- **1 B7G plug.**
- **1 SPST toggle switch.**
- **1 DPDT toggle switch.**
- **1 3P 6 w. w/c switch.**
- **1 4P 3 w. w/c switch.**
- **2 stand-off insulators.**
- **1 OBA Earth terminal.**
- **2 spade terminals.**
- **4 crocodile clips.**
- **1 metal rectifier 250 v. 60 mA.**
- **1 mains transformer, 250-0-250 v. 60 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a.**
- **2 wander plugs.**
- **1 Yard coaxial cable.**
- **Rubber grommets as required.**
- **Connecting wire as required.**
- **7/33 PVC flex coloured as required.**
- **4 BA and 6 BA nuts, bolts and washers as required.**
- **2 pointer knobs.**
- **Self-tapping screws as required.**
- **1 tag strip.**
- **3-core flexible mains lead.**

D.C. Probe
The D.C. probe consists of a length of coaxial cable as in Fig. 9, one end terminated in a porcelain insulator to which is bolted a length of 4 B.A. rod filed to a point at one end, and with slewing over it and the other end terminated in two spade terminals. One point to note is that R1 is fitted inside the porcelain insulator of the D.C. probe, and its purpose is to minimise any effect on the external circuit under test, so that no matter what range is used there is always a 1 megohm resistance between the meter and the external circuit.

R21 must be efficiently earthed and this is done by connecting it to chassis at a convenient point to the switch, and also by running a direct earth wire from it to the heater earth. This is important, as on A.C. it may cause erratic readings if not properly earthed.

No on-off switch is fitted, as the mains lead can then be kept well away from the front panel, but one could easily be fitted if required.

The S2 switch should have widely spaced contacts, the one used by the writer was made up from two ex-government 2-P six-way wafer switches; if,
however, a ceramic switch is available this will be better still.

Marking
The panel should be marked as in Fig. 10, using pieces of paper cemented to the panel and marked in with Indian ink, and then smeared over with cellulose cement when dry. The potentiometer bracket is also marked as in Fig. 11. The resistance chart is shown in Fig. 10A and this is the average readings; a more accurate and detailed chart is cemented on the top cover for more exact readings, and each range can then be shown.

Calibration
First allow the meter to warm up for an hour or so and then with the D.C. probe connected, set S2 to three volts, S1 to D.C., S3 to $\pm$, and adjust zero meter control to bring pointer to zero. Now connect the end of D.C. probe to a standard voltage. The more accurate the voltage the more accurate will the meter be. The standard used by the writer was a 2 volt accumulator charged and allowed to stand for a day, then its reading checked on a 1,000 $\Omega$ per volt meter was 2.2 volts. R31 D.C. on the potentiometer bracket is now set to give this reading on the meter; the probe is next disconnected from the battery and the meter zero used again to zero the pointer, and this procedure is carried on until no further change in reading is noted. The rest of the ranges on D.C. should now be checked and should be found correct.

The polarity reversing switch S3 should now be checked, and there should be no difference between the readings in the positive and negative positions. Should the readings differ try changing the 6SN7 valves. Meter doubling switch S4 can now be adjusted by trial and error to give twice scale reading in $\times 2$ position.

For A.C., set S1 to A.C., S3 to A.C., S2 to 15 volt range, and use balancing potentiometer R2 to get meter to zero and to give R25 its range to zero meter. For 3-volt range the scale would have to be calibrated separately as the scale is not linear, and as the writer is of the opinion that this range is of little use in practical servicing the first range to be calibrated is the 15-volt one. By using a 6.3 volt mains transformer connect A.C. probe to its terminals and adjust R26 to give correct reading on scale and using meter zero each time until no difference in off and on readings is obtained. Similarly with 30 volt use R27; 150 volts use R28; 300 volts use R29; 600-volts use R30; using two 6.3 volt heater transformers phased to give 13 volts for the 30 volt range. Use a battery eliminator transformer 150-0-150 for the rest of the ranges, and use the mains as a check voltage on the 300-volt and 600-volt range.

For resistance calibration set S1 to $\Omega$, S2 to $\pm 10\Omega$, range, S3 to $\Omega$ and zero ohms at one end of scale, then switch S1 to A.C. and zero meter and S1 to $\Omega$ and zero ohms until meter

---

Fig. 3.—Chassis bending and drilling data.

Fig. 7.—Drilling and bending details of the potentiometer bracket.

Fig. 8.—The A.C. probe.

Fig. 9.—The D.C. probe.

Fig. 10.—The resistance chart.

Fig. 11.—The potentiometer bracket.
reads correctly zero at each end of scale. Now switch to A.C. to prevent running battery down, whilst making preparations for calibration. One point to note is that the zero ohms adjuster adjusts the scale at maximum and this is at the maximum reading of the meter unlike ordinary ohm meters. For the first range use a large battery charging one ohm variable resistor so that by counting the turns on it the one ohm can be sub-divided into decimal fractions of an ohm. Connect the resistor with fairly heavy flexible leads and switch S1 from A.C. to ohms each time a reading is taken, and then allow a minute or so for the battery to recover before proceeding with the calibration. Do not keep the switch S1 in the ohms position longer than is necessary to take the reading, as at this low resistance a heavy current tends to flow.

For the other ranges use the zero ohms R32 in conjunction with the zero meter for each range and use ±10 per cent. resistors to calibrate the meter, noting the readings for each division on the scale. By using two or more resistors in parallel the lower readings can be calibrated, e.g., for 5 ohms use two 10 ohms resistors in parallel, and for 4 ohms use three 12 ohm resistors in parallel. The normal 10 per cent. range extends to 22 MΩ and by using a number of these in series the range can be calibrated up to about 264 MΩ which is when 12 resistors are used in series. For higher calibration points 50 MΩ resistors may be used if available. The writer used 5-watt carbon ex-government ones, which are not very accurate, but then accuracy is not essential at these high values as this range is used more for insulation testing. As a substitute for high resistances a piece of soft wood can be used which can be measured on the scale already calibrated and then resistors added in series to calibrate the higher readings.

One last point regarding the wiring to the mains transformer; use three-core flex for the mains lead and put the earth wire to the screen of the mains transformer, but do not connect this to the chassis, as otherwise when checking voltages above earth potential the lead will short the H.T. to earth in the circuit under test.

Fig. 10A.—The Resistance Chart.
A Beginner's SHORT-WAVE THREE

AN A.C.-OPERATED SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER

By

V. M. Meadows

(Contacted from page 614, November issue.)

It should be noted that the variable condenser CA should not be earthed to the panel or chassis at any point: if it were, then it is obvious that all the signals derived from the aerial would simply go straight to earth. The condenser should be mounted to the panel and chassis front drop by means of two insulated washers, these being of paxolin, and a short length of tubing, either of the same material or of rubber.

Before fitting the condenser into position ensure that the hole into which it is to be fitted is larger than that normally required for the condenser bush alone. Then, placing one of the paxolin washers over the bush, place the condenser into position. From the front of the panel slide over the condenser bush the short length of paxolin or rubber tube, following this with the remaining insulated washer and the normal fixing nut.

Wiring the Circuit

It is best to commence the wiring by connecting up the power supply section of the circuit. In this manner the heater wiring may be so carried out that all the heater leads are placed near the chassis deck. Assuming that the specified components are being used (see component list) wiring may now commence, but before doing so a few words about this may not come amiss, especially to the beginner reader about to construct his first receiver.

It is a good plan for readers building this receiver to use various colours of PVC wire for differing portions of the circuit, this being of considerable help when tracing possible faults if and when they arise. The following colours have been used in the prototype: Red for H.T.+ ; White for the tuned circuits; Black for earthed wiring and Green for the audio connections.

All the individual components should be suspended with their respective wires, but, at the same time, these should be reasonably taut and securely anchored to the valve tags, etc., before soldering. The use of insulated sleeving over the component wiring, after having been cut to the required length, especially where they are carrying H.T. potential, is to be thoroughly recommended. In this manner H.T. shorts to the chassis, etc., are avoided.

The component wire ends, when cut to the correct length, should be thoroughly tinned before soldering into position, this being extremely important if dry joints and consequently bad connections are to be avoided.

Power Supply (V3)

Having mounted the mains transformer in such a manner that the two thick green wires protrude through the grommet nearest the rear chassis wall, looking at the underside of the chassis, solder one of these green covered wires to the earthed tag of the five-way tag strip mounted above the rectifier valve holder. Solder the other green wire to tag 1 of V1. Before soldering these two wires, however, the enamel covering over the copper wire should first of all be removed by scraping with a knife or old razor blade, the bare copper then being thoroughly tinned before finally securing as outlined above.

These two wires are the 6.3 volt heater leads, and reference to the circuit diagram of Fig. 1 will enable a clearer understanding of the mains transformer colour code as used in the Ellison type MT162.

The thin blue and red wires coming through the same grommet as the green heater leads should next be cut short, the ends being separately bound with insulation tape so that no possible contact with each other or the chassis can possibly occur. These

![Fig. 7 — Details of valve base connections.](image-url)
should then be tucked away neatly between the L.F. choke and the chassis wall.

The thin green wire is next soldered to the five-way tag strip, that tag nearest the rear chassis wall being used for this purpose. The thin black wire should now be soldered to the next tag of the same strip.

Proceeding now with the wires coming through the other grommet, solder the white and the yellow wires to the centre tag of the five-way tag strip, this particular tag being that bolted to the chassis wall and therefore at earth potential. These two wires should be brought along between the L.F. choke and the chassis side wall.

Next, dealing with the two thick systoflex-covered red wires, cut these short and securely tape them with insulation tape separately. Having completed this, tuck them away between the L.F. choke and the chassis wall. These are the 5-volt heater leads, not required with the particular type of rectifier that we are using.

The two thin red PVC covered wires should now be brought along between the L.F. choke and the chassis wall, one being soldered to tag 6 of V3 valveholder and the other to tag 2 of the same valve. (See circuit diagram.)

The next step is to bring in the mains lead. A suitable length of twin flex should be fed through the grommet on the rear wall of the chassis. Bare both ends of this flex and solder these to the switch tags on the rear of the potentiometer, one to each tag, of course. At a point near the five-way tag strip, cut one of these leads only and bare both severed ends. Solder one of these to the same tag already holding the thin green wire from the mains transformer, and the other end to that tag already containing the thin black wire from the transformer. At the other end of the mains lead fit a suitable mains plug.

Dealing next with the valveholder of V3, solder tag 1 to the central metal spigot and join this to the earthed tag previously fitted under one of the holding bolts. Next, with a suitable length of black PVC wire, join tag 8 of V3 to tag 4 of V2, taking the connecting wire as close to the chassis deck as possible and along the chassis rear wall. From tag 7 of V3 take a short length of red-covered PVC wire to the tag of C9, and from there to one tag of the L.F. choke (it does not matter which one). From the other tag of the L.F. choke, connect to the tag of C8, and from there to a free tag of the strip situated on the rear chassis wall. From this latter tag take a short length of PVC wire to one side of the speaker transformer primary winding.

This completes the wiring of the power stage. Note should be taken of the fact that the five-way tag strip mounted above the rectifier valveholder is of the type having the central tag only bolted to the chassis. If another type should be used the main point to be noted is that only the white, yellow and one thick green wire coming from the mains transformer should

---

---
be earthed. All the others should be soldered to free tags, i.e., not connected to the chassis in any way.

**Output Stage**

Dealing with this stage next, this being the easiest way in which to wire the receiver, connect tag 4 of V2 to tag 1 of V1. As this is the heater lead, position the PVC covered wire as closely as possible to the chassis deck, taking the wire midway between the two respective valveholders. By means of a short length of bare wire, connect tag 5 of the valveholder (V2) both to the central metal spigot of the valveholder and to the earthed solder tag fitted under one of the fixing nuts.

From tag 3 of V2 solder one end of R8, the other end of which is connected to the earthed solder tag.

To fit C7, first solder the negative end to the solder tag fitted on the holding bolt of the speaker output terminal strip contained on the rear chassis wall. (Note: The negative end is coloured black.) Having done this, solder a short length of bare wire to the positive end of the condenser and connect the other end of this wire to the cathode of V2, i.e., tag 3. Now join tags 3 and 9 of the valveholder by means of a short length of PVC wire.

From tag 8 connect a length of wire to the connecting tag of C8. From tag 7 join to the other side of the output transformer primary winding. Dealing with the output transformer secondary winding, connect one end to the earthed tag contained on the aerial/earth paxolin strip and the remaining end to one of the tags of the speaker output strip. The remaining free tag of this latter strip should now be soldered to the earthed tag fitted under this strip.

Dealing next with the grid circuit, connect tag 2 of V2 direct to the centre tag of the potentiometer R7. The left-hand tag of R7, looking at the component from the rear, should be connected to the earthed fixing tag of the three-way paxolin strip shown mounted in mid-chassis. The right-hand tag of R7 should next be wired to the negative end of C6, the other end of which should be connected to the tag of the three-way tag strip just mentioned. The tag nearest the front of the chassis is best for this last connection. To this same tag connect one end of R3 and the R.F. choke. The other end of R3 should now be soldered to the third tag of the strip, i.e., nearest the rear of the chassis. From this last mentioned tag connection should now be made to the positive end of C3, the other end of which is next soldered to the earthed tag situated on the rear wall of the chassis. From the positive end of C3 join one end of R3, the other end of which is connected to the solder tag of C8.

This has now completed the output stage wiring and part of the detector circuit. Before proceeding further, a careful check should be made, both with these instructions and with the circuit diagram of Fig. 1, to ensure that no possible errors in respect of the wiring exist.

**Detector Stage**

This stage is the "heart" of the receiver, and careful attention to layout is essential if the maximum results are to be achieved. Constructors are urged carefully to study the under-chassis view of the receiver and obtain a clear idea of the layout before proceeding with the actual wiring of the circuit.

It is best to commence by wiring up the earthed portions of the valve and the associated components. Thus, with a length of bare wire, connect tags 8 and 7 of V1 to the central metal spigot of the valveholder, and from there connect this to the earthed tag fitted under one of the holding nuts of the valveholder itself. From this same earthed tag take a length of bare wire to the earth connection of the coil holder—this being that tag greater in diameter than the others.

Connect to tag 2 of V1 the free end of the R.F. choke and one end of C5, the other end of this latter component being now connected to the reaction winding tag of the coil holder (see inset to Fig. 1 or, where new coils are purchased, the leaflet enclosed). To tag 6 of V1 solder one end of C2 and R1. It is best to cut these to length and to solder the connecting wires together, at both ends, before finally

![Fig. 5.—Above chassis wiring and layout details.](image-url)
connecting them into circuit. The other ends of both C2 and R1 should then be connected to the grid winding tag of the coil holder. To tag 5 of V1 solder one end of R9 and C10 (positive end). The other end of R9 is then soldered to the centre tag of the potentiometer R5. The remaining end of C10 is next taken to the earthed side of the speaker transformer secondary winding.

To the right hand tag of R5, looking at the rear of the component, connect one end of the resistor R4, the other end of which is connected to the H.T. + connection of the output transformer. To the centre tag of R5 add one end of C4 (positive), the negative end of which is soldered to the earthed side of the output transformer secondary winding. To the left-hand tag of R5 connect one end of R6, the other end of which is soldered to the earthed tag of the 3-way tag strip mounted on the chassis deck.

From the grid winding tag of the coil holder, connect a suitable length of PVC covered wire and, feeding this through the chassis via the rubber grommeted hole, connect the other end to C1. From this latter connection take a length of wire to CB, the bandspread condenser.

From the aerial winding connection of the coil holder connect a length of wire to the variable condenser CA, the aerial control; solder this wire to the static plate connection. From the other side of this condenser, i.e. the rotor or moving vanes connection, take a length of wire direct to the aerial input solder tag mounted on the rear wall of the chassis. The earth socket tag associated with the aerial input socket should now be soldered both to the earthed solder tag fitted under one of the holding nuts attached to the aerial/earth paxolin strip and also to the earthed end of the output transformer secondary winding.

The wiring of the receiver is now complete and, having again made a check of the instructions, together with Fig. 1, the constructor may proceed with testing the receiver before inserting the valves V1 and V2.

**Testing the Receiver**

In order to test the receiver, insert V3—the rectifier—and connect the power lead to the mains. Switch on and read the H.T. voltage at the junction of C8 and the L.F. choke. This should be around 320 volts depending on which make of meter is used—assuming, of course, that one is to hand. Having done this, insert V1 and V2, the speaker, aerial and earth. The various voltage readings which one would expect are then given in Fig. 1. The conditions under which these voltages were obtained have already been given.

**Operating the Receiver**

Having selected the coil appropriate to the range of frequencies over which it is desired to tune, rotate the Bandset condenser until a signal is heard. Advance the reaction control until the point of oscillation is passed—heard as a rushing sound in the speaker—bring the control back until this oscillation just ceases and then adjust the aerial condenser for the maximum signal. The A.F. gain control will, of course, have to be at maximum setting in order to obtain a sufficient volume of audio signal. Generally speaking, once the aerial condenser CA has been set for best results with a particular coil no further adjustment of this control will be necessary; each coil having its own setting so far as this condenser is concerned.

**The Finishing Touches**

In order that the completed receiver may present a pleasing appearance, both to the owner and others, the front panel should be treated with a good coat of paint. That used in the prototype was black gloss enamel paint which is readily available from the local branch of the popular stores.

The various control panels and wording are those available under the trade name “Panel-Signs”—available at most radio shops; those shown on the photographs are from Set No. 1.

**Conclusion**

The receiver has been air tested over a period of some months and it has produced good results throughout that time. Comparatively simple to construct, it is a good receiver for the beginner or as a stand-by receiver for the more advanced.

---

**B.I.R.E. Premium Awards**


**The Clerk Maxwell Premium**

(The senior Premium for the most outstanding paper in the Journal) to E. M. Bradley, B.Sc., and D. H. Pringle, Ph.D., for their paper on “The Theory and Design of Gas-discharge Micro-wave Attenuators.” Dr. Pringle is, and Mr. Bradley was, with the Electronics Research Laboratory of Ferranti Ltd.

**The Heinrich Hertz Premium**

To R. Filipowski, Dr. Ing., for his paper on “Electrical Pulse Communication Systems.” Dr. Filipowski is at present with the Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Baltimore.

**The Louis Sterling Premium**

To D. R. Coleman, D. Alliason and B. A. Horlock, for their paper on “The Development and Design of an Underwater Television Camera.” Messrs. Coleman and Alliason are at present with Pye Ltd., and Mr. Horlock was formerly with that company.

**The Marconi Premium**

To Sin-Pih Fan, M.S., Ph.D., for his paper on “The Magnetron Beam Switching Tube: its Operation and Circuit Design Criteria.” Dr. Fan was formerly with the Burroughs Research Centre, Pooüi, Pennsylvania, and has now returned to China.

**The Leslie McMichael Premium**

To D. J. Fewings, B.Sc., and S. L. Fife, for their paper on “A Survey of Tuner Designs for Multi-channel Television Reception.” Mr. Fewings is with Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company, and Mr. Fife is with the English Electric Company.
A NEW AUDIO OUTPUT VALVE WITH AN ANODE DISSIPATION OF 35 WATTS

An addition to the well-tried and popular range of G.E.C. Audio Valves, of which the KT66 has set a standard in its class the world over, the new G.E.C. KT88 is now available to meet conditions of use requiring higher power.

POINTS ABOUT THE KT88

1. The KT88 is a beam pentode with aligned grids for maximum efficiency.
2. 50 watts output is available from a pair connected in the ultra linear circuit with auto bias and an H.T. line voltage not exceeding 500.
3. 100 watts output is available from a pair connected in the ultra linear circuit with fixed bias and an H.T. line voltage not exceeding 560.
4. 25 watts output is available from a pair triode connected with auto bias and an H.T. line voltage not exceeding 500.
5. The mutual conductance of the KT88 is 11 mA/V.
6. An all glass ring seal replaces the conventional pinch seal giving increased strength, higher rating and reduced dimensions.
7. The valve is mounted on an international octal base and has a heater rating of 6.3 volts, 1.8 amps.

Full particulars of these valves can be obtained from the G.E.C. VALVE & ELECTRONICS DEPT.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2
Radio Components — Return of Post Service

Details of some of the items from our extensive stock of Radio and Television components are given below. All items are usually held in stock and all orders are normally dealt with on the day they are received.

**OSRAM 912 PLUS AMPLIFIER**
INSTRUCTION MANUAL, 4/-, PRICE LIST FREE.
RESISTORS, Linear Kit, Main Amplifier, only 39/-. Includes the three potentiometers. Passive Unit, 6/6, Pre-Amplifier, 14/6.
TVC CONDENSERS, Main Amplifier, 55/-, Passive Unit, 12/9.
Drilled for Passive or Pre-Amplifiers.
All resistors and condensers are available separately. Full details in list.

**OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS**
Partridge P391A, 99/-, Gilson W0710, 52/6, Whiteley, 32/-.

**MAINS TRANSFORMERS**
Partridge H300110 (P331B), 75/-, Whiteley, 59/6.
Drilled for Passive and Main Amplifier. Only 39/-. Details in list.

**SMOOTHING CHOKE**
Partridge C10153, 32/6, Whiteley, 15/6.

**SWITCHES**
Switcher, Main Amplifier, 14/- the pair, Passive Unit, 11/6, Pre-Amplifier, 10/6.

**CHASSIS**
Drilled. Whiteley, steel, gold finish, 34/8, Denco, plain aluminium, 14/6.

**PANELS**
Main Amplifier only. Tele-Radio, 14/6, Denco, 6/6, Drilled for Passive or Pre-Amplifier, 20/6.
VESTO, 7/9, Oram, 24/4; alternative, 18/-, B95, Oram, 19/6; alternative, 10/-, N709, 16/- each; alternative, 1/2 each, U385.

**COMPONENTS**
by Balpim, Belline Ltd and all other items are always in stock. Full details are given in our free price list.

**COMPLETE KITS**
Main Amplifier only.
KIT A. Complete Kit with Partridge Transformers and Choke, Whiteley Chassis and new Oram Valves, £23.5.0.
KIT B. Complete Kit with Partridge Transformers and Choke, Denco Chassis and alternative valves, £21.17.0.
KIT C. Cheaper Kit with Elstone Mains Transformer, Gilson Output Transformer, Whiteley Chassis and alternative valves, £18.17.0. Remember that these kits are really complete.
PASSIVE UNIT if required with the above kits, £2.13.0 extra.
PRE-AMPLIFIER if required with the above, £4.15.0 extra with Oram Valve or £4.6.0 extra with alternative valve.

G.E.C. METAL CONE SPEAKER, always in stock at £9.5.0.

OUTER TUBES, Complete or part kits can be supplied on Credit Terms. Please state exact requirements and we will send a quotation.

**RECORD CHANGERS**

| BSR MONARCH | UAR, FOUR SPEED | £7.19.6d | Credit Terms. Deposit £1.31.6d and seven monthly payments of £1.8.6d.
| Other makes available at special prices. Send for details. |

**CONDENSERS AND RESISTORS**
We carry a wide range of these and fully detailed lists are available free.

**CRYSTAL SET COMPONENTS**
COILS, Teletron HAX Coll, 3/-, specially made for use with Crystal Sets, Dinelectro Crystal Diode, 2/-.
CONDENSERS, 0.005 mfd, 3/10. CHASSIS, Small metal chassis fitted with tuning scale and sockets, 2/4. TUNING KNOB, 1/4.

**MULLET**
OCTO, 21/-; OCTI, 24/-; OCTII Matched Pairs, 60/- a pair.
S.T.C. T1 (2X300m), 40/-; T12 (2X301N), 45/-; T13 (2X302N), 50/-; T15, 18/; T12, 25/-; T34, 24/-; T23, 40/-.

**LONG PLAY**
1,000ft on Tin. reel, Emitape, 50/-; Scotch Boy, 5/-; 1,300ft on Tin. Spool, BASF, 50/-; 900ft on Tin. reel, Emitape, 25/-; Scotch Boy, 35/-.

**STANDARD**
2000ft on Tin. reel, Emitape, 50/-; Scotch Boy, 35/-; BASF, 40/-; 600ft on Tin. reel, Emitape, 25/-; Scotch Boy, 35/-; BASF.

**CONTESTANT SIZE REELS**
500ft Long Play 1,000ft, BASF, 40/-; Emitape, 35/-; Standard BASF, 650ft, 34/-; Emitape, 28/-; We stock all size empty reels and other tape accessories. List free.

**WHITELEY CABINETS**

**TSI TWEETER SPEAKERS**
THE NEW MOVING COIL TWEETER, 30/-.
ELECTROSTATIC, £1.87/6, £1.81/6, £1.79/6, £1.10/0, 2/- each Cross over Choke, 7/-.

**ANALOG CABLE**
The very best quality. Semi air-spaced. Entirely suitable for FM and Band 3, £1.6d per yard.

**TERMS OF BUSINESS**
Cash with order or C.O.D. Please give C.O.D. orders under £5.

**MULLARD 510 AMPLIFIER**
INSTRUCTION MANUAL, 3/-, PRICE LIST FREE.
RESISTORS, Linear Kit, Main Amplifier, only 39/-. Includes the three potentiometers for the Main Amplifier only. R1-R2, 39/-, MA10/PA/B.
All resistors and potentiometers for Main Amplifiers and Pre-Amplifier Version B. R2-R22, R27-R29, B31-B34, B75/4, MA10/FA/A.

**TVC CONDENSERS**
Main Amplifier, 55/-, Passive Unit, 12/9, Pre-Amplifier, 14/6.
Our alternative kit for Main Amplifier, 60/-, TCC Kits for Pre-Amplifiers. Version A, 15/-, Version B, 26/-.

**CHASSIS**
Denco, Aluminium ready drilled. Main Amplifier with one plate, 18/6, Pre-Amplifiers, Version A, 8/6, Version B, 12/6.

**PRINTED PANELS**
Denco, Main Amplifier, 6/6, Pre-Amplifiers, Version A, 14/-, Version B, 26/6.

**OUTPUT TRANSFORMER**
Partridge P2667 (tapped for 6k and 8k load), 25/6. Elstone OT6 (6k), 45/-; Elstone OT6 (8k), 45/-; Elison OT6 (8k), 45/-; Penta OT6 (8k), 40/-; OPTA 6 (8k), 40/-; Gilson W069A (8k), 47/6; W069B (8k), 47/6; W069C (8k), 47/6.

**MAINS TRANSFORMERS**
Elstone MT310 Main Amplifier only. Eimor MTLU for amplifier when Pre-Amplifier or FM Tuner are used, £2.6/6.
VALVES, EF16, Mullard, 44/4; alternative, 15/-; ECC83 Mullard, 16/-; alternative, 15/-; EL84 Mullard, 11/10; ECC83 Mullard, 11/10.
OTHER COMPONENTS by BSR, Denco and other items always in stock. Full details are given in our free list.

**COMPLETE KITS**
Main Amplifier only. Note. These kits include the MT310 Main Transformer. If the pre-amplifier or FM Tuner are to be used the MTLU Transformer is required. Eimor MTLU and Sockets are also dealt with and the difference on the transformer must be added to the kit.
KITS A. Complete kit with TCC Condensers, Denco Valves and Partridge Output Transformer, £16.6.0.
KITS B. As Kit A. but with alternative valves and condensers, £15.16.0.
KITS C. As Kit B. but with Elison Output Transformer, £15.4.0.

**TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER KITS**
With alternative valve, £4.15.0, Version B with Mullard Valve, £6.15.0. Printed Kits, £8.10.0. Printed Circuit Kits, £12.10.0.

**PRINTED CIRCUIT ITEMS**
All in stock.
Chokes, Special TCC PCB, £6.25.0. Denco Metal Frame to support the TCC panel with small chassis for Power Unit, 9/-.

**TUBE HOLDERS**
Special Printed Circuit Type, 1/- each.

**WATS RADIO**
8, Apple Market
Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey

Telephone: Kingston 4099

Shop Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday — 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Wednesday — 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Friday, Saturday — 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

www.americanradiohistory.com
An Electronic Metronome

ANOTHER INTERESTING TRANSISTORISED ACCESSORY

By P. Cheetham

WORTH building if only to demonstrate the versatility of the transistor, this circuit can be completed in an hour from the contents of the average spares-box, plus one 10-ohm transistor. There is no point in using a valuable low-noise, high-alpha transistor in this circuit: one which does not come up to scratch in other respects will still be perfectly satisfactory here. The transformer may be any standard output transformer with a low resistance primary; in fact, the one actually used was a push-pull type which had one half of its primary burned out, the remaining half having a resistance of 180 ohms.

Using a 2¼in. speaker, it is possible to build the metronome of a size which fits easily into the pocket, but the larger the speaker, of course, the louder it will be. In any case, it is quite unnecessary to use a first-class speaker for it has only to croak like a death-watch beetle and not sing like a nightingale. The prototype model used a speaker with a badly damaged cone repaired with Sellotape, yet it worked quite well.

Constructional Details

The three-ply case is 3¼in. square and 1¾in. deep (inside measurements) with a 2¼in. diameter hole for the speaker. An excellent grille can be found by attacking the old civilian respirator with a tin-opener, and all components, including a deaf-aid battery, may be glued into the case once the loudspeaker has been bolted down. The transistor is best left supported only by its springy leads, and these leads should not be cut, for there is always the danger of overheating when making the soldered joints, but it is advisable to thread half their lengths with sleeving as a safeguard against short circuits.

Switching Arrangements

By the use of two potentiometers, it is possible to have a "low" and "high" range, and with switches connected as shown in the circuit diagram, the sub-miniature (deaf-aid) potentiometer serves as the main on/off switch and low speed control. Any other 1 MΩ control with switch would serve here, but as these are available at a shilling only, and occupy no space at all inside the case, it seems pointless to use anything else. When the ½ meg. control is switched on, the low speed control is shorted out and by continuing to turn, any high-speed setting may be chosen. Meanwhile the slow speed setting has remained undisturbed and it is only necessary to switch off the high-speed control in order to return immediately to these low-speed clicks.

List of Parts

- 250/F 25 VW Condenser
- 100K ½ watt Resistor
- 1 Meg. Potentiometer with Switch
- ½ Meg. Potentiometer with Switch
- 2¼in. Loudspeaker
- Speaker Transformer (low resistance primary)
- Junction Transformer (any type)

Calibration

The speed of the clicks depends not only upon the time constant of the C.R. circuit but on the voltage of the battery, so the latter should be chosen to cover the ranges desired. The value of the capacitor may be increased or reduced, as long as it is not much gained by changing the values of the resistors shown. The 100 K fixed resistor is for limiting the current flow through the transistor to a safe value, and any attempt to increase the value of the potentiometers may lead to inaccuracies due to leakage paths set up by moisture, etc.

An interesting point is that there is a range in which the operating voltage may be increased by shorting the collector to ground, and this is possible as its working voltage is not likely to be exceeded, but not much is gained by doing this. A calibrated scale with ½ volts, the metronome becomes an excellent tunable A.F. oscillator!
Current consumption in all cases is less than \( \frac{1}{2} \) mA so deaf-aid batteries may be used.

**Uses**

The finished instrument is far more versatile than its name suggests and has been in regular use in a technical college laboratory for counting slowly oscillating phenomena (pendulums, pistons, springs) by synchronising the speed of the clicks with that of the movements, and scaling off the period of oscillation on the metronome. The exceptionally sharp and clearly defined clicks produced when working voltages are not too low, lead to the most accurate readings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Battery volts</th>
<th>Total range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>221/2</td>
<td>5 per min. to 3 per sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>10 per min. to 4 per sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>20 per min. to 5 per sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 per sec. to 10 per sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15 per sec. to 200 per sec.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1.—Theoretical circuit of the Metronome.**

and also enable the metronome to be used in the photographer’s dark-room for counting off seconds.
BBC Pronunciation

I

have recently taken the BBC to task for permitting their announcers to adopt their own methods of pronunciation, in opposition to common usage. One announcer is now referring to "confuse," and "confident." There is not one English dictionary in the whole world which gives such a pronunciation. You will remember that I tackled them some years ago over "Raif" for "Raif." I know many men with such a Christian name and not one of them is known as "Raif." Then there was that frightful word "cumbum," again a pronunciation not to be found in an English dictionary. To-day these BBC announcers with their supercilious, snobbish Kensington shop-girl type of pronunciation have produced "hummage" (homage). In my view the BBC has no authority to mess about with etymology and pronunciation in this way. What is wrong with pronouncing the word as the dictionary says? Learned savants have given their lives to standardising pronunciation, and the BBC now wishes to set it all at nought by introducing BBC English. Imagine the confusion this is causing among those who teach English in our universities, colleges and schools, and consider how it confounding foreigners over here learning English. They are taught how to pronounce one way at school and hear it pronounced over the air in another. Some years ago the BBC set up a committee to decide upon pronunciation where there were alternative pronunciations. It is true that, instead of having a committee composed entirely of English men of letters, we had to have a Scotsman and a Welshman to teach us how to pronounce English! I should have thought that the BBC would have been more concerned that their artists pronounce words properly, especially singers. Take this gem from Doris Day's programme: "When the red, red robin comes singing along." Every night one hears "yeou (you), trow (true), larv (love)." Nearly all of the vocalists who sing "parpular savings" endeavour to ape the pronunciation of the negro. For example, "Ahm (I am) gawn (going) barse (boss)." No doubt you can think of many hundreds yourself. The BBC does nothing about that. I agree that in general BBC London announcers speak better English than is heard from the Scottish, Welsh or Irish stations, whose announcers are still full of dialect and have never studied an English dictionary. But the BBC must really not invent a pronunciation of their own.

Hot Gospelling on the Air

I am glad that the BBC does not permit commercialised hot gospelling on the air as does Radio Luxembourg. This station regularly spawns into the ether a lot of jargon with quotations from the Bible in the high-speed hot gospelling perfected style of W. Graham. I was listening in the other evening to one of these hot gospellers quoting disconnected passages from the Bible and accusing the whole human race of being sinners and in an accusatory tone, interspersed with hymns not to be found in the British hymnal, and then—could it be?—it was, the archetypal W. Graham, who spoilt for a considerable time in the same accusatory tone about clouds, punctuated with a lot of well-known quotations about clouds. There was one quotation about clouds, however, which he omitted, and it seems apropos. I refer to that rhyme from Tennyson's "Revenge," which goes "He vanished like a cloud upon the silent summer heaven." It was apropos because he was promptly faded from my set. The fact is that this hot gospelling has become a highly profitable business and W. Graham has begot a large number of disciples all endeavouring to copy the style of the master. They shout, rave, rant and quote and at the end of it have said nothing. I wonder that Radio Luxembourg permits such trash to spoliate the ether.

Servicing Printed Circuit Receivers

The replacing of a defective component in a printed circuit receiver is not so simple as one might suppose. The soldering of components into a printed circuit is a special technique and it is recommended by two companies that the defective component should not be unsoldered but cut out. One manufacturer recommends the following equipment for servicing printed circuits. A small, pointed soldering iron of 35 watts, soft wire brush, 60/40 resin core solder, diagonal wire cutters, long-nosed pliers, thin-bladed knife, polystyrene dope, and acetone as a solvent for it. The defective component should be cut out so as to leave as much of its lead wires as possible. Next clean the wires of the new component and form the ends into small loops, slip these over the old wire ends and apply a soldering iron. If the old wires are too short the defective component should be cut in half in order to retain the extra length of wire inside it.

If in some cases this practice cannot be adopted, carefully heat the joint, using as little heat as possible, brush the solder away and then release the component. After the new component has been soldered in, the area should be brushed over with the dope to protect against short circuits. Make quite sure that solder does not bridge gaps between conductors. If a break occurs in the printed circuit foil this can, of course, be bridged with solder.

Valve Prices

I am glad to see that the valve manufacturers who have exercised their monopoly, in my view, far too long, have at last agreed in view of the Monopolies Commission, to reduce their prices. All valves and TV tubes are priced exorbitantly as far as the public is concerned. Manufacturers, of course, obtain them at specially low prices, which is but a tithe of what the retailer charges you when you want a replacement valve. Whilst I do not altogether agree that monopolies are bad things, in this case, they have not worked in the public interest.
WHEN the main panels have been cut a chamfer may be worked on the front edge as for the bottom member, working from top to bottom.

Next a full length mitre must be accurately cut along the top edge, and a similar stopped mitre 6in. wide at the front of the bottom edge.

This being done and the panels being an accurate fit when placed in position, they may be fixed with glue—applied to the framing and held in position for drying by clamps similar to those shown in the drawing.

The panels must be fixed to allow ½in. projection beyond the back of the framing to cover the edges of the plywood back panel.

The last of the paneling, the top, may now be applied. As will be seen on examination of the drawing, the lid is not in the centre of the cabinet, there being a 3in. wide panel one side and a 9in. wide panel the other.

This means that the record player, when in position, is partially hidden but is definitely not inaccessible.

The two small side panels and the lid in one piece are cut to an overall length of 36in. and a width of 16½in.

A full length 45 deg. chamfer is next worked on to the front edge in the same way as the other panels and it is then cut into the required three lengths.

A mitred edge is cut on each of the small end panels to fit accurately with that cut on the sides. These two members may then be glued and cramped into position, re-using the clamps employed for the side panels, and left to dry.

The accuracy required when cutting the two mitred edges running along the top of the cabinet cannot be over-emphasised as a shoddy joint here cannot possibly be disguised.

The lid may next be prepared and fixed into position.

A rebate 3in. wide by 3½in. deep is cut into either edge of the lid on the underside to accommodate a strip of brass which is fixed in position with countersunk brass screws at 3in. centres.

This metal strip is necessary to stop the lid from warping.

With the brass strips fixed into position the lid may be fastened with a 24in. brass piano hinge.

The hardwood edging may now be applied around the metal fret of the front panel. On the original this was made from ½in. by ½in. splayed black walnut, mitred at angles and glued into position to the edge of the plywood; held by wedges whilst drying.

This provides a very simple and effective way of finishing off the fret panel—the dark wood contrasting with the light chestnut cabinet.

The two panels remaining to be constructed are the fascia to the radio and the motor board.

They are both cut from ½in. thick birch-faced plywood and made to fit exactly between the framing.

A panel of the required size must be cut from the fascia to provide a "window" for the tuning dial.

The rounded corners to this panel are achieved by first drilling a ½in. diameter hole in each corner of the piece to be removed and then cutting the remainder with a fine saw.

A view of the cabinet with lid raised to show housing of the radio set.
The edges to this opening are at this stage filled with sealer and given three coats of black cellulose lacquer—an application which provides a professional touch to the finished article.

When this has been done a panel of \( \frac{\pi}{8} \) in. thick clear Perspex may be cut, allowing a lap of \( \frac{\pi}{8} \) in. all round, and glued to the back of the opening using Perspex cement as an adhesive.

The motor board is cut to size from \( \frac{\pi}{8} \) in. birch-faced plywood and the butt joint between this and the fascia panel—which will be visible inside the cabinet top—must be very carefully formed.

The only member remaining to be made is the plywood back panel. This is cut from \( \frac{\pi}{8} \) in. thick plywood to fit between the rebates formed by the projecting bottom, side and top panels. Several slots or louvres are cut in this panel near the top to provide an exit for the cooling air to the radio and further holes are provided to allow the earth, aerial and power leads to enter the cabinet.

This panel may then be secured in position to the framing using small brass cups and screws.

Having completed the structure of the cabinet it is now necessary to prepare the cabinet to receive a polish.

The first operation is to work over the entire cabinet with coarse and then fine sandpaper in order to remove any scratches present and to provide a perfectly smooth surface.

When this has been done an application of grain-filler must be given to all surfaces to be polished, and then left to dry thoroughly; after which it must again be rubbed down with fine sandpaper to provide a surface to receive the polish.

Before the polishing is commenced a black cellulose finish is given to the two edges of the top panelling which are exposed when the lid is raised, together with the front edge.

These three edges must be given a preliminary application of several coats of grainfiller to provide a perfect base for the cellulose—this applying particularly to the front edge where it is necessary to disguise the joint between the chestnut inner panel and the \( \frac{\pi}{8} \) in. thick plywood outer fret.

When the cellulose is perfectly dry a polish may be applied to the rest of the cabinet.

A well-known brand of commercial French polish should be chosen and in the case of the original a clear polish was used to preserve the colour of the woods.

Several coats of polish should be applied with a brush, rubbing down the surface between each coat with fine sandpaper and gradually building up a good enough surface to receive the final coat.

A linen pad filled with cotton wool may now be used to work up a fine finish on the cabinet, the method of working with the polisher being best left to the discretion of the individual.

It will be found easier to polish the motor board and fascia panel before fixing, and these may then be secured from the underside by the use of small brass angle brackets fixed to the framing as shown.

---

**Fig. 5.—Details of the main carcass joints.**

---

**Fig. 6.—Baffle, front and further constructional details.**
B.R.V.M.A. Statement

Changes in the constitution and trading practices of the British Radio Valve Manufacturers' Association, having effect from September 1st, 1956, are announced in the following statement issued to the Press on October 4th.

"It will be known that the Association abandoned its 'stop list' and allied provisions some years ago and it has now discontinued all arrangements for collective resale price maintenance on the part of the manufacturers. This has been made necessary by the Restrictive Trade Practices Act which, in effect, prohibits this practice. It will in future be for each individual manufacturer to maintain the prices of his own valves and tubes if he so desires.

'Hitherto 'B.V.A. Prices' have been fixed by agreement of all manufacturers who are members of the Association. This policy has also been abandoned. From knowledge of the structure of the industry, however, and in view of the present period of recession with continually rising costs, it will be appreciated that although prices are no longer to be fixed by agreement it does not follow that the prices of comparable valves and tubes will necessarily vary between one manufacturer and another in the immediate future.

"In coming to the decision to abandon collective fixing of prices, the Association has had in mind that if this practice were to be continued it would in all probability have to be justified in the very near future before the Restrictive Trade Practices Court in the light of the narrow economic criteria set out in the Act. The practice of fixing prices by agreement is not in the present state of the industry of the same degree of importance as it has been in the past or as it may well be in the future.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION NOV. ISSUE NOW ON SALE PRICE 1/3D.

The current issue of our companion paper describes how to make a Simple Valve Voltmeter which is an invaluable instrument in the service workshop or experimenter's den.

There is also an explanatory article on Band-width, and further notes on the methods of using an Oscilloscope. The Servicing article in the November issue deals with the Regentone 14T and similar models, whilst a general article describes the various portable television receivers which are now on the market. These include the Ekco, which is designed for battery as well as mains operation, and may thus be driven from a car battery. Our contributor "Iconos" recently paid a visit to the Manchester I.T.A. centre and an illustrated article on this branch of the independent network is also included in this issue.

Problems Solved, Correspondence, and Number 8 of the Beginner's Guide to Television, dealing with Colour Television, completes this issue.

When the polishing has been completed a stay may be fixed to the lid in the open position.

The bottom of the stay-member is fixed to a small block of wood which may be glued and screwed to the underside of the top panel in an appropriate position.

The cabinet itself is now complete, and all that remains to be done is the installation of the radio chassis, speaker and gram turntable.

The unit used in the original is a commercially produced radiogram chassis coupled with a 10in. speaker.

The speaker was mounted on a ⅛ in. thick panel of plywood which was fixed to the inside framing with cups and screws and two strips of sponge rubber as shown in the detail.

The front ends of the chassis were bent to provide two fixing lugs as shown, and the chassis was dropped into position between two rebated cross-members and screwed into position. Two small felt pads being provided to give a cushioning effect.

However, the methods adopted for fixing the radio components will necessarily differ, and it is hoped that the above methods as used on the original may be of some assistance.

If these constructional notes are followed through systematically in the order suggested, no difficulty will be experienced in producing a finished cabinet which will hold its own with anything a modern furniture manufacturer will produce, and which will provide many years of trouble-free service.
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NOW are Send for Individual instruction attractive circuitry. 3i

Packing & post 2

BUILT FOR MAY BE

3/BAND SUPERHET RECEIVER

MAY BE BUILT FOR £7.19.6 Plus 3/- Pk. & Carr.

2 Band T.R.F. Receiver may be built for £5.15.0 plus packing & post 2/-.

These two receivers use the latest type circuitry and are fitted into attractive cabinets 12in. x 6in. x 51/2in. in either walnut or ivory burlolite or wood. Individual instruction books 1/- each, post free.

MULLARD AMPLIFIER KIT

Why not make the Best!

All the components for model 510, Plus preamplifier on one chassis (total six valves) may be purchased for £12.12.0, plus pkg. & post 7/6, or preamplifier and tone control in a separate unit, £14.14.0 plus pkg. & post 7/6.

NOW SUPPLIED WITH ULTRALINEAR OUTPUT TRANSFORMER

Send for the Premier WIDE ANGLE TELEVISION booklet. 3/6 post free.

4-WATT AMPLIFIER

MAY BE BUILT FOR £4.10.0 Plus 2/6 Pkg. & Carr.

Valve line-up 6SL7, 6L6 and 6H5 FOR A.C. MAINS 200-250 VOLTS, suitable for either 5-ohm or 15-ohm Speakers. Negative feedback. Any type of pick-up may be used.

Overall size 8in. x 7in. x 5in. Price of Amplifier complete, tested and ready for use, £5.5.0 plus 6/6 pkg. & carr.

A STEEL CASE IS NOW AVAILABLE, COMPLETE WITH ENGRAVED PANEL, 18/- EXTRA.

BUILD THESE NEW PREMIER DESIGNS

3-BAND SUPERHET RECEIVER

PORTABLE RADIO RECEIVER

ALL-DRY BATTERY

MAY BE BUILT FOR £7.8.0 Plus 3/- Pkg. & Postage

4 MINIATURE valves in a superhet circuit covering medium and long waves. Rexite covered cabinets 111/2in. x 10in. x 51/2in., in contrasting colours, wine with grey panel. Instruction book 1/- post free, which includes full constructional details and list of priced components.

COMPACT GRAM AMPLIFIER

Suitable for any type of Pick-up. Volume and tone control fitted with knobs. Overall dimension 7in. long x 31/2in. wide x 51/2in. high. Complete and ready for use. £19.6

GRAM UNITS

Send for the Premier WIDE ANGLE TELEVISION booklet. 3/6 post free.
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data for AUDIOPHILES

Audiophiles all over the world are demanding Mullard audio valves for their high quality sound equipment. And who can blame them when they know that the Mullard World Series of Audio Valves is the finest in the world. Fill in the coupon below for free data on Mullard World Series Audio Valves.

* Audiophile—Enthusiast for high quality sound reproduction who is satisfied with nothing but the best.

This popular book is available now from most dealers, price 3/-d. It contains designs and full constructional details of the new Mullard EL34 High Quality 20 Watt Amplifier, a Mullard Band II F.M. Tuner, pre-amplifiers for the Mullard EL34 Amplifier and—for the popular Mullard 5 Valve 10 Watt Amplifier, together with other useful technical information.
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AUDIO VALVES

Mullard Ltd., Publicity Division, Mullard House, Torrington Place, London, W.C.1.
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To Mullard Ltd., Publicity Division

Please send me free of charge, leaflets on the Mullard World Series of Audio Valves, and details of "High Quality Sound Reproduction".
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The simpler type of model control receiver uses a "soft," or gas-filled, valve. This has the great advantage of small size, good range, and ease of adjustment. Unfortunately, however, this type of valve is expensive, and has a relatively short life. Circuits for hard, or vacuum, valves are therefore worth using when circumstances permit—that is, when a little extra weight can be carried, where great range is not important, and when the more careful adjustment necessary can be undertaken. In such circuits valves of small type, including the 1S5, 1T4 and 1S4, and hearing-aid miniatures, can be employed, their life being the same as in ordinary broadcast receivers. The resultant equipment is particularly suitable for boats used on small sailing ponds, where the extra size is unimportant, and working is at relatively short distances.

A normal type of super-regenerative circuit is shown in Fig. 1, resembling that used with a gas-filled valve. Such a circuit will operate successfully with a 1T4, 1S4, or similar type, but is very critical to adjust. At no time can a range anything like so great as with a gas-filled valve be achieved, though short-range working can be obtained.

Quenching and regeneration have to be adjusted carefully, with a meter in series with the relay (which is wired to the H.T. positive lead in the usual way). A wide range of H.T. voltages can be used, and the battery voltage will govern the setting of the 50K potentiometer. The H.T. tap on the coil will usually require to be about three and a half turns from the anode end, if the coil consists of 13 turns of 20 S.W.G. wire, self-supporting, 1 in. in diameter. The position of this tap, and the aerial tapping, greatly influence oscillation. Aerial damping should be such that the valve only goes into oscillation with the 50K potentiometer near zero value.

The current dip will be less than with a gas-filled valve, so that a careful setting of the relay is also required. It is helpful to use a transmitter running at the maximum permitted output, to facilitate adjustments and improve range.

Diode Detector

A short-range circuit extremely easy to set up is shown in Fig. 2. When a signal is present, the rectified output of the diode develops a voltage across the 10 megohm leak, thereby changing the valve anode current, which operates the relay. A valve such as the 1S5 will have a change in anode current of about .3 mA, for a change in grid voltage of .5 volt, with suitable standing bias, and this is ample to operate a relay.

To tune this circuit, a microammeter is wired in parallel with the 10 megohm leak, and the 25 pf condenser adjusted for maximum reading. The grid bias voltage is then arranged so that a satisfactory change in anode current arises when the transmitter is keyed. The anode current can be arranged to increase or decrease, when a signal is received, according to the way the diode is connected. The relay is then adjusted in the accustomed manner for maximum sensitivity over the current values present.

The range of this circuit naturally depends upon the transmitter and aerials, but with a sensitive relay a useful range can be achieved for boats on a pond of the kind usually found for model sailing.

Modulation Control

The circuits described only require the usual unmodulated signal. If modulation can be provided, additional, methods of working become feasible. Those using various modulation tones, with tuned relays, will be familiar to model-control builders, but it is also possible to use one tone, of any frequency, so that the receiver will take the place of the gas-filled triode type.
Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 3, and its range can be increased up to the maximum likely to be wanted by adding more A.F. amplifiers between detector and relay valve. The detector functions in the usual manner, but must be adjusted for low hiss, or the hiss itself may cause operation of the relay valve. The latter is supplied with bias to the point when virtually no anode current flows. Upon the audio tone being received, the valve conducts when each positive audio cycle reaches the grid, causing anode current to flow, which operates the relay.

The circuit may be adjusted by applying normal bias and wiring phones from anode to H.T. positive. The receiver is then carried to a distance (preferably at least 50 yards from the transmitter) and adjusted for maximum volume in the phones. These adjustments will consist of tuning, modification of aerial and H.T. feed coil tappings, and adjustment of the 50 K oscillation control. When maximum volume is obtained just sufficient bias is applied to prevent the second valve conducting, with transmitter off.

It will usually be necessary to employ a minimum of two valves to modulate the transmitter. The tone is immaterial, but it will be found that maximum efficiency is obtained with a fairly high, clear tone. Low tones present fewer conductive positive cycles to the relay valve grid, while very high tones usually result in a reduction of transmitter output, since the audio modulation will generally fall in power at such frequencies. If the relay armature is light and tends to produce an audible note, then the winding should be shunted by a condenser of about 1μF.

With either two- or three-valve circuits it is in order to use transformer coupling between stages, to increase gain. If the detector is quenching at very high frequency, one transformer may be shunted with a fixed condenser to prevent this frequency reaching the relay valve, causing it to conduct.

### The D.C. Amplifier

A very good range may be obtained with vacuum valves by employing one of the various forms of directly-coupled amplifier, and these circuits may be operated from an unmodulated transmitter. With the hard valve it is difficult to obtain a good change of anode current at other than short range, and it is for this reason that such valves are of limited use in one-valve circuits. Some change in anode current does arise, however, even at a range of several hundred yards, when the circuit is correctly adjusted. By means of a D.C. amplifier this change may be increased, so that a relay can be operated.

A typical circuit of this kind is shown in Fig. 4, the whole detector stage being the same as in Fig. 1. With the transmitter off, a certain voltage drop arises in the 50 K fixed resistor. By adjusting the 50 K potentiometer, this will result in such bias being applied to the second valve that a small anode current flows. When a signal is received the current flowing through the 50 K resistor drops, making the second valve grid grow more positive, so that anode current increases in this stage, operating the relay. (It will be noted that the latter now operates in the reverse manner, since current increases on the signal being transmitted, instead of falling, as with one-valve circuits.) As a small change in anode current in V1 will produce a relatively large change in anode current in V2, a good degree of sensitivity is achieved.

The main disadvantage of the circuit is the need for separate batteries so that the filament circuits can be isolated. This cannot be overcome with directly heated valves. If a 6 volt accumulator were used in the model, it would be feasible to use 6.3 volt .15 amp, indirectly heated valves with this, to avoid two L.T. batteries.
THE installation to be described is suggested for use in small blocks of flats (or houses converted into two or three flats) of the type that share a single street door and have no porter in attendance.

The installation comprises four sections:

1. A front door unit. This has a bell-push corresponding to each flat; a signal lamp for each bell-push; a 3 in. loudspeaker and an electrically-operated bolt (see later).

2. A relay unit, containing two main relays (common to all flats) and one further relay individual to each flat (total of 5 P.O.-type 200-500 ohm relays for a 3-flat installation).

3. A simple two-stage amplifier, using one 6L7 valve, one 6V6 valve and a metal rectifier.

4. The flat units. These each have a 3 in. speaker, two push-buttons, one toggle switch and a bell or buzzer.

The System

A caller presses the bell-push corresponding to the flat which he wishes to enter. The bell or buzzer starts sounding in this flat and continues to sound until the answerer operates a switch on the local unit. The answerer then presses his “press-to-speak” button and asks the caller his business; he releases the “press-to-speak” button and the caller is able to reply via the front door speaker. If the answerer is satisfied as to the identity of the caller and wishes him to enter, he again presses the “press-to-speak” button, tells his caller to push open the door, and then presses the door-lock release. This operates a solenoid which withdraws a spring bolt and allows the front door to be pushed open. The act of pushing the door open restores all circuits to normal and a door-closing spring shuts the door. The spring bolt automatically locks as the door closes. If a flat is to be left unoccupied, the tenant, on his way out, operates a switch (marked “IN” or “OUT”) near the front door. If, when the switch is in the “OUT” position, a caller pushes the bell-push corresponding to the empty flat, the buzzer does not operate. Instead, a panel reading “OUT” is illuminated next to the name of the tenant.

When one flat is in communication with a caller at the front door, the speakers in the other flats are muted, thus ensuring privacy. With this installation, the necessity for descending and ascending flights of stairs every time there is a caller is eliminated. How does the tenant get back? He uses his ordinary cylinder lock key.

The Circuit

The circuit is best understood by following, on the circuit diagram (Fig. 1), the complete cycle of events described above.

1. Caller presses bell-push for Flat 1 (PB1). RY1 is energised by the 6-volt rectifier M1K2 via door switch and lamp LP1. LP1 is a 6-volt 0.3-amp. cycle lamp bulb. RY1 passes only a few milliamps and therefore the bulb does not light. RY1 closes contacts RY1A, RY1B and RY1C. The first pair of contacts bring the remote speaker SK1 into circuit: RY1C shorts out PB1 and LP1, thus locking relay RY1 in the energised state. Buzzer (or bell) BJ is effectively in parallel with the relay coil and will therefore start sounding and will continue to do so as long as the relay is energised and switch SW1 is closed.

2. Answerer operates SW1, silencing the buzzer by

![Diagram of the circuit](Fig. 2.—Details of the front door (left) and the room units (right)).
breaking its connection to line 4. He then presses push-button PBI (a “press-to-speak” button) and this operates relay RY4 by joining line 2 (L.T. negative) to line 3, which is connected to one end of the coil of RY4. The other end of this coil is joined to

![Fig. 4 (b) — Door unit wiring.](image)

L.T. positive. When RY4 operates, the two change-over contacts RY4A and RY4B join speaker SK1 to the input transformer (T1) of the amplifier, and speaker SK4 (at the front door) to the output transformer (T2). The answerer’s speech is thus amplified and can be heard by the caller.

(3) Answerer releases PBI. This causes RY4 to release and allow contacts RY4A and RY4B to change back to the “rest” position. Speaker SK4 then becomes the “microphone” feeding T1, and SK1 is fed by the output transformer T2. The caller can thus talk back to the answerer, who, when satisfied, pushes PB2. This joins line 2 (L.T. negative) to line 5 (one side of RY5 coil). The other side of the coil is connected to L.T. positive. Contacts RY5A and RY5B close. Contacts RY5A put a short across lines 2 and 5 and the relay thus “locks on.” Contacts RY5B (heavy duty) feed A.C. at mains voltage to the electric bolt solenoid (see later). The bolt is thus held “open” as long as RY5 is energised.

(4) Caller pushes door open and breaks the door switch. This disconnects L.T. positive, RY1 falls off and with it all other relay circuits including the electric bolt. The whole installation is thus restored to normal. The door-closing spring closes the door and the de-energised spring bolt latches automatically.

(5) Should the tenant be out, he will have switched SW4 to the “OUT” position. This shorts out RY1, and when PBI is pushed by the caller a direct connection exists between lamp LP1 and the L.T. supply. This lamp is arranged to light up behind a small opal glass panel beside the bell-push reading “OUT” (see Figs. 2 and 3).

(6) A tenant returning to the building inserts his key into the existing cylinder lock, which although modified (see later) to operate electrically, still functions normally when operated by hand. The equipment and wiring for each flat is similar and may be repeated for any number of flats.

**Construction**

We will take separately each section as outlined at the beginning of this article.

![Fig. 4 (a) — Flat unit wiring.](image)
The Front Door Unit

Parts required:
Length of ⅛ in. thick wood to make a suitable case.
Piece of 3-ply with speaker aperture and indicator panels cut out.
A piece of expanded aluminium for speaker grille.
Three bell-pushes suitable for mounting flush within approximately 1in. square space.
Electric bolt (see text).
Three M.E.S. lampholders.
Three 6-volt 0.3-amp cycle lamp bulbs.
One 3in. Midget P.M. loudspeaker (3-ohm speech coil).
One tag strip (6-way).
One piece opal glass.

Mount the electrical components within the box as shown in Fig. 3 and wire up as in Fig. 4 (b). Fix a piece of flashed opal glass behind the aperture next to tenants’ names. Gum to the rear of the glass a card-

![Diagram of the Front Door Unit](https://example.com/diagram)

**Fig. 7.** Method of fixing relays.

- Bracket cut from thin aluminium (passes over relay coil)
- Details of Top Joints
- Details of Stencil
- Expanded Aluminium
- Opal glass, (seal with Durofix)
- Out Lamps, (paint interior of lamp compartments white)
- Panel pins (driven in from front and bent over)

**Fig. 3.** Constructional details of the front door unit.

- L.S. Cut-out
- PB7
- PB8
- PB9

The electric bolt can be bought ready-made or can be made up by the reader. It is assumed that there is a cylinder lock of standard pattern already installed on the front door. If two holes are drilled in the casing (just behind the knob which is used to open the door from inside), a pair of rods (Meccano, or stiff piano wire) can be passed into the lock. These are threaded 6 B.A. and attached to the sliding spring bolt within; the other ends are attached to a powerful 230-volt A.C. solenoid (type S.B.-R.A. Webber, Ltd., obtainable from M.R. Supplies, New Oxford Street, London W.C.2). Figures 5 and 6 show exactly how to do this. When the solenoid is energised the bolt is smartly withdrawn from its hasp. When the solenoid is de-energised the spring returns the bolt. To ensure efficient working one or two convolutions of the spring could be cut

**Fig. 1.** Complete circuit of the novel inter-com. Illustrations of the door and room units will be found on page 683, whilst the list of parts for the amplifier appears on page 686.
off to weaken it slightly. The spring must be stretched again, after cutting, to its original length. This modification in no way alters the normal function of the cylinder lock.

Other types of lock must be modified according to design, and readers will no doubt be able to adapt the idea to suit the particular lock in use. If a separate ready-made electric bolt is installed, then a car ignition switch of the cylinder lock variety could be used to complete the electric bolt circuit and so enable tenants to enter the building in the normal way. For safety the solenoid should be enclosed in a wooden cover.

The door switch can be very simple. Two strips of springy brass could be attached, one to the door and one to the lintel, so that they are in contact when the door is closed and separate as the door opens. An alternative (and possibly more elegant) method would be to mount a push-button or micro-switch in the door jamb at the hinged side so that it is kept pressed when the door is shut and is released as the door opens.

The Relay Unit

Parts required:

5 type 3,000
P.O. relays
(200-500 ohm coils)

3 toggle switches (SPST).

These relays are best mounted within the amplifier case and they may be grouped together for ease in wiring on a strip of paxolin (see Fig. 7). They are normally used for automatic telephony and special racks are provided in the exchange for mounting them. There is no need to elaborate in this case; however, and the writer has found the method (indicated in Fig. 7) of fixing by thin metal strips passed over the relay coils to be entirely satisfactory. The bolts and nuts securing the metal brackets should be tightened just sufficiently to hold the relay lightly but firmly. Wiring is shown in Fig. 4 (c).

Note that switches SW4, SW5 and SW6 are on flying leads so that they can be positioned on a separate block near the front door.

The Amplifier

Parts required:

Valves—1 637 (V1); 1 6V6 (V2).

Transformers—1 mains transformer, 250-0-6.3 (2 amps.); 1 metal rectifier, 250 volts; 1 metal rectifier (selenium), 6-12 volts, 2 amp., for L.T. relay supply.

Resistors: 
1.5 watt) 100 KΩ, 47 KΩ, 1 KΩ, 250Ω; (2 watt) 1 KΩ, 100Ω, Pre-set 1 meg. pot. (log scale).

Condensers: 0.01 μF; .5 μF (500 v.w.); 2.25 μF (25 volt w.) electrolytic; 1 32; 32 μF (350 volt. w.) electrolytic.

Chassis, screening can, screened leads, solder tags, etc.

The amplifier is so straightforward that Fig. 1 speaks for itself. The only unusual feature is the transformer input. This can be any output transformer with a primary of reasonably high impedance and a secondary of 3 ohms. A ratio of approximately 100:1 should be aimed at. But you can, in fact, use a twin of T2, which is suitable for matching a 6V6 to a 3-ohm speaker (40:1), but this will give slightly reduced volume. T1, of course, is connected in reverse, the 3-ohm secondary being used as a primary. This has been done so that the long lines to the speakers in the flats can be at low impedance to minimise hum pick-up and capacity effects. A certain

(Concluded on page 689)
ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

WAVE TRAVELERS FINES - VA. 30 h. m.-collapse to 15 h., 25 h. m., or 32 h. m., 220-240 v. 0=230, 12/8 each.

MANUFACTURERS FOR ABOVE CHASSIS, 8t. 12/2 each. 1/2 trimmers, 1/22 in. 12/2 each.

R.C.S. SCOOP *

Collaro Auto-Changer R521 for 78 r.p.m., 10 in. and 12 in. records. Brand new in master box! High precision lightweight Pick-up with supply needles, will match any Amplifier or Radio. Less than half price.

£7-19-6

Terms: Deposit 64 and six monthly payments of £6 16s. Brand new Pleasor 3-speed Auto-Changer, Mr. Pleasor has recently passed away. Board required 165 12/2 in. Height 5in.

Exceptions to manufacturer's terms. BARGAIN PLAYING Desk (C) 10/0. save 15.

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY

Collaro 4-speed single Record Player, including lightweight Pick-up with turntable mounted in chassis. Auto-stop fitted.

OUR PRICE, 6 gns. carriage 4g.

ALL-DAY UNIT POWER PACK. Replaces Battery 12114., etc., 32v, plus 16 l. Size 4 x 14in. 4pin Socket. Same as battery, ONLY £1 a year to run on A.C. 200/250v.


B.S.R. MONARCH. Spoilt Motor and Turntable with selecting switch for 33, 45 and 78 r.p.m. records, 100/200 v. and 220-240 v. A.C. 5d. more. Also B.S.R. MONARCH lightweight Pick-up with Jeux Nival turntable, separate Supply voltage for L.P. and Standard records, SPECIAL OFFER THE TWO 12/6, 20/6, post paid. T.V. PLAIN & WIRED. Tomalin (base) 1 x 5 t. TVH1 200v. 8, 11/2, 15/2. V. 8. A.C. 220-250 v. A.C.

MANS POWER PACK for above, 25/- extra.

SUPERB COIL PACK 27. Miniature size 2 x 1 x 1/2. 12/10. 

D.C. QUAD EXCLUSIVE. Complete with connection diagram and 5 valve circuit. (Valves 12/6 each.)

TELETRON BAND III CONVERTER

For London, Midland and Scottish Railways.

Suitable all T.V. makes. T.T.F. or Superhet. Round wound coils, two EF80 valves, all connections punched on circuit-board, wiring plans, complete.

A.C. 200-250v, or 240v. £3.10.0.

VOLUME 100W. One valve, 1/2, 2/6, 2/6. Trans. 6/8. No. 5, No. 6, No. 7. £2.10.0.

Larger chassis for Malins Model £6-0-0.

Two coil packs with adequate treatment. Full plans and circuit details 8d.

Volume Controls 80 ohm

COAX.

Ditto £1. So7TLE DOUBLE. 1/-

OUTLET BOXES 4/-

BARGAIN TWIN FEEDER, 80 or 800 ohm, 240v. £2.6.0.

WIRE-WOUND FUSE 3 WATT. Pre-Set 240v. £1.6.0.

BARGAIN TWIN FEEDER, A.C. £1.7.6.

BARGAIN 4 WATT. 240v. £1.3.6.

CHOKES, 240v. £1.3.6.

BARGAIN CHARGERS, 12/8 each. 1/2 trimmers, 1/22 in. 12/8 each.

FRENCH ROD AERIALS. M.W. 8/6, M.W. 4/6.

H.V. R. C. CO. 1/2 trimmers, 1/22 in. 12/8 each.

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 19 in. wg. moulded with a 4 sides, riveted corners and lattice fixing holes, 3 1in. sides, 7 1/2, 4 1/2, 9 3/16 in. 25/-; 11 1/2 x 16/2, 13 x 14 1/2 in. 15/-; 16 x 16 1/2 in. 16/-.

FULL WAVE BRIDGE SILENCER RECTIFIERS. Bilode 4-way, 10, 115, 150, 210, 300, 500, 1000 v. A.C.

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped input 200/250v, 1 way, 2 or 6 volt, 14 amp., 12/8.

BRENDA VALVE MANUALS & 1 1/2, 60 p. per. p.+ 2d. cost free. (ExPort Extra.) I.C.O. Service 1/6
Background to Reliability

Behind the world-wide popularity and reliability of the Pullin Series 100 Multi-Range Test Set, with its 21 ranges from 100 microamps to 1,000 volts and sensitivity of 10,000 ohms per volt, are the considerable research, manufacturing, development and service resources of M.I.P., one of the great Pullin Group of Companies.

Get your Pullin Series 100 Multi-range Test Set ON EASY TERMS

Here's a grand opportunity for the amateur radio-man or the service engineer. We will send your Pullin Test Set by return of post, post free, on receipt of £2.10.0 deposit. Thereafter, you pay nine monthly payments of £1.4.6. The cash price is £12.7.6. WRITE TODAY TO FRITH RADIOCRAFT — ADDRESS BELOW (right).

Please send descriptive leaflet.

Please supply 1 Pullin Series 100 Test Set, I enclose 50/- deposit and promise to pay 9 further monthly payments of 24/6.

SIGNED

ADDRESS

IF OVER 21 OCCUPATION

POST TO

FRITH RADIOCRAFT LTD
69-71 CHURCH GATE LEICESTER
& 25 HIGH ST NEWPORT PAGNELL BUCKS

Send 7½d. in stamps for circuits, wiring diagrams.

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS P.W.S
418 Brighton Road, South Croydon
Surrey. Telephone Croydon 5148/9.

OSMOR NEW ASSEMBLY DIAL

Calibrated for Osmor Coils
Coil-packs 24/6
Bronze Finish Escutcheon 4/-

BAND III
Converter

Kit £3.5.0
Ready wired £4
Postage and packing 3/-

HOLE SIZES RETAIL
1½ in. x 1½ in. 19/6
1½ in. x 1½ in. 18/9
1 in. x 2 in. 27/3

BAND I FILTER
Rejects B.B.C. from I.T.A.
aerial. Suitable for all
makes.

10/- inc.
instructions

Fitted in 2
minutes

HIGH "Q"
M.W., 8/9
M. & L.W., 12/9

STATION SEPARATOR

Price
10/-

POTTED COILS
HIGH "Q"
Simple press home fixing
leaflets, components, lists chassis drawings templates, price lists.

Get your Pullin Series 100 Multi-range Test Set ON EASY TERMS

Here's a grand opportunity for the amateur radio-man or the service engineer. We will send your Pullin Test Set by return of post, post free, on receipt of £2.10.0 deposit. Thereafter, you pay nine monthly payments of £1.4.6. The cash price is £12.7.6. WRITE TODAY TO FRITH RADIOCRAFT — ADDRESS BELOW (right).
amount of hum pick-up is inevitable with this installation, but if the input and output circuits of the amplifier are fully screened; as indicated, hum will be reduced considerably and should not interfere with the intelligibility of speech. A screening can be used for the 6J7, and both transformers should be well screened. The grid leads to both valves should also be screened. RI is a pre-set volume control which should be adjusted to the most convenient level and left there. The casing of this component should also be well earthed.

The Flat Units
Parts required:
3in. speaker (3-ohm).
Bell or buzzer.
2 push buttons.
1 toggle switch (SPST).
5-way tag strip.
Expanded aluminium for speaker fret.

These units can be constructed on similar lines to the front door units (see Fig. 2). A smaller wooden box may be used, and the speaker can be mounted directly behind the plywood front. The buzzer (or bell) unit could be mounted on the side of the box. Wiring is shown in Fig. 4 (a).

The amplifier and relay unit can be housed in a suitably ventilated wooden box, and should be placed on a shelf near the front door, high enough to be out of reach of children. It could equally well go in the "cupboard under the stairs," if there is one. The important things are, first, to leave a hole for a screwdriver so that any necessary adjustments can be made to VR1; secondly, to place SW4, SW5 and SW6 in a prominent position on a switch block near the door, plainly marked "IN" and "OUT".

**Self-Binders FOR**

**"PRACTICAL WIRELESS"**

As a service to our readers we have arranged for self-binders to be supplied in which they may preserve the copies of this journal. Copies can be inserted as received, and you do not therefore have to wait for the completion of the volume. You secure the same all-time protection as with ordinary binding. The self-binders are in black waterproof and greaseproof cloth, attractively lettered in gold. This system avoids copies becoming damaged or mislaid. The Easibinder opens flat at any page of any separate edition and gives quick reference facilities. When the volume is complete, our annual index, published at 1s. 3d., should be inserted. They cost 10s. post free. Orders should be sent to PRACTICAL WIRELESS (Binding Dept.), George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
A RECENT letter in the Press gives me the opportunity of raising again the subject of signature tunes. The gist of the correspondent's complaint was this: that before the BBC asks radio listeners to tone their sets down when they are near open windows in the fine weather, they should study more carefully the quality of the music being disseminated and which is evidently calculated, if too strident and rasping, to destroy the quiet and sociable amenities of neighbours. In other words, how the rock 'n' roll can I have my Sunday nap when the Joneses' set is blaring away like it always does when I'm at home?

The logic that prompted the letter is transparently clear. The poorer the 'music,' the more unacceptable it will be: the better, the less. Granted that Mozart himself wrote some pretty inaudible and that radio is, like Government, of the people, by the people, for the people, it cannot be denied by any sane, if unsophisticated, person that some of the so-called signature tunes, together with the "effects" that punctuate many popular programmes, are so truly awful and hideously unrelated to anything in the shows they summon us to, that we wonder a deputy to the Lord Chamberlain wasn't long ago appointed to control them.

With one exception, not one is even skilfully written; nor does it bear the slightest relation to the character of the show it precedes. I recently mentioned the accompanying noises to the new—and good—programme, "Curiouser and Curiouser": it is difficult to imagine whether it could be any worse enervating from the window next door or the next room under one's own roof.

The exception to this padded cell fitted with the ravings of musical madmen is, of course, the theme-song prefacing "The Archers," a graceful piece, arresting to those who may not know it, and wholly in character to the programme to which it has been attached.

Note.—The letter I have referred to naturally comprises more than signature tunes: the writer refers to the whole hotch-potch of miscellaneous fare under the generic title of "entertainment," such as "Round and About" encompasses on Saturday afternoons.

Letters

The series, on Sundays, of letters addressed by practitioners in various callings such as music, authorship, medicine, etc., to young people about to seek their fortunes in those professions, was interesting and instructive to the layman listener like myself. Whether the aspirant to a consulting room in Harley Street, chambers in Lincoln's Inn or the writer of a book selling a hundred thousand copies before publication did, I wouldn't know. I should think he most probably did. But it would be deeply interesting if someone in each subject were engaged to make a reply!

So long as there are an England and a Scotland,
**COMpletely Built SIGNAL Generator**

Coverage 120 Kcs-250 Kcs, 300 Kcs-500 Kcs, 500 Kcs-2.5 Mgs, 2.75 Mgs-5 Mgs, 5 Mgs-20 Mgs, 10 Mgs-50 Mgs, 24 Mgs-84 Mgs. Metal case 10 in. x 6 in. x 4 1/2 in. Size of scale 6 in. x 3 1/2 in. 2 valves and rectifier. A.C. mains 220-250 v. Internal modulation of 100 c.p.s. to a depth of 30 per cent. Modulated or unmodulated R.F. output continuously variable 100 millivolts. C.W. and mod. switch, variable A.F. output and moving coil output meter. Black crackle finished case and white panel. Accuracy plus or minus 2%. £6/19/6 or 5/- deposit and 3 monthly payments 21/- P. & P. 4d extra.

**Commercial Television Converter Suitable Any T.V. All Channels No Alternations to Set**

Complete with built-in power supply 220-250 v. A.C. mains. Crackle finish case, 6 in. long, 3 in. wide, 4 in. high. Incorporating gain control and band switch. Illustrated with cover removed. £3.19.6 Plus P. & P. 2/-.


Volume Controls. Long spindle less switch, 50 K., 500 K., 1 meg., 2/6 each. P. & P. 3d each.

Volume Controls. Long spindled and switch, 1, 1 and 2 meg., 4/- each. 10 K. and 50 K. 3d each. 1 and 1 meg., long spindle, double pole switch, miniature, 5/-.

Standard Wave-change Switches. 1-pole 3-way, 1/- 1-pole 4-way, 1/- 1-pole 4-way, 1/- 1-pole 11-way twin water, 5/- 1-pole 12-way circle water, 4/-.

1,200 ft. High Impedance recording tape on aluminium spool, 12/6 post paid.

Polishing attachment for electric drills. Quarter-inch spindle, chromium-plated, 5 in. brush, 3 polishing cloths and one sheepskin mop, mounted on a 3 in. rubber cup. 12/3. P. & P. 10/- Spares sheepskin mop, 2/6 each.

**Collaro RC54**

3-speed automatic changer will take 10 records mixed, studio 'O' pick-up. A.C. mains 220/250v. £7.9.6 P. & P. 5/-.

**Garrard RC/110**

3-speed automatic mixer changer will take 10 records, 7 in., 10 in. or 12 in. mixed, turnover crystal head, brand new, current model. A.C. mains 220/250 v. (List price £11.16.) £7.19.6 P. & P. 33.

**Radio & T.V. Components (Action) Ltd.**

23, High Street, Acton, London, W.3

---

**SIGNAL & PATTERN Generator**

Coverage 7.5 Mcs-210 Mcs. In five bands. All on fundamentals, slow-motion turning, audio output, 3 vertical and horizontal bars, logging scale. In grey hammer finished case with carrier handle. Accuracy + 1%. A.C. mains 200-250 v.

£6.19.6 or £ deposit and 3 payments of 3/6.

**3-speed TRANSCRIPTION MOTOR by Famous Manufacturer**

Complete kit of parts comprising accurately balanced precision made heavy turntable with rubber mat, large constant speed condenser, starting motor, case plate. Can be assembled in half-an-hour. A.C. Mains 220-250 v. Fully guaranteed. Parts sold separately. £6.19.6 Post paid.

P.M. SPEAKERS, 6 in., closed field, 18/- 8 in. closed field, 20/- 10 in. closed field, 25/- 12 in. closed field, 31/- 14 in. 9/- 16 in. 1/- 20 in. £3.19.6 Valve holders, Paxolin octal, 4d. Moulded octal, 7d. EF30. 7d. Moulded RTC, 7d. Loctite amph., 7d. Loctite pac, 7d. Mazda Amph., 7d. Mazda pac., 4d. BIA, BIA amphol, 7d. Dam, Dam with screening can, 1/- Duodecal pacolin, 9d. Twin-zang. £0.05 Tuning Condensers, 5/- with trimmers, 6/6.

**AC/DC Multi-meter Kit**

Comprising 4 in. moving coil meter, scale calibrated in AC/DC volts, ohms and mill-amps. Voltage range AC/DC C-10, 0-100 and 0-500. Milli-amps 0-1, 0-100, 0-1,000 and 0-10,000. Front panel, range switch, wire wound pot, (for ohms zero set tiny) two toggle switches, resistors and meter rectifier. Complete in case, grey hammer finish. £19/6 P. & P. 1/-

Point to point wiring diagram 1/6 free with Kit.

**T.R.F. Kit in Plastic Cabinet**

1 valve plus metal rectifier, A.C. mains 200-250 v. Medium and Long waves. In pastel blue or brown. Valve line up: 2 VR80s and VT22 size 15 in. long by 4 in. high by 7 in. deep. £3.19.6 P. & P. 4/6.

Point to point wiring diagram 1/6 free with Kit.

Where post and packing charge is not stated, please add 1/- up to £1, 2/- up to £2 and 2/6 up to £2. All enquiries S.A.E. Lists 5d. each.

---
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**Dulci QUALITY PRODUCTS**

**THE DULCI RECORD PLAYER**

Latest Model B.S.R. 4-speed Autochanger. With turnover Crystal pick-up, spring-mounted on an attractively finished metal Plinth.

**£10.10.0** (Tax paid)

**MODEL GA4 HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER**

Very latest design Amplifier. With 3-position selector for Amp. LP and 78 RPM. With control panel on fly leads for any-position fixing. Rotatable mounted transformer for hum elimination.

**Price £9.90.** (Tax paid)

Leaflets sent on request.

Full trade facilities available.

**THE DULCI COMPANY LTD.**

95 Villiers Road, London, N.W.2

Tel.: Willesden 6678

---

**FOR VALVES—GUARANTEED NEW AND BOXED**

**SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS**

**TRANSMITTERS**


**TRANSMITTERS**

Type 118 M-3 Mark III. TWO UNITS (Receiver & Sender) contained in Metal Case. Complete with Six Valves, Micrometer, etc. LESS EXTERNAL ATTACHMENTS. 21/6.

**TRANSISTORS**

Type T-1154—Complete all valves, etc., etc. Perfect order 3 frequencies. £2.7/6 in transit case. Delivered £3.0/0.

**RECEIVERS**

Type "109" B-Valve S.W. Receiver with VIBRA PACK for 6 Volts. Built-in Speaker. METAL CASE, 2/. BOMBIGHT COMPUTERS. EX-R.A.F. BRAND NEW. A Wealth of Components. GYRO MOTORS, REV. COUNTERS, GEAR WHEELS, etc., etc. Ideal for Model Makers, Experimenters, etc. £3.7/6.

**LUFRA HOLE CUTTERS**

Adjustable size, 3 to 31/2 in. For Metal, Wood, Plastic, etc., 7/5.

**RESISTANCES**

100 ASSORTED USEFUL VALUES. Wire Wound, 12/6 per 100.

**CONDENSERS**

100 ASSORTED. Mica, Metal Tubular, etc., 1/6 per 100.

**PLASTIC CASES**

4in. x 10in. Transparent. Ideal for Maps, Display, etc., 3/6.

**STAR IDENTIFIERS**

Type I A.N. Covers both Hemispheres, incl. 5/6.

**CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES**

In Sound-proof Case. Clockwork Movement. 2 Impulses per sec. Thermostatic Control. £3.3/6.

**REMOTE CONTACTORS**

for use with c/o 9/6, 7/6.

**MORSE PRACTICE SETS**

with Battery, 9/6. MOUNTED PAPERS, 3/6; Midget, 2/9.

**METERS & AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS**

Only need Adjustment or with broken Cases. TWELVE INSTRUMENTS, including 2/5 New Aircraft Instruments, 35/- for 12.

**CRYSTAL MONITORS**

Type 2. New in Transistor Case. Less Valves, 8/-.

**Price & Carriage extra. Full List of RADIO BOOKS, 2/6.

**SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.**

11, LITTLE NEWPORT ST., LONDON, W.C.2.

GERman 6653
MOST of the F.M.-V.H.F. units designed for, or by, the amateur constructor make use of a ratio detector, embodying a pair of so-called "matched crystals." In commercial apparatus we usually find a double-diode valve. It is worth examining, therefore, the relative merits of the two methods. Let us first look at the pair of matched crystals, without specifying at the moment precisely what is meant by the term "matched."

Crystals (usually germanium diodes) need no heater supply; they eliminate a valveholder from the chassis; they are compact, which is not only an advantage in itself, but enables the discriminator wiring to be made neater and more efficient; and the absence of heater wiring means the elimination of a danger spot which, in the case of the valve, often leads to the unwanted distribution of I.F. ninth harmonic all over the chassis.

Against all this the valve appears able to offer only a slightly increased detection efficiency and a much higher reverse resistance. Since neither of these considerations is of the first importance in the application being considered, and since a pair of crystals may be purchased at a lower cost than that of a suitable valve, we may well ask where the snag is. And, of course, it resides in that word "matched."

The writer was recently engaged on a design which called for a ratio discriminator, using crystals, and giving a really Hi-Fi performance. This occurred at the time of the last radio show, and he therefore repaired to Earls Court and made a round of several of the manufacturers offering germanium diodes, seeking information on the subject of matching procedures. Although one representative claimed that all the crystals produced by his firm under a certain type number were, in fact, matched, subsequent investigation proved this to be untrue. As for the rest, the consensus of opinion was: "Not really a recommended application." So, thrown back on his own devices, he returned to his bench, where the following method was worked out.

Difficulties

First let us consider the difficulties. Supposing we try the obvious thing, matching forward and reverse resistances. Supposing, further, that we try to do this by means of a meter. To see what is likely to happen, look at Fig. 1. This shows the voltage-current curve of a typical germanium diode. Looking at the forward characteristic, let the voltage applied by the meter to the crystal be V. This brings us to the point B on the curve, and the current passed is therefore I. The meter thereupon indicates a resistance of V/I ohms, corresponding to the slope of the line OB. But the true resistance of the crystal, working at a mean applied voltage V, with an A.C. signal which is not too large, i.e., which does not drive it into serious non-linearity, corresponds to the slope of the curve at the point B, which is the same thing as the slope of the tangent line AB. The correct reading should thus be (volts difference between A and V)/I ohms. The ohm-meter method fixes a point on the characteristic curve, but tells us nothing about the slope of the curve. Hence, a pair of crystals matched by this method will probably have curves similar to those shown in Fig. 2. A meter which has 1/5 of a volt across its terminals when passing 1 mA from its internal battery will read each as 200 ohms, while the actual dynamic resistances at the point B are 50 ohms for curve X and 150 ohms for curve Y. The differences actually encountered may not be so great as these, which have been chosen for clarity in the diagram, but they are big enough to invalidate the ohm-meter method.

Now before the "experts" dash off to design methods for measurement of dynamic resistance at the working point, or for displaying the whole characteristic on the C.R.T., let me point out a few
other things. First, when using a ratio discriminator the "working point" of the crystals is not easy to define. In Fig. 3, which shows the relevant portions of a ratio discriminator, the crystals are seen to be partially backed off by the electrolytic condenser C. Where there is no limiter, or where the final I.F. amplifier is worked as a semi-limiter (the normal practice), the voltage across this condenser will vary with signal strength, and the operating point of the crystals with it. Hence you may find that a pair of crystals which are balanced for the Third Programme are quite otherwise on the Light. And even if you do go to the trouble of designing a jig for matching characteristic curves, you may still find that you have not achieved a perfect match in operation. From a variety of reasons for this two should be mentioned.

facilitates the work, but it avoids too much soldering and unsoldering of the crystals, which is likely to impair them.) Adjust the discriminator for zero audio output, as in the normal procedure for alignment. Interchange the crystals. Leaving the discriminator adjustments unchanged, reset the signal generator to obtain an audio null once again. Note the change required, write it on a piece of paper and attach the paper to either one of the crystals. The other crystal remains in the discriminator and provides the "base line" for the tests. Identify it with a spot of red paint or in some other unmistakable manner. Make no further adjustments on the discriminator or on the unit of which it is a part for the remainder of this test only the signal generator is adjusted. Insert a fresh crystal in the position vacated by the one you have just tagged, and adjust the signal generator again for null. Note the reading. Reverse the crystals, readjust for null, note the reading. Tag the crystal with the two readings. Repeat for all the available crystals. In this way all the crystals except the red spot reference one will have two readings attached. (The second reading of the first crystal is the original balance point, which should of course be the correct I.F.—usually 10.7 Mc/s). These readings should be identified according to the side of the discriminator on which they were obtained, e.g., a given crystal might be marked "Right, 10.72 Mc/s; Left, 10.64 Mc/s." To obtain markings for the "red spot," find the crystal which has the least difference between its two figures, and use these figures. If you have no crystal whose figures are within 0.02 Mc/s, then you have no crystal which will match well with the "red spot," and it should be left out of further consideration.

Now arrange the crystals in order according to their markings. If they are arranged with reference to, say, the right-hand figures, then the left-hand figures should also be reasonably closely ordered. If this is not so, then either an error has been made or an unfortunate choice of a poor reference crystal. If you set the crystals in order of right-hand figures as they come off the first test you will be able to spot discrepancies here, before too much effort has been wasted. Select a pair of crystals having reasonably similar figures to each other. (The exact meaning of "reasonably similar" will, of course, depend largely on the number of crystals you are working with.) Place them in the discriminator. Adjust the signal generator to the correct I.F., and the discriminator for correct balance (audio null). Interchange the crystals. The readjustment required on the signal generator to restore balance should be small compared with those needed in the first part of the testing. If it is not, try another pair of crystals—change only one if you have several with closely corresponding figures. When you have found a suitable pair, leave the discriminator in balance and reconnect the electrolytic. Readjust the discriminator transformer secondary to restore balance, if necessary. If only a trivial adjustment is necessary the pair is matched.

Starting with about a dozen crystals you may hope for perhaps two well matched pairs. The remainder are not necessarily bad crystals—just do not happen to have suitable mates for them. The larger the number you start with, the higher will be the percentage yield, and the more rigorously will you be able to interpret closeness of readings and "triviality" of adjustments. The more you have, the more pairs you get, and the better the pairing.

**Fig. 3.—A ratio discriminator.**

First, in most F.M. discriminators the output is basically the difference between two quantities of the same order of size; hence small variations in the nature of these quantities may produce large variations in the nature of the output; and, secondly, the presence of the electrolytic condenser in the ratio discriminator introduces complexities into the mode of operation of the crystals, one of which is the increase of audio voltage across them to a degree sufficient to affect their performance. (Crystal matching is much less critical in the Foster-Seeley discriminator.)

What is required, then, if we are to avoid making a very large number of measurements on each crystal, is a "performance match," accomplished under something like working conditions. Let us suppose, first of all, that we have a perfectly matched pair of crystals; that is to say, it is impossible to tell them apart by any electrical test. It is obvious that the performance of a discriminator using these crystals will be quite unaffected if we interchange them, so that each is wired in the position previously occupied by the other, and this quite independently of any considerations of accuracy of balance in the discriminator itself. Thus, if we interchange the crystals in a discriminator, the degree of misalignment caused is an indication of the mismatching of the crystals. It is too severe a check in the case of the ratio discriminator, however, and a better method of proceeding is as follows.

**The Procedure**

Disconnect the electrolytic. Insert a pair of crystals. (It is as well in performing these tests to provide some form of simple spring clip for the crystals. It not only
RADIO AND RADIOGRAM CHASSIS


WESTFIELD. 5-valve superhet. 3 wavebands. Packing & Carriage 12/6.

MANSFIELD. 7-valve superhet. 4 wavebands, including F.M./V.H.F. Band. Packing & Carriage 23½ Gns.


PACKING & CARTRIDGE

RADIOGRAMS suitable for building into Radiograms or Receivers: Packing & Carriage 12/6.

F.M./V.H.F. TUNERS

These tuners are designed for maximum sensitivity and best signal to noise ratio. Eminently suitable for fringe-area reception. High stability capacitors are used at all critical points and drift is less than 20 kilocycles on any part of the band. 200/250 volts A.C. 50 cycles only.

FYFIELD

F.M./V.H.F. Tuner in Chassis form suitable for building into existing Radiograms or Receivers. Packing & Carriage, 12/6. £13.15.0

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED

COMPLETE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

RADIO INSTRUMENT SUPPLY FACTORY
STATION ROAD. HAROLD WOOD. ESSEX. INGREBOURNE. 2935

THE APEX CABINET


THE EXCEL CABINET


AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGERS

Latest type four-speed auto-changer, incorporating 16 r.p.m. for "talking-books" and arrangement for manual control. Fitted with high-fidelity H.G.P. 37 Crystal Turn-over Pick-up head. A.C. mains 200/250 volts. 50 cycles only. Packing & Carriage 12/6. £9.15.0.

LOUDSPEAKERS, Gram Amplifiers, etc.

Available at keenest Prices

F.M./V.H.F.

TUNERS

CHESTERFIELD
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SMITH'S FOR
TECHNICAL BOOKS

Books on radio theory, practice and maintenance for the beginner and books on new developments in circuit design, new components, methods of application, and the established text books can be obtained through your local Smith's shop or bookstall. Books not in stock at the branch can be quickly obtained from Head Office.

W. H. SMITH & SON
FOR BOOKS ON ELECTRONICS
Head Office: STRAND HOUSE, LONDON, W.C.2
THIS is a small transportable receiver for reception of the V.H.F.-F.M. transmissions only, and can also serve as an efficient F.M. adaptor for coupling to the audio circuits of more elaborate radios and radiograms or act as an F.M. tuner in front of an A.F. amplifier or record reproducing unit.

It features an inbuilt power unit for A.C. mains only, contains four valves, plus metal rectifier, and is housed in a plastic cabinet of contemporary design. It is of very similar appearance—using the same kind of cabinet—to the Kolster-Brandes "A.M. only" transportable—Model FB10.

As the receiver was first released in 1955, it has not been in the field long enough to exhibit so-called "stock faults" and consistent characteristics which generally show up after three or four years' service. Nevertheless, it was considered desirable to use this somewhat simple model to introduce to our readers the current trend in the design of commercial F.M. receivers. A knowledge of this model may also be of assistance to the many readers who have requested information for converting their existing receivers for the reception of F.M.

The Circuit

A complete circuit of the receiver/adaptor is shown at Fig. 1. As will be seen, the first valve V1 is a double-triode; section A is used in the form of an earthed-grid R.F. amplifier, while section B is arranged as a self-oscillating frequency changer. This mode is truly representative of the R.F./frequency changer stages of almost all commercial receivers, whether for both systems or just F.M. With combined receivers, however, this double-triode "front-end" is generally built into a small metal case.

The dipole signal is applied to the cathode of the R.F. amplifier triode across L2 by way of the small coupling coil L1. The resistors and capacitors in L1 circuit simply isolate the aerial from the receiver chassis which, as will be seen, is connected to one side of the mains supply. The grid of V1A is connected directly to chassis, and the amplified dipole signal occurs across the R.F. coil L3 in the anode circuit.

Since the impedance at the cathode of V1A is extremely low, L2 is heavily damped by this low impedance and also by the dipole. It thus responds over the entire F.M. band (Band II) and needs no variable tuning. L3, however, being in a much higher impedance circuit, needs to be tuned for optimum response over the band, and this is achieved by C1 section of the tuning gang.

L5 is the oscillator coil, which is tuned over the band by C2 section of the gang. Feed-back coupling is secured by coil L4 in the grid circuit of V1B. The signal across L3 is coupled to the grid of V1B at the junction of two capacitors across L4. These two capacitors in conjunction with the inter-electrode capacitances of V1B and the capacitor on the "earthy" side of L4 form a bridge circuit of somewhat delicate balance.

When the balance is achieved, there exists very little or no oscillator voltage at the junction of the two capacitors across L4. Such a bridge circuit is a salient feature of all F.M. "front-ends," since it precludes feed-back of the oscillator signal, via the R.F. stage to the aerial. This avoidance of oscillator

![Fig. 4.—Details of the dial drive.](image-url)
signal feed-back does not assist operation of the receiver in any way, but it prevents the oscillator signal getting out through the aerial (dipole) and either its fundamental or harmonics causing interference on nearby radio or television receivers. That this may happen can well be realised when it is considered that the oscillator works at about 100 Mc/s, and that its second harmonic falls right in the centre of television Band III (the commercial band). The R.F. stage is thus coupled to the self-oscillating frequency changer at the capacitive centre-tap across L4, which is completely dead so far as oscillator voltage is concerned.

The oscillator is working the I.F. above the signal frequency, the two signals are thus mixed in V1B and appear across the first I.F. transformer I.F.T. 10.7 Mc/s. This is a typical F.M. I.F. which was chosen after considerable discussion as a satisfactory compromise for minimising the possibilities of I.F. interference and radiation interference. Its relatively high value also eases the I.F. pass-band problem, for with F.M. a bandwidth of some 200 kc/s is essential in order to secure full advantage of the F.M. system of broadcasting, and enables two I.F. transformers (one at 470 kc/s A.M. and one at 10.7 Mc/s F.M.) to be connected in series in combined receivers without one seriously affecting the performance of the other.

The I.F. signal is applied to the grid of V2 for amplification and is developed in the

(Continued on page 701)
COMPLETED KITS of PARTS for the "HI-FI" ENTHUSIAST

The MULLARD "5-10" MAIN AMPLIFIER

This is the very latest design and needs no recommendation from us. Our Kit is complete to Mullard’s specification, including the latest GILSON ULTRA LINEAR OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS and the entire MULLARD Valve line up. ALL SPECIFIED COMPONENTS are supplied. PRICE of COMPLETE KIT is £11.11.0. (Plus 5/- carry & ins.).

The full SPECIFICATION and PRACTICAL BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS for these Units are available for 1/- each. SPECIAL PRICE REDUCTION. We supply the two GUARD VALVES for the "HI-FI" Amplifier—for £16.16.0. We also supply both fully assembled and ready for use for £19.19.0.

MODERNISE YOUR OLD RADIOGRAM

The NEW ARMSTRONG PB.409 A.M., F.M. Radiogram Chassis

"A chassis for those who want the highest quality."

- A 9 Valve line up employing the latest MULLARD preferred-type Valves.
- Provides complete coverage of the V.E.F.J. F.M. Transmissions plus the Short, Medium and Long WAVEBANDS.
- Has Push-Pull Output, with Negative Feedback, for 6 watts peak Output.
- Quick Action "Magic Eye" Tuning Indicator.
- Dimensions 30in. x 11in. x 8in. high. Diameter 14in. x 5in.

PRICE: £29.8.0.

(RECORD PLAYERS)

RECORD PLAYERS

STERNS’S "F.M." TUNING UNIT

A 5-valve Tuner incorporating the latest Mullard Permeability TUNING, HAND and "Magic Eye" Tuning Indicators.

PRICE, ASSEMBLED: £14.10.0.

(More 5/- carriage and insurance.)

TERMS: (a) Hire Purchase: Deposit £7.5.0 and 9 monthly payments of £2.11.10.
(b) Credit: Deposit £21.10.0 and 9 monthly payments of £2.11.10.

THE COMBINED AM/FM TUNER is precisely similar in appearance to the above and incorporates 2 valves. It provides complete coverage of F.M. Transmissions and MEDIUM WAVEBAND giving a good selection of foreign stations.

PRICE: £18.18.0.

(RECORD PLAYERS)

STERNS’S "COMPACT 5" AMPLIFIERS

A two-stage high sensitivity Amplifier having SEPARATE BASIS and TREBLE CONTROLS and designed to give approx. 5 watts with very pleasing quality. PRICE: £5.15.0. (Plus 5/- carry & ins.)

Expressly developed for very high quality reproduction of Gram. Records and particularly suitable for high quality reproductions of the F.M. transmissions. Two models and available: A separate POWER SUPPLY UNIT to operate with these amplifiers is available for £2.10.0. Has additional supply available for A.M.F.M. Tuners, etc.

A SPARK OF GENIUS!

I.C.S. training supplies the spark you need to further your career. The Courses I.C.S. offer are practical and up-to-date, they recognise the present emphasis on Frequency Modulation, and can help you attain one of the many well-paid posts that exist today in the radio world. Prepare yourself now, at home and in your own time, with the expert help of I.C.S. tutors. The cost of an I.C.S. Course is moderate and includes all books.

Among the I.C.S. Courses available are:

- FREQUENCY MODULATION ENGINEERING
- T/V ENGINEERING
- RADIO SERVICING
- RADIO ENGINEERING
- RADAR ENGINEERING
- BASIC INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
- ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

Complete the coupon below and post it to us today for further details of the Course which interests you.

Write to: Dept. 170E, I.C.S., 71 Kingsway, W.C.2.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
DEPT. 170E, INTERNATIONAL BUILDINGS, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2.

Please send FREE book on .....................................
NAME .......................................................... AGE ..................................
(Block letters please)
ADDRESS ..........................................................

OCCUPATION ...................................................... 12.56

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

December, 1956

ADCOLA

SOLDERING EQUIPMENT

ILLUSTRATED

3" Detachable bit type (List No. 64)

Protective Shield (List No. 68)

Catalogues sent FREE

Telephones: MACaulay 4272 & 3101

British and Foreign Pats.
Reg. Designs, etc.

Head Office, Sales:
ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.
Gauden Road, Clapham High St., London, S.W.4

T.V. GUARANTEED £5
6 months

17" Rectangle £7.10 14" Rectangle £5.10
16" 15" 14" Round £5

PLEASE NOTE. A 16" or 14" T.V. tube can be fitted in place of a 9" or 12", with little or no alteration. 15"" or 14" tubes, 12" round type and smaller can be fitted in any alternative, if possible, as heavy ordering may cause delay in delivery.

T.V. CHASSIS

Easily adapted to Band 3 (T.V.) or FREE with order. Complete chassis by famous manuf. E.E. unit included. Our chassis being in 3 separate units (power, time base and vision) is fitted to table or console model. This chassis is less valves and tube. Many clients have successfully converted to 14 and 15" tubes, I.F.'s are 5.5-10.5 mc/s with vision high. T.V. on channel 6-13 easily converted.

REMEMBER SATURDAY OPEN ALL DAY
DUKE & CO.
621, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12
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anode circuit across the second I.F. transformer. This is a fairly conventional stage, and one to which we have become accustomed in A.M. sets. The wide bandwidth is maintained due to the damping effect of the valves and circuits at 10.7 Mc/s. This second I.F. transformer is often referred to as the “discriminator transformer,” for it is this, in this set anyway, which feeds the F.M. discriminator.

Here the discriminator is in the form of the popular ratio detector, comprising double-diode V3 A/B and associated resistor and capacitor. The circuit is of the unbalanced variety, and the audio signal is taken from across the 300 pF capacitor in the tertiary winding of the transformer. For those readers who require a full description of the working of this detector, reference should be made to PRACTICAL WIRELESS, November, 1955; under the article entitled “Understanding F.M. Discriminators.”

It will be seen that the two diodes are connected in series across the centre-tapped secondary of the transformer, and that the circuit is completed through the resistor-capacitor parallel combination. This section forms a time-constant and serves to endow the detector with the feature of amplitude limiting, since the time-constant is relatively large compared with the duration of a pulse of amplitude interference. The A.F. load consists of the volume control R1, and from this is fed the required level of A.F. to the grid of the triode section of V3(V3C).

Valve V3 is, in fact, one of the new range developed primarily for use in F.M. receivers. It features three diodes and a triode. Usually, the diode shown earthed in V3C section is used as the A.M. detector diode in combined sets. It serves no useful purpose, however, in the circuit under discussion.

The triode acts as an A.F. amplifier in conventional mode. The amplified A.F. appears across the 470K resistor in the anode circuit, and is coupled by way of the 0.02 µF capacitor to the control grid of the output pentode V4.

The output transformer and associated circuitry is rather interesting. The primary of the transformer is tapped as a means of neutralising hum in the output stage. It will be seen that the output of the metal rectifier is connected to one side of the primary, and that H.T. for the rest of the receiver is picked up from the tap; the other side, of course, connects to the anode of the output valve in the usual manner. There are two secondary windings. One is the normal one for driving the loudspeaker, while the other is a spare which is connected to the adaptor output terminals, and it is from here that the signal is taken for operating a separate A.F. amplifier when the adaptor facility is required.

Switches S3, S4, S5 and S6 are ganged and form the receiver/adaptor switch (see Figs. 2 and 3). When the receiver is operated on its own internal loudspeaker switches S3 and S5 close and S6 opens. In the “adaptor” position of the control, however, S3 opens and reduces the H.T. voltage by introducing an extra 220-ohm resistor in the H.T. feed; S4 opens and introduces negative feedback by disconnecting the 50 µF electrolytic capacitor in the cathode of V4; S5 opens and disconnects the loudspeaker; and S6 closes and connects a dummy load L6 in place of the loudspeaker across one of the transformer secondaries.

Tone correction and deemphasis is provided by the 0.01 µF capacitor and series connected 1 K resistor across the primary of the output transformer. Considerably enhanced response occurs in the “adaptor” position owing to the introduction of negative feedback in the output stage.

H.T. is provided by the metal type rectifier MR1 (type 18RA2N1151), and smoothing is aided by electrolytic unit comprising C3, C4 and C5. It will be noted that an auto mains transformer is employed and that one side of the mains is connected to receiver chassis. The chassis, therefore, might well be live to earth. Switch S1/S2 is the on/off switch and is ganged to the volume-control R1.

It should be mentioned that some earlier versions adopted a valve type EZ80 rectifier in place of the metal.
of the currently used metal rectifier. Also, instead of an EL84, a 6AM6 valve was used in the output stage.

Sufficient output is available from the adaptor sockets to drive fully the A.F. stages of most "A.M. only" receivers and audio amplifiers. When the adaptor facility is utilized it is often necessary to attenuate the signal by means of resistor pads to prevent overloading and to maintain a correct match. It is general practice to connect the adaptor signal to the pick-up sockets of radios and radiograms. Stand-off resistors can be used to prevent the adaptor, where permanently connected to a radiogram, from shorting the pick-up signal.

Fig. 4 illustrates the tuning drive system. Nylon drive-cord should be used when replacement becomes necessary, and a total length of about 40in. is required.

Alignment

Optimum performance is achieved only when the circuits are accurately aligned, and this applies particularly to L.F.T.2. For best results the use of a wobbulator and oscilloscope are required. Details of this method of alignment are given in the March, 1956, issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS.

The method outlined, though not as accurate as the wobbulator/oscilloscope method, often serves.

A D.C. voltmeter should be connected across the 39 K resistor in the ratio detector diodes circuit, with the positive side of the meter to the chassis connection. With a 10.7 Mc/s unmodulated signal applied to the control grid of V2, trimmer T5 should be adjusted for maximum voltage reading. It is desirable, initially, to unscrew trimmers T3 and T6 until they are half-way out of their formers.

The signal should now be transferred to point one on the circuit, and trimmers T3 and T4 adjusted for maximum voltage reading. With the signal very loosely coupled to the first stage, by connecting the "live" generator lead to a nearby earth point, trimmers L5, L3 and L4 should be adjusted, in that order, for maximum voltage reading. It may be necessary to put in a larger signal than hitherto for these adjustments.

The voltmeter should now be removed from across the 39 K resistor, and in its place should be connected two accurately matched series-connected resistors. A microammeter should be connected between the junction of these resistors and point two on the circuit.

A 10.7 Mc/s unmodulated signal should again be connected to point one on the circuit and trimmer T6 very carefully adjusted for zero reading on the microammeter, which will occur midway between a negative-going and positive-going indication. Since T6 was initially unscrewed for the previous adjustments, it will have to be screwed, in correspondingly to reach the point of balance.

Before making any of the foregoing adjustments, the mains should be connected to the set so that the chassis is on the neutral line. The "live" side of the generator should also be connected via a capacitor of 0.001 μF. It is also desirable to connect the "earthly" side of the generator to the chassis through a similar capacitor.

Adjustments of T1 (the R.F. coil) and T2 (the oscillator coil) are best made on an actual transmission, preferably on the Third Programme. The receiver tuning should be adjusted so that the cursor coincides with the scale frequency of the local Third Programme, and T2 should be very carefully adjusted until the signal is accurately tuned. T1 should then be adjusted for maximum sensitivity.

Scratch Filters

It is quite possible that many readers will have shared my difficulty in obtaining details of a unit, simple in construction but at the same time efficient, to eliminate that old " bugbear" of record scratch so evident with the older 78 r.p.m. recordings.

Briefly, the equipment used by the author consists of a Collaro 2010 transcription unit fed into a Leak TL10 pre-amp with the main amplifier output to a two-speaker system consisting of Wharfdale W12/CS and Super 8/CS/AL.

The circuit described (Fig. 1) gives excellent results with far less " top" cut than any other arrangement tried to date. Providing the unit is kept not less than 2ft. 6in. from the mains transformer, etc., no increase in hum will occur.

By means of the trimmer condensers "cut off" frequency is variable between 5-10 Kc/s. For maximum efficiency the two trimmers should be adjusted to have approximately the same capacity, and this can be achieved with very little effort, and once set seems to give good results with a large number of recordings.

The choke should have an iron core and inductance of 5 Henries and a suitable component may be obtained from Omnor Radio. The switch used by the author is a four-bank Yaxley type obtained for 1s. 6d. from a radio shop dealing in ex-Government gear. It is, of course, important to see that the switch has a sufficiency of terminals.

In accordance with the usual practice for such equipment, all leads should be screened to prevent hum and for added efficiency the unit could be mounted into a metal box which would, of course, completely screen the switch mechanism and wiring.

The second arrangement (Fig. 2) is simpler and cheaper, and considering these factors gives good results.—L. SHELDON.

**Fig. 1.** One of the filters referred to.

**Fig. 2.** A simple and cheaper arrangement.
HOME RADIO OF MITCHAM
have all the parts in stock for the MULLARD

F.M. TUNER

5 VALVE 10 WATT
Quality Amplifier

Full constructional data of both these units with wiring diagrams, parts lists, including separate pre-amplifier if required, in the "High Quality Sound Reproduction" book, price 3/6 (plus 4d. post).

Ready punched chassis ... ... ... ... 12/-
JB SL15 drive assembly ... ... ... ... 25/6
Magic eye escutcheon ... ... ... ... 2/6
JB 101 variable condenser ... ... ... ... 10/9
Complete set of resistors ... ... ... ... 15/6
Complete set of ceramics ... ... ... ... 41/6
All DENCO coils and I.F.'s.

We can supply detailed price lists for these home constructor kits and also the OSRAM 912 PLUS and BEGINNER'S SHORT WAVE 3 free on request.

HOME RADIO (MITCHAM) LTD., 187, London Road, Mitcham, Surrey

More "Gladstone" Bargains

Special. 1-V. gram. amplifier, metal rect., 6Jin. speaker, gain-on-off, tone, mains trans., on baffle with Tygan front. N709 valve; all for £3 carr. paid. Ditto in Rexine carrying case for 4-speed auto-changer with turnover head. £15.10.0 carr. pd.


Valves included in all above (not ex-Gov't.)
1-speed mixer auto-changers. Collaro £8.

Chokes: 25 H 100 m.A. 2009, 7/6; 35 H 200 m.A. 1600, 10/6.
B.S.R. gram motor 200-240 v. with pick-up, £4.5.0 (5/-).
D.C. to A.C. Converter 200-250 input 220 v. 50 c.p.s. 25 W. output converts your A.C. motor for D.C. mains, £4.4.0 (6/-). Collaro mixer changer in cream carrying case, £12.19.6 (6/-).

Battery charger 200-240 v. in 2 v. in 2 v. 12 v. 1-amp., 29/- (2/6).

"All dry battery" eliminator for 4 low consumption valves (200-240 v.) 90 v. 12 m.a. 1.4 v. 125 m.a. 45/- (2/-).

Few only: ex-NAAFI A.C./D.C. radios. 15-55 m., 200-550, 800-1,900 m., tone, gram. input, will take up to 8 ext. speakers: 10 v. output with all valves, in working order. Made by Magneta, Ltd. Price £8 (carr. 7/6).

Please add postage on orders less than 20/- small items.
Open Saturdays. Carriage charges in brackets.

GLADSTONE RADIO,
82B, HIGH ST., CAMBERLEY, SURREY.

TECHNICAL TRADING Co.

AMERICAN SCRIBBS TRANSCEIVERS, complete all valves, including two 632, £4, carr. 6/-. THROAT MIKES, £5, SINGLE HEADPHONES, with headband, new. D. DISTRESS TRANSMITTERS, all dry, with dipole telescopic aerial, weight 1lb., 12/6.
YOUNG'S ADJUSTER PANELS, 200/250 v. 96, 100V ELLE FUSE HOLDERS with 8 amp. plug, 9d. INDICATORS, TYPE 95, V.H., 18 volt valves, 30-6, complete all BULLET AMPLIFIERS, high gain push pull, ideal casa, compact, untested, £4/10/-, carr. 6/-.
TAPE RECORDER CASES,—Blue rexine, hinged lid, rexine locks, carries floor size 11b., £6.15.0, Carr. 15/6, 16/-, carr. 6/-. "TECHTRAD" SUPERSET COILS, polystyrene, transformer, high finish. Consisting Med. and Long (both aerial) and one Pickup Coil with full instructions. 7/6, Pair Quality Midget IF's, 8/-. Or both items, 15/6. No. 22 NETS, 16 valves, £4/15/-.
ALUMINUM CHASSIS,—6in. x 6in. x 1in., 3in. x 6in. x 1in., 6in. x 6in. x 2in., 4/6; 8in. x 8in. x 2in., 5/6. Post 9d. 8in. P.M. SPEAKERS.—Top Makes, 15/-, Ditto, tested ex. expit., £1/6/6. 7 x 4 Elicpticals, 18/-, Post 1/-.
COILS,—Australian, 15/-, 12/-, fine formers, 0.6, 0.4. RECOR DING TAPES,—Well known make, 1/20/-. Reels. Big Purchase enables us to sell at 15/- reel. Post 9d. AVO VALVE TESTERS, £3, F.M. RECEIVERS,—Consisting 6-valve sensitive chassis, latest miniature valve, 7 x 4 Elicptical speaker, beautiful cabinet. £1/15/-, our price £1/13 complete, carr. paid.

SPECIAL BARGAIN! 12 v. 4 amp. rect., 8/6 cu. £5.50. Full wave iron core statum heavy compact type.

Standard 8 Gang, .0005 CONDS., lin. sp. boxed, 3/-.

GERSCOPE 16 mm. TALKIE PROJECTORS at far below market price. Reject sound projectors at £22 sold out. But we have obtained a quantity of the dearer 16mm sound/silent projectors with built-in push/pull amplifier, separate heavy 12in. speaker, A.C./D.C. 1/00/200, complete for mains operation, tested, good condition, £25.00. Mirror contact.

ALBIS SIGNAL LAMPS, wecast, ex. cond., 25/- CONDENSERS —Latest ceramic. 10, 20, 30, 500, 1,000, 3,000 pf. 5—doz. post 8d.
LATENT ELECTROLYTICS,—100 mfd., 6 v., 1/-; 9 mfd. 220 v., 1/3; 16, 160, 500 v., 3—RESISTANCES,—1 w.—2 w.—471.—471mfg.
25—doz.—100.—100.—AMPHONIC VOLUME CONTROLS.—Dial, BBA, Brg, BBA, 605, 6.—doz. BBA waxres, 1/3, 12—doz. W.W. PRESET POTS—5001, 1K, 2K, 4K, 5K, 6K, 8K, 10K, 25K, 33K, 100K, Elnec 1K, 1K, £10, £12, £14, £16, £20, £30.
SP01, 8/6; SP01, £10; SP02, 3/6; EAKS, £10;£4; £6; £12.
E009, 8K; E100, 5.—E005, 90; E017, 5.—E170, 5.—E175, 9.—E128, 12; £16, 16; £30—Postage 1/- to £1 (1 to 14 Speakers Trans.); minimum 6d.

No. CO.D. 1,000 OTHER BARGAINS TO CALLERS AT:--
350/352, FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH PORTSMOUTH'S RADIO, TV AND TOOL SHOP
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Anode Regulation

Finally, while the anode regulation is not altogether critical, power will be lost if the regulation is poor. The screen supply should be regulated in any case. It is rather startling to observe the violent drop in power pack voltage under full signal conditions with a typical condenser input circuit. Clearly if the anode potential at full output sags from say 500 volts to 400 volts, then the output will only be that to be expected with a 400 volt supply. Thus instead of the expected 75 watts of audio we shall only obtain an audio output of 55 watts! This would in effect give a considerable undermodulation of the P.A. stage, particularly if the bias appropriate for 400 volt operation is 25 volts, or 4 volts less than that required for 500 volt operation. Accordingly we might also anticipate higher distortion and limiting effects, which might further reduce the actual audio power developed. An amateur baulking at the use of a choke input power supply might therefore use a pack giving a higher anode potential under quiescent conditions, which falls to the “required” value under full signal conditions. However, this may cause trouble with excessive currents and dissipation under quiescent conditions, particularly as the bias will be too low under quiescent conditions if it is right for full signal conditions. There seems little reason for baulking at a choke input power supply when building a modulator from scratch, unless of course a power supply is already on hand that might serve to power the modulator stage. The ratings of Fig. 2 apply for a screen supply of 300 volts in each case. The full signal anode current of the modulator stage is 240 mA in each case. This latter current is actual D.C. input and not merely the peak value at full signal conditions. An anode current meter may be used as an indication of modulator operation therefore.

An Example

As an example of a modulator circuit typical of the use of push-pull tetrodes, Fig. 5 is given. This is in fact based upon some recent modulator experiments by the writer, and the following features are mentioned for their interest in ensuring trouble-free operation. Thus at the input pin of the coaxial socket, a 47 pF condenser and a 4.7 K resistor are used to attenuate any R.F. that might be picked up by the mike lead. Constructionally, the first valve grid pin should be as close as possible to the coaxial socket so that there is the minimum of connection lead length, thus obviating R.F. pick-up. Even with a coaxial mike lead, R.F. pick-up in the shack may easily cause instability. Conversely, of course, the writer has known the mike lead to be resonant and to be so “hot” with R.F. when the beam array was firing towards the shack, that a neon could be lit on the mike stand, yet the modulator remained perfectly stable! However, precautions against R.F. pick-up of the type mentioned will enable R.F. induced instability to be reduced. In the writer’s case the 47 pF condenser and 4.7 K resistor effected a cure for R.F. pick-up when experimenting with the present modulator circuit.

The resistance capacity by-passes in the H.T. feed lines to the first two amplifier stages are useful in suppressing audio instability, and should not be omitted. The coupling capacitor for the grid potentiometer input of the second amplifier stage is made deliberately small to provide a bass “roll-off” that attenuates the extreme bass frequencies to tailor the speech response curve for more effective communication requirements. The driver valve is a 6V6, and optionally a negative feedback network may be added to improve the driver regulation so that

---

Fig. 4.—The self screen modulator circuit reproduced from last month’s issue.
the grids may be smoothly swung into the positive region. There is adequate gain in any case when using crystal microphones, so that negative feedback may be comfortably applied. Alternatively, or in addition to negative feedback, the secondary of the driver transformer may be shunted by a resistor of from 5 K to 1.2 K, and a value of some 3.3 K is a good average value to use. A further component is a condenser of 300 pF shunted across the driver secondary, which some may care to add. Further, the grid input to the second amplifier stage incorporates a top "roll-off" to attenuate the extreme upper top register, thus minimising excessive side-band spread and splatter. However, these aspects of modulator frequency response curves were covered recently in the article entitled "Tailoring the Speech," and readers will no doubt "tailor" their own modulators to suit their personal voice characteristics rather than adopt the values shown, which will serve for initial work.

A further point is the use of a 250 mA cartridge fuse in the 807 cathode to earth line. This serves to protect the tubes in the event of bias failure or other fault conditions. For the bias supply a convenient solution is the use of miniature deaf-aid type cells for the bias voltage. These cells will last almost indefinitely in such bias service, especially as the grid current flow tends to charge-up the bias batteries rather than discharge them. In fact some users regularly place their bias cells on load to prevent "over-charging" when used as bias cells for amplifiers driven into grid current flow conditions, and this tip may be worth remembering.

One final point is the use of a .001 μF mica condenser shunted across the modulator secondary. This condenser should be a high voltage type, and the TCC M3KO series will be found useful in this service. As is well known, it is possible by condenser loading to "build-out" the modulation transformer to level the upper register, and yet provide a sharper cut-off outside the top speech frequencies. The precise value of loading capacitor depends upon the impedances and other factors, and is a refinement that should be incorporated in all modulators.
NEW!  THE PRACTICAL WAY
of learning RADIO • TELEVISION • ELECTRONICS
AMATEUR S.W. RADIO • MECHANICS • PHOTOGRAPHY • CARPENTRY • ETC.

DO IT YOURSELF!
IN YOUR OWN HOME — IN YOUR OWN TIME

An entirely new series of courses designed to teach Radio, Television and Electronics more quickly and thoroughly than any other method. Specially prepared sets of radio parts are supplied and with these we teach you, in your own home, the working of fundamental electronic circuits and bring you easily to the point when you can construct and service radio receivers, etc.

Whether you are a student for an examination; starting a new hobby; intent upon a career in industry; or running your own business;— these Practical Courses are ideal and may be yours at very moderate cost.

With these outfits, which you receive upon enrolment and which remain your property, you are instructed how to build basic Electronic Circuits (Amplifiers, Oscillators, Power Units, etc.) leading to designing, testing and servicing of Complete Radio and Television Receivers.

Photograph of E.M.I. factories at Hayes—our industrial background.

OTHER COURSES WITH PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT INCLUDE: RADIO (Elementary and Advanced) • TELEVISION MECHANICS • ELECTRICITY • CHEMISTRY • PHOTOGRAPHY • CARPENTRY.

Also Draftsmanship • Commercial Art • Amateur S.W. Radio • Languages • Simple Electrical Repairs in the Home • Painting and Decorating • Etc. Etc.

With these outfits, you are given instructions that teach you the basic principles in the subject concerned.

NEW TELEVISION COURSE including a complete set of equipment dealing with the design, construction and servicing of a high quality television receiver.

COURSES (with equipment) also available in many other Engineering subjects.

COURSES FROM 15/- PER MONTH

To E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 32, 43 Grove Park Road, London, W.4.

NAME

ADDRESS

SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST

DEC. (We shall not worry you with per.cn 1 visits)
JASON F.M. KITS
QUALITY DESIGNS • EASY TO BUILD

JASON F.M. TUNER
Ease of building and complete stability characterise this outstandingly successful Jason design. It uses four 277/EFP1 valves and has a useful range of at least 60 miles from the transmitting station. A fringe-area version is also available. The book of the Jason F.M. Tuner (Data Publications), price 2/-, gives complete building and operating instructions. Chassis supplied ready punched. 0.5v. output suits all high-fidelity amplifiers. Power pack kit also available. Detailed price list, etc. on application.

FROM LEADING STOCKISTS EVERYWHERE
In case of difficulty please write direct to the makers
JASON MOTOR & ELECTRONIC CO.,
328, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2
Phone : SPEedwell 7050

The Tape Recorder
for YOU

Easy to operate with single knob control. Very wide frequency range with high quality output and may be used as a separate amplifier. Complete with crystal desk microphone and one hour spool of tape and fitted in cornerless simulated pigskin suitcase with continental gift fittings for operation on 110 v., 250 v. A.C. Mains.

40 GNS.
or 9 monthly payments of £5. 3. 0.

CONSTRUCTORS build these at
DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES

PERSONAL PORTABLE RADIO 30/-
This little set was designed to give you a real personal portable radio that you can enjoy anywhere without disturbing others. Use it on camping trips, in bed, in your office, or just anywhere.
Send 2/- for layout, Wiring diagram and Components Price List.

1v SHORT-WAVE RADIO 30/-
★ Covers 10-100 metres.
★ World-wide reception.
★ Low drain valve.
★ Picture diagram and instructions for beginners.
★ Assembling time 1 hr.

This 1 valve S.W. receiver can be built from our list of components for 30/-, including valve and 1 coil covering 20-40 metres. Provision is made to increase to 2 or 3 valves if required. All components can be purchased separately and are colour-coded so that the beginner can build this set quite easily.
Post and Packing : Under 10/- add 9d.; under 40/- add 1/6; over POST FREE.
Send 2/- for specification, wiring diagram, layout and price list to :
R.C.S. PRODUCTS (RADIO) LTD
OLIVER ROAD, LONDON, E.17. Mail order only.

FOR BUILDING AS A TUNER OR RECEIVER
For those wishing to enjoy selected reception of overseas transmissions as well as the superlative quality of F.M., the Jason "Argonaut" will be found ideal. It is recommended particularly for ambitious builders, and may be built as a tuner-unit, or self-powered unit with quality output stage. The chassis accommodates either version. F.M. sensitivity—15 microvolts. Switching and wiring are absolutely straightforward. Supplied with chasis, dial and tuning condenser ready mounted. Centre front-panel holes are blocked by easily removed plastic discs. All parts (less valves) to build tuner, £10.10.0. All parts (less valves) to build as complete receiver, self-powered, £11.10.0.
A COMPACT H.T.—L.T. UNIT FOR PERSONAL RECEIVERS
AN ALL-DRY BATTERY MAINS REPLACEMENT UNIT

By L. Baker

The purpose of this unit is to provide the L.T. and H.T. supplies for the average "Personal" receiver. There must be many of these type receivers in use as bedroom sets and for occasional listening. The writer's own model is an R.C.A. type with miniature B7G valves in a superhetodyne circuit. As the cost of batteries for this set was rather prohibitive, it was decided to make a small unit to provide the necessary supplies, namely, 90 V. H.T. and 1.5 volts L.T. In order that the set should retain its portable qualities it was decided that the unit should be as small as possible and should fit inside the set with no alterations to the wiring of the set itself, and be so arranged that it could be removed and substituted by the normal batteries at any time. The unit described proved to be satisfactory in every way, and indeed, after long periods of use gave no trouble.

In size it is comparable to the average 20 packet of cigarettes. The case which was made of 1/16in. aluminium is shown in Fig. 2. Basically, it will be seen that the case (which also serves as chassis) is a flat rectangular tray 4 1/2 in. long by 3 1/2 in. wide by 3/8 in. deep. A lid to suit the above dimensions was made from the same material and this lid covers the components when in use. The 3/16in. tabs at the sides serve to hold on the lid, which is screwed to the tabs by means of small 3/16in. woodscrews. The aluminium should be cut to the dimensions shown in Fig. 2, and before bending it holes should be drilled for the mounting clips of C4 and C5, also for C3 and C4. The hole for the output socket should also be made before bending, as also the mounting holes for T1, C1, the H.T. rectifier, the L.T. rectifier, and variable resistor R1 should be drilled while the aluminium is flat. As the components to be used will differ slightly, it is not possible to lay down hard and fast drilling dimensions. It will be a help, of course, to mark out the space for components (4 1/2 in. by 3 1/2 in.) before bending the material, and in this space position the actual components to be used. In this way the case or chassis can be drilled with enough accuracy to suffice. Having completed the drilling, the chassis may then be bent to shape and the components mounted inside.

The Mains Transformer

This unit is specially wound to suit the power supply. In the writer's model the basis of this was an old bell transformer which was stripped down and the bobbins used to accommodate the new windings. The same core was used which consisted of a number of E and J pieces. The primary was wound on its own bobbin and consisted of 1,320 turns of 36 s.w.g. enamal wire. The start or inside wire was passed through the cheek of the bobbin and anchored to a tag strip, which was held on to the transformer core by one bolt which was originally used to hold the laminations together. Every 200 turns of wire was insulated by a thin layer of empire tape, and when the final layer was wound the whole bobbin of wire was given a coat of shellac. The end wire was passed through the cheek again and soldered to another tag on the strip already mentioned. The winding for the H.T. was wound next. This was also on its own bobbin and consisted of 850 turns of 36 s.w.g. wire. This was not insulated at intervals, but instead wire with a single silk covering was used. The wire was passed through the cheek of the bobbin as before, leaving some 5in. protruding to reach its required anchor points. The final secondary for the L.T. was then wound and this consisted of 30 turns of No. 20 s.w.g. wire enamal, also in its own bobbin with long, protruding ends as before. The final unit was dipped in shellac to bond it tightly together and prevent buzz.

The Choke

This was made from the core stampings of a discarded miniature audio choke. All wire was stripped off, the bobbin retained. On the bobbin were placed 200 turns No. 20 wire, long ends left protruding for connection purposes. The choke also was given a coat of shellac. When wiring up the unit, pieces of sleeving were used over all wires protruding from ends of choke and transformer to insulate them from the chassis and components.

The H.T. and L.T. Rectifiers

In the writer's model these units were both rescued from ex-W.D. equipment. The H.T. rectifier is a small half-wave unit about 3/4in. long and fins of about 1in. were added, and the L.T. rectifier is a miniature single valve socket box with panels removed. The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1.—Theoretical circuit of the unit.
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It was rated at 25/30 mA max current. This is more than adequate for the H.T. requirements of the average personal receiver. It was mounted by a single hole fixing. No doubt readers will have to hand other metal rectifiers of slightly different shape, these should work just as well provided they are small enough to be accommodated in the case and they are known to be in good condition. The L.T. unit was a full-wave type and rated at 4/8 volts at 1 amp max. It was found that the consumption of the L.T. portion of the writer's set was 25 amp, and therefore the output of the rectifier for L.T. was adequate. It was noted also that the consumption of the average personal receiver using B7G valves was almost the same. The valve complements of several sets were checked and it was found the valve line-up for H.T. + and - and L.T. + and - go to the correct positions. Use soldered connections only, and wire earth connections directly to the case where shown on circuit diagram in Fig. 1. It will be seen that the H.T. negative output of the unit does not go to the chassis but is taken direct to the output socket. This is in order to provide for the automatic bias system of the receiver. The H.T. negative usually goes to earth via the bias resistor in the receiver proper.

**Adjustment and Operation**

Having completed wiring and checked for mistakes, etc., it would be as well to check with the ohmmeter between various points to see that no short-circuits will occur. If all is in order, with the unit connected to the receiver check for the various voltages. The no load outputs should be approximately 120 volts H.T. and approximately 3 or 4 volts L.T. If an old valve of the B7G type with good filament is to hand it is advisable to connect its filament across the L.T. output and measure the voltage on load. The voltage should now drop quite a bit. For this test turn the slider of R1 so that all the resistance is in circuit, then with voltmeter connected across the socket holding the valve, check that the L.T. voltage can be varied by adjustment of R1. If the voltage can be reduced to 1 volt or so all is in order. If not, recheck wiring and especially check and replace the L.T. rectifier. Having completed this return R1 to its setting with all the resistance in circuit and connect the unit to the receiver. With the meter across L.T. output and the switch set on, adjust R1 until exactly 1.4 volts show on the meter. Check again with the meter the H.T. voltage on load. This should now be in the region of 80 or 90 volts. It should not be more than 90 volts, if it is increase the value of the carbon smoothing resistor by the required amount to drop it to 90 volts. This completes adjustments. The set should now play normally with little or no trace of hum. If hum is present try changing about the leads to the mains plug. If it still persists all condensers should be checked, especially the L.T. smoothing and H.T. smoothing condensers.

**Wiring**

This is simple and straightforward. All wires should be well insulated, especially the wires from the transformer and choke. The output socket was taken from an old H.T./L.T. battery for the receiver and in the completed unit it should be carefully checked that the output of the unit should be taken to the correct lugs on the socket so that the receiver plug was usually DK92, DF91, DAF91, DL92. The filament of this set-up requires 1.5 volts at 25 amp. Many other sets will have a similar consumption, however, to provide for a slight adjustment the variable resistor R1 is included in the output from the L.T. rectifier. In the rectifier used by the writer there were actually only three connections to it, the fixing bolt being the negative side of the output rectified current. To simplify the diagram, Fig. 1, and the pictorial diagram, Fig. 2, four connections are shown. By way of warning it is extremely important to observe the polarity of both rectifiers and those which clearly show the cathode or positive terminal should be used. On no account should dubious units be used, especially in the L.T. circuit as damage to the valves could result.

**Wireless Coils, Chokes and Transformers**

LASKY'S

AMAZING OFFER!
Brand New, Perfect, 14in. C.R. Tubes at almost One-Third of List Price. Gives large black and white picture 11in. x 14in. Call or send for full details. Listed at £23.9.10.

LASKY'S PRICE
£8 9 6
Carr. & Insur. 226.

NEW BATTERY PORTABLE FOR HOME CONSTRUCTION ON PRINTED CIRCUIT
CAN BE BUILT FOR
£7 7 0
Carr. & Pkg. 3d.
19 Star Features make this the finest portable radio ever offered to the home constructor. Extremely simple to build, this printed circuit eliminates wiring errors. Send for CIRCUIT DIAGRAM, assembly data, all instructions and shopping list, 1/6 post free.

GARRARD RC.110 3-SPEED MIXER AUTO-CHANGERS

LASKY'S PRICE
£7 19 6
Carr. 36.
Cabinets available.

INEXPENSIVE RADIO YOU CAN EASILY BUILD
Unbeatable Value in Parcels for the Home Constructor

PARCEL No. 2. Contains everything to build a T.R.F. 3-valve Set for 200/200 A.C. mains, medium and long wave. Uses 6970, 6E7, 6V5 and metal rectifiers. With your choice of Cabinets, see below.

• Neat Plastic Cabinet, walnut or ivory finish; or attractive Wood Cabinet, walnut veneer. Size: 12 x 61 x 51in. Stale which required.

INSTRUCTION BOOK for either above sets, 1/- post free.

CABINETS ONLY, plastic or wood. 17/6. Carr. 28. All Components available separately.

BATTERIES CAN BE BUILT FOR
£5 10 0
Carr. & Pkg. 2d.


BEGINNERS CAN EASILY
BUILD THIS FRYING-PAN RADIO
NO RADIO KNOWLEDGE WHATEVER NEEDED!
Can be built by anyone in an evening using our step-by-step, easy-to-follow plans. Total building cost, including mirror finish frying-pan and everything down to the last nut and bolt only 79/6. Post Free. It is a REAL ALL-ELECTRIC RADIO with normal size speaker, etc. Exceptionally sensitive circuit covering all Medium and Long Wavebands.

RECEIVES "HOME," "LIGHT," "LUXEMBOURG," "A.F.N.," Etc., Etc., really beautiful tone due to wall-baffle effect. Size only 9in. Diameter, 2in. Deep, and handle 7in. Long. Hands anywhere—IDEAL FOR KITCHEN, BEDROOM, ETC. (Mains lead passes unnoticed through the hollow handle.) AMPLIFIED VOLUME. RUNNING COSTS ONLY 1d. FOR 75 HOURS! Weight only 31 lbs. For A.C. Mains 200 to 250 Volts. Robust design and should last a lifetime. EACH PART TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH, AND YOU CANT FAIL BECAUSE OUR EASY-TO-FOLLOW PLANS TAKE YOU STEP-BY-STEP. BUILD ONE OF THESE AMAZING LOW-PRICED SETS—NOW! Total building cost including full set of plans 79/6 Post Free. (Parts may be bought separately. Part Lists 2/6.) LIMITED QUANTITY. Send Cheque or Postal Order Today! Please cross Postal Orders (C.O.D. 2/- extra.) BUILD ONE FOR YOUR MOTHER OR WIFE!

Concord Electronics
(Dept. PW2) 69 PRESTON STREET, BRIGHTON, 1

Free to Ambitious Engineers!

Have you sent for your copy?

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
is a highly informative guide to the best-paid Engineering posts. It tells you how you can quickly prepare at home on "NO PASS—NO FEE" terms for a recognised engineering qualification, outlines the widest range of modern Home-Study Courses in all branches of Engineering and explains the benefits of our Employment Dept. If you're earning less than £15 a week you cannot afford to miss reading this unique book. Send for your copy to-day FREE.

FREE COUPON...
Please send me your FREE 144-page "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

NAME ________________________
ADDRESS ______________________
Subject or Exam. that interests me ______________________

British Institute of Engineering Technology
409B, College House, 28-32, Wright's Lane, Kensington, W.8.

B.I.E.T.

Which is your pet subject?


Get some letters after your name:

NAME ________________________
A.M.I. Mech.E. A.M.I.C.E.
A.M.I.P.E. A.M.I.M.I. L.I.O.B.
A.F.R.Ae.S. B.Sc.
A.M.Brit.I.R.E. City & Guilds Gen. Cert. of Education etc., etc.
TRANSMITTED SIGNAL TRACER

This Circuit is designed for Audio, R.F., and I.F. Frequency and is ideal for the Serviceman for checking all types of Sets Including T.V. Powered by 8 volt Dry Battery. Miniature in construction.

Complete Kit with 2 Transistors, Components and Wire With Valves. £11.00.

TELETHON PORTABLE TRANSISTOR SUPERHIT

We offer all the Components Including 4 Transistors, I.F.T & Trans. 2 Gang multi condenser, Ferrite Rod, Line, P.M. Speaker, V.C. and resistors and condensers to build this Receiver for £5.10. Or as above with Push-Pull Output, 6 Transistors and 4X4 Elliptical Screen Amplifiers. (All components sold separately. Send for shopping list and insturct.)

Or with 2 Mullard OC72s (matched) and 6 x4 Resistance-Push-Pull Speaker. Output 100 Milliwatts. £10.10.

TH1196 TRANSMITTER Transmitter section complete. £32. EP50, Relay, etc. 1/2. P.P. 26.

HENRY'S

1. HARRWOOD ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2.

WHY WASTE TIME

Give that set its best chance

FIT COMPONENTS

Catalogue 1:

Parts for the following:

Osrum "912" Plus Amplifier... 4/-
Mullard 10-mark Amplifier... 3/-

The Coventry

1-watt Amplifier... 1/-
4-watt Amplifier... 1/-

The Coventry A.M. Tuner Unit 1/6

Denco F.M. Tuner Unit 1/6

Complete Component Price Lists will be supplied with each Manual

COVENTRY RADIO

EAST 1925

19 DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON, BEDS.

Phone: Luton 2677

Morse Code operating... as a PROFESSION

45 years of teaching Morse Code is proof of the efficiency of the Cadlender system. Send 2d. stamp and address to full details of all courses.

CADLENDER SYSTEM CO., Dept. 510, 59th, Abingdon Road, London, W.8.

Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.
S.W. Listeners

SIR—In reference to the letter by H. F. Barker, of Reading, printed in your "Open to Discussion" feature, I agree that the S.W. listener is not fully catered for in most of the large radio societies; I agree that these societies are of value to the S.W. listener, but not in the practical sense.

I have found that in most local radio societies the S.W. listener is way out of the picture if in the company of licensed operators, and sits in the background whilst the hams talk of their Q.S.O.s.

In my opinion this is the reason why so many are dropping out of our hobby of S.W. radio.

The answer to this problem would, indeed, be to issue a novice licence, using low power and Xtal controlled, and providing the S.W. listener can prove that he is a genuine experimenter and that he can find a licensed operator to inspect the novice station to see that things are in order, etc.

This, in my opinion, is the only possible way for many S.W. listeners making the grade. Many inexperienced operators are using mobile nets in commercial fields, so why not the genuine novice experimenters?—L. G. HUTTON, M.S.M.(P.) (G529) (Birmingham).

Radio Alarm Clock

SIR.—With reference to your article by John Williams, August issue, on "Radio Alarm Clock", may I be permitted to say that ingenious as the clock contact arrangements may be they make the construction of this piece of equipment unnecessarily tedious for the service that the contacts are capable of giving.

A well-tried arrangement is the fitting of an insulated metal strip to the rear of the clock: this forms one contact, the alarm winder and case the other, as this rotates when the alarm rings. The metal strip stops the winder when the alarm spring pressure has put it under tension. (To reset, wind alarm half a turn.)

This completes the time switching with much more robust contacts than the foil. This switch is placed in the neutral line, of course. Now, for those with the qualms about the almost full mains voltage appearing across the clock contacts, when the master switch is over to alarm,

All that is required is a relay and a means of energising it (one is produced commercially, 4.5-volt battery operation) by either a battery or small transformer. The relay can be mounted inside the set and the clock left to switch the energising side of the relay, the main contacts breaking one lead to the set transformer, etc., or double pole switching if the relay has contacts available.

With the reasonably heavy contacts on the relay, the bed lamp-radio cum tea brewer, etc., really becomes a possibility, without blowing a hole in the foil each time the contacts open and close, and the accompanying electrical interference.—D. C. RAYNER (Electrical Engineer, Leeds).

Correspondents Wanted

SIR—I am 16 years old and interested in electronics. Through your columns I would like to get in touch with pen friends with similar interests. If many reply I will file and forward letters to enable as many as possible in similar circumstances to correspond together.—RICHARD C. HARDWICK (Abbeylands, Sherborne, Dorset).

"Transmitting Topics"—November, 1956

SIR.—On reading through this article we note that the author, Mr. O. J. Russell, mentions that data on the 807 valve is not available. We should like to point out that full operating conditions and data may be obtained for the Brimar 807 valve on application to our Valve Application Department.—G. C. Fox (Valve Application Department), S.T. and C., Ltd., Footscray, Sidcup, Kent.

Amateur Results

SIR.—Recent remarks about the early detector and low frequency receivers induced me to unearth some old components and build a medium wave version of the "Prefect Three" blueprint No. 63. This type of set possesses an odd kind of fascination: perhaps because of its being capable of giving good results, in spite of its simple nature! It is good, strong and clear on the Home and Light, and distant stations can be obtained on the 'phones.

A five-to-one universal transformer and a Lissen H.F. choke are large and heavy items: I had to make the plywood chassis 4 in. deep. I used a two-gang .0005 with the tuners joined, and an old .0001 vernier, with long handle. Noting the admonition to use thick wire, I made up coils of 17, 28 and 15 turns of 26-gauge on a ribbed 3in. enonite former. The coil ends are joined to plug-in pins, which plug in to a
seven-pin valve holder. This makes an ideal base
An ordinary output transformer is used and an 8in.
Celestion speaker.

With this simple old set some of that hypnotic
spell, well known to the early pioneers, returns!
Then home building was universal; it swept America
and Europe—the commercial set was almost unknown!
The "influence," was even more potent than is that
of television to-day! There were, however, a great
many beautifully made components on the market.
They possessed terminals and screws for joining and
fastening. With them it was easier to construct sets
than it is with the tag-ended components available
to-day!—A. TROWBRIDGE (Staines).

The R.1155

SIR,—I note in Practical Wireless that there
have been several queries with regard to the
R.1155. Having carried out instruction on these
RX's while in the R.A.F. I can clear up a few points:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>RX1155, 1155A, B, C</th>
<th>R.1155L and 1155N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 H.F.</td>
<td>18.5 to 7.5 Mc/s</td>
<td>18.5 to 7.5 Mc/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 H.F.</td>
<td>7.5 to 3.0 Mc/s</td>
<td>7.5 to 3.0 Mc/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 A.</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>3.0 Mc/s to 1,500 kc/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.F.</td>
<td>3.0 Mc/s to 1,500 kc/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 M.F.</td>
<td>500 kc/s to 200 kc/s</td>
<td>500 kc/s to 600 kc/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 M.F.</td>
<td>200 kc/s to 75 kc/s</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I.F. 560 kc/s. Bandwidth 4.3 kc/s at 6 db.
attenuation.
L.O. freq. 560 kc/s above incoming signal freq.

VALVES

| V1, V2 | D.F. switching | Triode hex. VR99A (X65 or X66) |
| V3 | R.F. amplifier | Varia 5 pentode VR100 (KTW62 or KTW61) |
| V4 | Freq. changer | T.H. VR99 (X65 or X66) |
| V5, V6 | I.F. amps. | Varia 5 pent. VR103 (KTW62 or KTW61) |
| V7, V8 | 2nd detector | VR101 double-diode-triode |
| A.V.C. and B.F.O. | | MHL6 |
| V9 | Visual meter switching | Double triode VR102 |
| V10 | Tuning indicator | BL63, VI103 Y61 or Y63 |

The VR99A and VR99 where being replaced with
VR1581 (E3CH5).
The frequency of the B.F.O. is 280 kc/s ± 3 kc/s.
The second harmonic is used to prevent the B.F.O.
from being loaded by the incoming I.F. signal.
I hope these few facts will come in useful to
readers.—D. B. SMITH (Nottingham).

Training Courses

SIR,—The radio and television servicing course now
running at Wesley Institute is intended for new
entrants to the industry, and also for amateurs who
wish to solve their home problems. Students wishing
to take less advanced examinations can be catered for.

Details are as follows:
1. Evenings: Wednesdays, probably to be
expanded to Mondays also (7 p.m. to 9 p.m.).
2. Fee: 20s. per one evening per session: 27s. 6d.
per two evenings the session, ending July, 1957.
3. The instructor is employed in the research
department of a well-known firm in the industry.

Wesley Institute is just off the Harrow Road, at
Stonebridge, N.W.10.—E. N. FENNEL, B.Sc. (Econ.),
F.R.G.S., L.C.P. (Head of Institute).

Amateur Tracking of "Mouse"

SIR,—Your correspondent, Mr. A. F. Buchanan,
in reference to operation "Mouse," has written
an interesting and thought-provoking letter.
Although some of us cannot hope to keep pace
with the technical side of such matters, an article
should prove of much interest to all types of readers
and from the humblest amateur toward we are
brought nearer to these projects by the advent of
the Great Magician—radio.

May I remark, if it is not out of place, to those
who are modellers in any way, that many of the small
fittings and gears as used in radio cannot be excelled
for use in modelling, especially as radio apparatus
demands such a high standard of workmanship
and quality generally.—M. K. HUGGARD (Co.
Wicklows).

Bought All Your Christmas Presents Yet?

No? Then here's an idea. Why not send
your friends who are radio enthusiasts a gift
you'd be delighted to receive yourself—a year's
subscription for PRACTICAL WIRELESS? For
a mere £12, which is still a very reasonable price
for such a gift, you will be able to ensure that they
receive a regular supply of the most up-to-date
information on the subject, while you can also
expect to receive a subscription to the magazine.

But the days are flying—don't forget the
Christmas deadline! Simply send your friends' names and
addresses to the Subscriptions Manager, and you
will be sure of receiving your copy in good time.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical nature suitable for publication in "Practical Wireless." Such articles should be submitted with the name and address of the author, and should contain the name and address of the editor, whilst the Editor does not hold himself responsible for
the originality of the work submitted. All correspondence intended for
the Editor should be addressed: The Editor, Practical Wireless, 10
Tower House, Southam-

Of course, you must arrange with your friends that they will pay for
the subscription themselves, and you will receive your copy in
the usual way.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS is the official organ of the
Radio Society of Great Britain, and is issued monthly.

Address all communications to the Editor at his

All correspondence intended for
the Editor should be addressed: The Editor, Practical Wireless, 10
Tower House, Southam-

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in "Practical Wireless" is specifically reserved throughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductions or adaptations of any of these are therefore expressly forbidden.
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I DID IT MYSELF!

YOU also will find it is so easy.

GET THE RODING HOME CONSTRUCTOR'S HANDBOOK

This very small reproduction of a sub-assembly from one of our series of unique LIFE-SIZE, "EASY-AS-A.B.C." CONSTRUCTION SHEETS illustrates how really simple radio assembly can be for the Home Constructor! If you have average ability and could follow this simple layout then you could tackle any or all of our large RANGE OF GUARANTEED OUTFITS knowing that with the help of our pre-allocated units failure is impossible!! No previous knowledge necessary.

The latest issue of our Handbook is beautifully printed on glossy art paper with a full colour cover! Packed with technical data, set building and servicing hints, facts, formulae, taxation, collection, node, solders, hints, etc., contrasted with descriptions, full parts lists and circuits of at least 22 modern receivers, tape recorders, recorders, units, etc., etc. (for list see previous ads.). Send 2/- (plus 4d. post).

AND our renowned "Easy-as-a-b-c." FULL SIZE Construction Sheets are available FREE with orders enabling even the beginner to set professional results first time! Full packs and I.P.T.S. pre-allocated. We supply ALL parts for ALL circuits.

NEVER BEFORE HAS THERE BEEN A BOOK SO VALUABLE TO NOVICE AND EXPERT ALIKE! GET YOUR COPY—DON'T DELAY—SEND TODAY!

RODING LABORATORIES

(Dept. TC12) Bournemouth Airport, Christchurch, Hants.

VCR97 TUBES 12/6

AND O.K. FOR TV !)

All these tubes have been tested in a TV set, and whilst they have a very slight restriction on one note only, if this were used in a home frame the restriction is outside our control. TV tubes included. Price includes holder (if required) and spring-wood lid.

MIDGET WAXED TUBULARS (450 v.)—4d., 61, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6.

NEW SURPLUS TUBES. — Wire-enamed, 75, 9,000. Lead-in, nickel-plated, each for 2/- (post free).

NEW SURPLUS 800K POTENTIOMETERS—1/- 6, 2/6.

HEAVY DUTY TWISTED CABLE.—6d. yd. PERIBRAID SLEEVING.—Assorted 45 yds., 1 and 2 mm. brown, green, blue, Red, post 6d.

FLEXIBLE TYPE SPINDLE COUPLERS, 6d. each.

ELECTROLIGHTS.—40 mil. 49v. 2/6.

NEW CARBON RESISTORS.—Assorted of 20 different 1 watt. 2/6, 12 different 2 watt and 2 watt, 26. Both resistors post 6d.

VALUE FOR MONEY STOCK LINES.

100 v. MIDGET WIRE-ENAMED CERAMICS.—At the lowest possible price, direct from the best manufacturers. 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 15, 25, 27, 30, 35, 47, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 470, 1,000, 1,200, 2,000, 3,000 pf. 4d., 7d. 30p., 1/6, 6/6.

WIRE WOUND RESISTORS (Silicone coated).—23, 33, 47, 90, 120, 220, 330, 500, 1,000, 1,500, 2,200, 3,300, 4,700, 10,000, 15,000, 22,000, 33,000, 47,000, 100,000 ohms.

LATEST "GEN" BOOKS

PRACTICAL TRANSISTORS & TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS.—Build these new circuits using your home-made transistors. 3/6. Post 6d.

PRACTICAL TRANSISTORS & CRYSTAL DIODES.—Clear, simple but thorough. Theory of a circuit, home-made aerials for TV and FM.—Includes circuits, 10 designs and valuable data. 2/6. Post 6d.

PRACTICAL FM.—FM fully explained with lots of results for home construction. 6/6. Post 4d.

RODING EQUIPMENT.—Completely at your disposal. ADDRESS FOR FULL RONDIAN LIST 3d. Please allow post & packing on orders under 2/-.

REEF & FORD 278, PORTLAND STREET, MOPPORT.
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THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

Bentley Acoustic Corp. Ltd. 38, CHALCOTT ROAD N.W.1

P.M.rose 9909

THE FIRST-CLASS RADIO COURSES

GET A CERTIFICATE!

QUALIFY AT HOME—IN SPARE TIME

After brief, intensely interesting study undertaken at your leisure—spare-time—you can secure your professional qualification. Prepare for YOUR share in the post-war boom in Radio. Let us show you how!

FREE GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 132 pages of information of the greatest importance to those seeking such success-compelling qualifications as A.M.British, R.E., City and Guilds Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio Amateurs, Exams, Gen. Cert. of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.P.I.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., Draughtsmanship (all branches), etc. together with particulars of our remarkable Guarantee of SUCCESS OR NO FEE. Write now for your copy of this invaluable publication. It may well prove to be the turning point in your career.

FOUNDED 1908—OVER 150,000 SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

(Dept. 461), 148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I

Complete Data—first grade OATL, G3X1, G3G9, 41 KT6, 41G6, etc. each.

All boxed. Full maker's guarantee. Post 6d. ea. b. Transistors Insulated (optional) 6d. per order, slope hours 10/- to 5/-, Safe, 1 cwt. Why not 'have a look at that urgent order for immediate dispatch C.O.D.? FREE List and conditions of sale I.A.E.
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FREE! Brochure giving details of
"Home 'Spruce-up' Training in Radio,
Television, and all branches of
Electronics. Courses for the Hobby
Radioist, or for those aiming at
the A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds,
R.T.E.B., or for professional
examinations. Train with the college
operated by Britain's largest Elec-
tronics organisation. Moderate fees.
Write to E.M.I. INSTITUTES,

WIRELESS. See the world as a
Radio Officer in the Merchant Navy:
short training, no low fees; scholarships; etc., available. Board-
and Day students. Stamp for prospectus: WIRELESS COLLEGE,
Colwy Bay.

GALPIN'S
Electrical Stores
Send for Free List for Small Power
Transformers, Electric Light and Slot
Motors, Volt, Arp and Milliamper-
eters, etc., Transformers made to
order.
Radio Bargains for Visitors.
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY.
408 HIGH ST. LEWISHAM
LONDON S.E.13 (lewisham June)
Radio Shack

LIMITED

COLLAR TAPE TRANSCRIBER. High Fidelity at low cost. 3 speeds, 3 in. per sec. carriage. Price, 4/6. Post free, 5/6.

WHITBY. ELECTRICAL. High Fidelity. Separate pre-amplifier. Tone control unit. It has a low noise input circuit feeding the double triode phase splitter and a push pull output stage. Used in a specially designed Whiteley Output Transformer. Overall 25 db negative feedback. Price, 35/6. Post free.

We are also stockists of the W.B. High Fidelity speakers and cabinets. Send 6d. for our latest list of valves, components, tools, books, etc.

155, Swan Arcade, Bradford

TELEKIN SUPPLY

104, High Street, Beckenham, Kent
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FRITH'S DATA SHEETS

Constructional Sheets of Guaranteed Tuned Radio Designs.

FOUR RAYS DESIGN.


TO ALL D.V.S 2 OPERATORS

Copies your D.X.2 to a 3-V, T.R.F. model with a specially ordered Add-on H.F. Unit. D. Sheet. 3/-, post free.

SEND 2d. STAMP FOR DETAILED LIST.

L. ORMOND SPARKS (P). Valley Road, Corfe Castle, Dorset.

T.C.R.C.

POSTAL COURSES

RADIO TELEVISION MATHEMATICS

Backed by 23 years' success

Write for free booklet W

T/C RADIO COLLEGE

DUART HOUSE, ASHLEY ROAD, NEW MILTON, HANTS.

NEW BOOKS

Beginners' Guide to Radio, by F. J. Cann, P.P. 7s. 6d., post free.

Radio Valve Data, new edition, by Wireless World, 4s., postage 6d.


Electronic Novelties for the Constructor, by Bradley, 5s., postage 6d.

F. M. Plus Tuner for the G.E.C. 312 Plus Model, 2/6, postage 6d.

Primary Valve and Telephone Manual, 5/-, postage 6d.

Radio Servicing Pocket Book, by Molloy, 10/-, postage 6d.

UNIVERSAL BOOK CO.

12, Little Newport Street, London, W.2 (Addington Lane Street)

GRAM-PAK AMPLIFIERS

Complete £319.6 P. & P. 2/6

This tิดest 4-watt amplifier fits nicely into any record player with ample room for speaker, 7" x 21" x 11". Suitable with any speaker and all modern crystal $-speed pick-ups. For 300-250 V.A.C. Perfect, distortionless. Quality guaranteed.

ACCESSORIES:

8 Blk. crystal tuner P.U., £14.10. 40/6" x 4" elliptical speakers, 19/-, 6s. 3-speed speaker unit with above P.U., 6d.

The complete outfit ready for your cabinet, £9.10. post free.

6d. stamp for details of this and other models.

ELECTRO-AcouSTIC LABS.

TINTON: ROSS-SHIRE: SCOTLAND
JUNIOR
UNIVERSAL
METER

Model 120A
A small 19-range instrument ideal for the enthusiastic amateur. Sensitivity is 1,000 o.p.v. A.C. and D.C. Accuracy: 2% D.C. ; 3% A.C.

RANGES
Volts A.C. : 0-25-100-250-500-1,000-2,500.
Milliamperes D.C. : 0-1-10-50-500-5,000.
Resistance : 0-2,000 ohms, 0-200,000 ohms.
Can be extended to 20 megohms. Automatic overload protection fitted to meter movement.

PRICE £9.15.0.

PROMPT DELIVERY

CREDIT TERMS : Nine monthly payments of £1.4.4.

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
Montrose Avenue, Slough, Bucks.
Telephone : Slough 21381. Cables : Tayloras, Slough

Train for a wonderful future in —

ELECTRONICS

Train to meet the need for pioneers in this expanding field.
Every day the demand for the expert in electronics grows. Radio, television, radar and the whole field of industrial automation are rapidly expanding, and the trained specialist assures for himself a well-paid career in this quickly developing profession. Here is your opportunity to enter for

1-year course

Full-time day course in the Principles and Practice of Radio and Television. Mainly designed for the training of Radio and Television Servicing Engineers. Next course, commencing May 22nd, is already fully booked. Enrolments for following course, commencing September 11th, now being accepted.

The E.M.I. College of Electronics
Dept. 32, 10, Pembridge Square, London, W.2.
Telephone : BAYwater 5131/2

The College associated with a world-wide electronics industry, including "His Master's Voice," Marconiphone, Columbia, etc.

G2AK This Month's Bargains

Don't miss this one!

CRYSTAL HAND MICROPHONES

As illustrated, in silver hammer case with polished grille, handle and 4 feet screened lead. Only £12-11-10.

12 V. MINIATURE ROTARY TRANSFORMERS. Output 360 v. 30 mA. Cont. or 310 v. 70 mA. intermittent. Only £14 x 2. in. Overall. Ideal for car radio, mobile TX, etc. Only 21/- . Post 2/-

HEADPHONES. H.R. Type 4,000 ohms, very sensitive. Only 12/6 pr. Post 1/- C.L.R. types (low res.) 8/- Post 1/6.


BRITISH BREAST MIKES complete with pr. of H.R. 4,000 ohm phones in wooden carrying case. New W.D. stock, unrepeatable at 17/-6. Post 2/-

AERIAL WIRE. Copper, 7/25 stranded : 140/- , 10/- ; 70/- ; Hard Drawn : 140/- , 17/- ; 70/- , 8/- P. & P. 2/-

GLASS INSULATORS. 1/4 each. Small shell ditto. 4d each or 4/- doz. plus postage.


No C.O.D. on orders under £1.

PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS

CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD.

Dept. 'P' 110, Dale End, Birmingham 4. (CEN 1635)

ALL THESE FINE BARGAINS ARE AT

The Walk-around Shop


WAVEMETER TYPE W1310. Coverage 155 to 230 Mc/s continuous, complete with test leads. Input 200 v. 50 cycles. New condition. £13/-10/- plus 7/6 carr.

TYPE 62A INDICATORS. Ideal for conversion to oscilloscopes. T.V. units, etc. Containing VR97, 12 VR91 (EF50), 2 VR54 (BB34), 3 VR92 (EA50), 4 CV118 (SP61). Slow-motion dial, 12 pots and scores of useful components. Size 8x11x18in. In wooden packing case. £3, carriage 7/6.

DESYNN TYPE Antenna or Beam Position Indication System. This comprises a Transmitter unit and Indicator which will operate on 12 or 24 volts D.C. and will indicate with instantaneous and smooth pointer movement. The Transmitter is a specially designed potentiometer and will operate the Receiver on a simple three wire system and the receiver in this instance is calibrated in gallons, but dial could be easily altered to indicate a 360 deg. sweep. Transmitter and Receiver with full instructions. Price 12/- 6, p. p.

EAR PIECES. 2,000 ohm C.H.R. or balanced armature type, low resistance. Single units, 3/6 each, plus 6d. p.p.


AN/APNI TRANSDUCER. This Unit consists of Magnet, and Coil which is attached to a Stripline diaphragm suspended freely and perforated to prevent air damping. Mounted on a ceramic cover, which sits over the diaphragm, is a Form of 2-ang capacitor which has a swing from 10,000 to 0 pf. The above unit is used as part of Wobbulator described on page 252 of the June "Wireless World." Price 7/- 6, p. p.


PROOFS Dept. 'P', S2 Tottenham Court Road, BROS. LTD. London, W.1.

LANgham 0141 Shop Hours: 9-6 p.m. Thursday: 9-1 p.m. Open all day Saturdays

PRACTICAL WIRELESS December, 1956
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## Practical Wireless Service

### PRACTICAL WIRELESS

#### CRYSTAL SETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Blueprint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2/-</td>
<td>1937 Crystal Receiver</td>
<td>PW71*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The &quot;Junior&quot; Crystal Set</td>
<td>PW94*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/6</td>
<td>Dual-Wave &quot;Crystal Diode&quot;</td>
<td>PW95*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### STRAIGHT SETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Blueprint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Battery Operated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-valve: 2/6 each</td>
<td>The &quot;Pyramid&quot; One-valver (HF Pen)</td>
<td>PW93*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Modern One-valver</td>
<td>PW96*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-valve: 2/6 each</td>
<td>The Signet Two (D &amp; LF)</td>
<td>PW76*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/6</td>
<td>Modern Two-valver (two band receiver)</td>
<td>PW98*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-valve: 2/6 each</td>
<td>Summit Three (HF Pen, D Pen)</td>
<td>PW37*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The &quot;Rapide&quot; Straight 3 (D, 2 LF (RC &amp; Trans))</td>
<td>PW82*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F. J. Cann's &quot;Sprite&quot; Three (HF, Pen, D, Tet)</td>
<td>PW87*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/6</td>
<td>The All-dry Three</td>
<td>PW97*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-valve: 2/6 each</td>
<td>Fury Four Super (SG, D, Pen)</td>
<td>PW34C*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### MISCELLANEOUS

1/6 each | Mains Operated | PW95* |

#### SUPERHETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Blueprint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F. J. Cann's 2-valve Superhet</td>
<td>PW52*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### PORTABLES

2/- | The "Mini-Four" All-dry (4-valve superhet) | PW68* |

#### SHORT-WAVE SETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Blueprint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battery Operated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-valve: 2/6 each</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple S.W. One-valver</td>
<td>PW88*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-valve: 2/6 each</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)</td>
<td>PW38A*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-valve: 2/6 each</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental's Short-wave Three (SG, D, Pow)</td>
<td>PW30A*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-valve: 2/6 each</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and Trans))</td>
<td>PW63*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Band-spread S.W. Three (HF, Pen, D (Pen), Pen)</td>
<td>PW68*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### MISCELLANEOUS

#### SWIRL IS ALL THAT MATTERS

The three-valve 1939 "Common Sense"...One-valver...the majority of the components for these receivers are no longer stocked by retailers.

### AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE

#### STRAIGHT SETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Blueprint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battery Operated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-valve: 2/6 each</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.B.C. Special One-valver</td>
<td>AW387*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mains Operated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-valve: 2/6 each</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Console Two (D, Pen), A.C.</td>
<td>AW403</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SPECIAL NOTE

These blueprints are drawn full size. The issues containing descriptions of these sets are now out of print, but an asterisk denotes that constructional details are available free with the blueprint.

The index letters which precede the Blueprint Number indicate the periodical in which the description appears. Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless, W.M. to Wireless Magazine.

Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost of the Blueprint (stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Blueprint Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
3 STATION T.V. TUNER

**MODIFICATION COILS**

Coils for the Modification of the T.R.E. "View Master" into a T.V. Unit for use with the 3 Station Tuner. The packet contains all Coils complete with Iron Dust Slugs. **PRICE 20/-**

**SWITCH KIT.** Fine Tuner, Coil Mounting Plates, Tag Panel, Earthing Wire and Copper Foil for the 3 Station Tuner. **PRICE 27/-**

**NOW AVAILABLE.** The "Practical Television" reprint booklet giving full details of the complete conversion, price 2/9, post paid, or GIVEN FREE to all customers making one purchase of the three complete kits.

Available from all reputable stockists or direct from Works. Send 1 in stamps for **GENERAL CATALOGUE** covering full range of components.

**DENCO (CLACTON) LTD., 357/9 OLD ROAD, CLACTON-ON-SEA, ESSEX.**

---

## Trace the Trouble in a Trice

**PIFCO ALL-IN-ONE RADIOMETER**

- Circuit Test
- L.T. & H.T. Tests
- mA Test
- Valve Test

Use the PIFCO All-in-One Radiometer for the practical testing of all types of radio and electrical apparatus. You can carry out continuity and resistance tests, check H.T., L.T., and G.B. voltages, also Household Appliances, Car Lighting Systems, Bell Circuits, etc. May be used on A.C. or D.C. mains.

*COMPLETER 32/6*

---

## Make Sound Joints Simply by Using Multicore

**ERSIN MULTICORE**

Contains 5 cores of extra-active, non-corrosive Ersin Flux. Prevents oxidation and cleans surface oxides.

**SIZE 1 CARTON 5/-**

**HANDYMAN'S CARTON** Suitable for 200 average joints. **6d.**

**HOME CONSTRUCTORS 2/6 PACK**

In addition to the well-known Home Constructors Pack containing 190 of 18 s.w.g. 60/40 alloy) a similar pack is now available containing 40 ft. of 22 s.w.g. 60/40 alloy especially suitable for printed circuits.

**MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,**

**MATERIALS WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS. (B3XMOOR 5050)**

---

**ARAX MULTICORE**

For Metal Fabrication (Not wire-rod joints)

Contains 2 cores of Arax Flux. Flux residue is easily removed with water.

**SIZE 8 CARTON 5/-**

**BIB WIRE STRIPPER AND CUTTER**

Strips insulation without nicking wire. Cuts wire cleanly. Splits extruded flex 3/6 each.